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North Waldo Pomona Grange held a very
interesting and profitable meeting with Star of
Progress Grange, Jackson, Feb. 14th. It was an
ideal winter day and by noon there were nearly
100 present. The meeting was opened in regular form with W. M. George H. York, presiding.
Upon the roll-call of officers four were found
to be absent and the vacancies were filled by
appointment. The records of the previous
meeting were read, and next in the order of
business were the reports of subordinate

fers in Real Estate.. G. B. Marsano in
ltaiy..The Freeport Shoe Man..
News of the Granges. .North Waldo
}\>inona..A “Pi” Banquet..Probate
Societies... .The
,> u r t... .Secret
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Churches.. Personal.
Farmers’ Week at the U. of M...
!aii and Fine. .The Isle of Honor..
vocation Week at Bangor...The
Marketing of Fruit. .Apotheosis of
the Hen..Mince Pie in History..
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Monroe.

Patronage...The Pattangall-

One

;,..5u*d Program.. Mother and Son

;
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Almost at the Same Time.. Big
Estate Deal..The Remarkable
,'father of 1911....Rev. T. S. Weeks
Literary News and Notes..
State... .University of
zona a
v! .me. Rockland’s BabyyShow.
rials..East Belfast. .The News
last. .The News of Brooks.

l
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News of

Belfast.

Return (story). .The Recall..
wry of Bates College.. Hamlin
Items..
i. ,»ngress?. Over-Seas
.-v hools
of Maine. .Border State
..Pitts.Nostrums.
.s
(poem)...
Personals. .Wedding Bells,
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CAPTAIN J. O. HAYES.

's Bonanza.

lhe Kepubhcan
city committee in selecting
candidate for mayor this year have mad*? a
happy choice—a choice that will be ratified by
acclamation at the caucus tomorrow night.
At the time his name was
suggested Capt.
Hayes was in Bermuda on an important business
mission for the Pendleton Bro’s, for
j

port.. .Stockton Springs....Ship
Births. Marriages.. Deaths.,
ttv
Correspondence... Freedom

a

.....
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Ellis

whom

street, died

Church

Kimball hospital
disease. He had
t at the institution for the past
It was only since Christmas that
n failing health.
Chas. Ellis had
..it-.t of Putnam for twenty years,
at time had won the respect and
the community. His employers
a ike looked
up to him and ren.
for his m .ny sterling qualities.
he
came
to
this city until
time
iias been employed as overseer by
Woolen Co. and was regarded with
-A. Eilis was born in Hampden, Me.,
I. Early in life he removed with
to Belfast, Me., and there obtained
He was married in that city
11, 1884, to Miss Annabel Eames,
He
: the late Frank P. Eames.
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\Ls front
1 age.

for many years

transfers in real estate were
Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending February 20, 1912:
Gustavus Page, Jackson, to Charles Wren,
Thorndike; land in Jackson.
Ida G. Estes, Liberty, to Frank P. Brown,
do.: land in Liberty.
L. L. Rogers, Troy, to Rufus E. Stone, do.;
land in Troy.
The City National Bank. Belfast, to John C.
Morrill, Belmont; land in Belmont.
Mary C. Birmingham, Frankfort, to Sarah E.
Birmingham, do ; land in Frankfort.
William Emerson, Palermo, to Stanley Powell, Liberty; land in Palermo.
Elisha Merriam, Morrill, to Herman Merriam, do.; land and buildings in Morrill.
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.thing merchant in this city and
perty interests here. lie retired
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made his home in

coming to Belfast
usual last

s

but

summer.

was so

fee-

deemed best for him to remain

•vas
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for the

summer,

Merriam, Morrill, to Simon S. Ersbuildings in Morrill.
Frank R. York, Brooks, to Mark S. Stiles,
Jackson; land in Brooks.
Hattie Annis, Belfast, et als., to Charles E.
Herman

daughters,

is

Mrs. Hyams and Mrs.
with him, the latter during

been
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kine, do.;

part of the winter. The family
to furnish data for an obituary
i e i later. The remains accompae-i
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ade. and where his wife and
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taking

son

the remains

land and

Henderson, Belfast; land in Belfast.
Pearl & Dennett, Bangor, to Eliza A. Howe,
Denver, Colo.; land and buildings in Islesboro.
Charles L. Harmon, Troy, to William L.
Rand, do.; land in Troy.

Harris

yesterday

to

bearers were Rev. D. L. W'ilson,
ess, H. L. Lord and Calvin A. Hub-

he
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3,000 feet above

and

to find that

surprised

sea

level.

nearly

In Genoa the American

France.
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Rand of Prospect, who had been in
n at the home of his
daughter, Mrs.
! r. e, since last November, died Feb
ii.

a
few weeks illness. He was 89
10 months old. He leaves besides
daughter already mentioned two daugnMayo of Sherman and Mrs. E.
.iacwalroc, and a son, H. E. Rand,
A brother, Henry, lives in Kenne<■:?iii a sister, Mrs. Bates, lives in
1
remains were taken to Kingman
interment.
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with

ex-

Marsano.

Saturday's bjat

visit in

a

un-

time. Had it struck him
on top of the head he would probably have been
instantly killed, but he has recovered without
serious injury.The funeral of Mrs. Delmont Thompson was held at her late residence
Tuesday morning, Rev. A. J. Lockhart officiating. The burial was in Prospect_A band
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Reading,
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Mr. Clarence Washburn, a student
occupied the pulpit here last Sun-

construction,

or

or

transacting other business. Capt Hayes has
good, and if his fellow-citizens elect him
Mayor he will make good in that position.

made

Comet Grange, Swanville, had a box
sociable
Washington program and a general good
time Monday evening.
a

Burnham Grange, No. 509, worked the
3rd
degrees at their meeting Feb. 15th.
This week they will work the 1st and 2nd
degrees on a large class.
There was a large attendance last week ar.d much interest is shown

and 4th

at each

meeting.
building of a

the

Will and

A

a sum sent

has been voted for
at Good
aid in the Parcels Post

sum

new

Grange cottage

to

bill.

Seven Star Grange, Troy, met at the
grange
hall Wednesday evening, Feb.
13th, by special
call, and gave first and second degrees to 20
and reinstated 6.
Five new names were proposed and a special meeting will be held Tues-

day

evening Feb. 20th to give the first and
second degrees to those five. And
Saturday,
Feb. 24th, all who have taken the first
and

second

degrees

will take the

third and fourth
A harvest feast will then be
served
grand good time is anticipated.

j degrees.
and

a

Northern Light,Grange of
VVinterport is
sending the Maine Granges copies of the fol-'
lowing resolutions in regard to better care of
our

poor:

pendents
humane

is

and

of

H„

State of Maine,
town system of

Northern

Winterport,

the present
believing
caring for the poor and deinadequate to their needs inthat

expensive; and whereas said
system requires farms in each town and care
takers for same. We believe that all
towns in
each county can be consolidated into
one central Home, under one
Superintendent with better care to the inmates and with less
expense

to the tax payers.
Therefore, be it resolved that a movement
be started through the
grange to bring about
the following reforms.

Resolved that each county in the State shall
provide a suitable Home for the Poor of said
county, such homes to consist of suitable dwellings, hospital, chapel, etc., as may be necessary for their comfort and needs. Also
pro
vide superintendents,
matrons, physicians,
nurses, etc.
All towns now owning town farms
can d spose of same and the money now rais' d ea-’h
year by the individual towms can be used to
maintain the "County Home.”

Resolved that every grange
appoint a delegate to bring this subject before their next
for
their
meeting
consideration.
Resolved that we have these resolutions
printed and a copy sent to
every Subordinate ar.d
Pomona Grange in the State.

Moret.

Band,

A

A

Star Spangled Banner
Pianist, Mrs. E. P. Goodrich.

I.

Ri

a icnn

H. J. IDE,
Nellie M. Bartlett,
Walter Clark,
Eliza T. Clements.
the
Had Been

Arrested

on

*.i of Mr. A. S. Jackson of Poor’s
held at our church last FriRev. David Wilson of Belfast
1 he officers of Phoenix Lodge, F.
v. Inch the deceased was a
member, concert and ball was given Thursday evening
"■
at Union hall which was well patronized and
; ressive ritual of the order at the
Mr Jackson was born and reared in
greatly enjoyed by those who were present,
<1 was a highly respected citizen,
The program was as follows:
rter member of Honesty Grange, i
1 had most tQ do with its organiza- ! Band,
March, 18th Regiment
F. Panella.
‘-Jiiained in good standing until his
Overture, Impromptu
fgrange placed a beautiful pil- Band,
rs at the head of the casket as a
Dalbey.
1
'-f inspect for their deceased brother, Reading,
Selected
Miss Marion Philbrook.
that Mrs. Mattie Cross Larson
Selected
v
', 1 ;‘.-sed away in Jonesport, Maine. She Solo,
Mrs. Arthur Archer.
'»nly daughter of Mrs. Ida Cross of
•/.
1 *ie funeral was held at our church Band,
March, Dallas
R. B. Hall.
,'i"rning-Mrs. Etta Littlefield of
!s
The
in
Soldier’s
relatives
town
and
atDream
Band,
Serenade,
visiting
,f
W. S. Ripley.
^unera* °f her niece, Mrs. Mattie
R. F. Blood is the happy Reading,
Selected
: Mrs.
i.v
fit‘r twelfth child—all healthy, rugMiss Mildred Cole.
Mrs. Blood will be 38 years of Solo,
Selected
ka.
Mrs. Grace Lord.
—Mrs. Lizzie Sheldon of HowMr- V. who has been nursing her mother, Band,
Characteristic March, A Warm Reception
the past month, returned
W,
wvek— Mrs. Ella Woodbury Clary
cl
Anthony.
v>s‘ted in town last week-Mr. Band,
Waltz, Calanthe
Wf.
J‘eals has been under the doctor’s
Holzmann.
cart
time...
Mr.
R.
B.
Smith
has
Selected
l*tll
Mr. Carroll Young.
on ait0 destroy two cows and a heifer
*>f
’!JUnt
tuberculosis.Mr.
Alonzo
Duett,
Selected
Hi.;
Mrs. Archer, Mr. Snare.
ISain.f) and family moved to Belfast last
Romance, Day Dreams
Monday of this week. Mr. Band,
heldon has moved his family into the
Rollinson.
ViC(J|.
^‘chards place, which he recently Band,
March, Deed of the Pen
...

superintending repairs

Massachusetts-Clyde Hardy

accident February 13th which
being fatal. A heavy rock attach-

an

rope and pulley fell, striking him
the side of the head and rendering him

ed to

-was

5

on

came near

M()RRILb
\

far

and Miss Clara Atwood refrom Boston, where
they went to attend the wedding of Miss
Frances Hanscom-A caucus was held at
Union hall Saturday afternoon to nominate
officers to be voted for at the coming town
meeting.... Miss Harriet Moody has returned
turned

‘‘Her

>

goods

W1NTERPORT.
Mr. Joshua Treat

>

\
|
|

was
lost in a hurricane in
Mexico when Capt. Hayes was
vacation at his home in Islesboro.
commanded the barkentines Nellie
Smith and Olive Thurlow, and
last, and as the
captain said, “best of all,” the 4-masted
schooner Pendleton Brothers, built in this
city
by F. C. Pendleton of Islesboro and owned by
Pendleton Bros, and Smith & Thurlow. In
every capacity, whether on board his
vessel,

She

of

town

Blake, HerVrriam, Ross Smith and Louis Winacted as bearers.

!

greatly

machinery

back to tseliast soon.

G. B.

u.uded and Messrs. J. O.

I

was

all other countries. Therefore I
glad that I am an American, and I hope to

be coming

place
‘March in Morrill Friday afternoon,
Vilsonof the Congregational church,
-Jiiciating. A delegation of about 21

^

I

all the

cel those of

•rai of Alfred S. Jackson took

j
Ij

visit

here is of American make; also the shoes
clothing. One of the hotels is run by
Americans. The people here desire American
goods in preference to those of Germany and

were brought to Belfast last
:ght and taken to Morrill for interwhere funeral services were held

<

a

and

friends.—Jonesport correspondent,

1

Mark was kind to him and never let him leave
without putting $15 or $20 in his pocket after
each settlement.
Later Capt. Hayes sailed
the schooner Harbinger and brig Katahdin for
Capt. A. P. Veazie of Bangor, of whom he
speaks as “one of God’s noblemen.”
Next
Messrs. J. S. & F. T. Bradstreet of Gardiner had the schooner Helen Keller built
at Bath
and gave Capt. Hayes command

We> the members
W't’e:?as
Light
Grange, No 6, P. of

ITALY.

used

...ins

\

IN

to Italy, his native land, he promised to send a
letter to The Journal from his old home, and
was as good as his word.
The letter came last
week, and as it was written in Italian was
translated by his son Charles, as follows:
Foriglia, Italy, Jan. 29, 1912.
Here I am about 25 miles north of Genoa

shocked to learn of the

F.

News.

"ar4""r

MARSANO

Before Mr. Marsano left Belfast for

clock Friday morning.
Her illness
'Uciden and her death was due tc
ni’s disease. She has suffered with
trouble for some time. She leaves
her death, besides her husband, a
,.ht months.
Her former home was
and her mother has been living with
"me time.
Mrs. Larson’s maiden
Martha Cross and she is the last
i.h
family. She was about twentyof age and was very popular

*

B.

G.

Larson, wife of Dr. O. F,
this place, which occurred at her
rs.

came to Belfast.
Capt. Hayes said
that he used the word uncle in this connection
as customary in New
England, but that with
him it carried a reverential fondness, for Uncle

NEWS OF THE GRANGES.

following

The

son

was

favorably
people personally, and

recorded in

Tuesday morning, Fet

He

until he

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.

aged 89 years
general breaking down

a

our

some by reputation, there are others to
whom he is not known, and we herewith present for their information some details of his
life; but not all that might be set down to his

Park street,

on

e

representative government
community in which

to

spent his boyhood days.

larris

of

While Capt. Hayes is well and

of the late T. C.
formerly lived in East Belthe

was

who

wiio

detriment to any
it exists.
a

known to many of

Patriot.
i.llis

principle

every
and is

never

|

years, and

credit. Capt. Hayes has been a citizen of Belfast for 18 years. He was born in Ireland in
1850. came to this country in 1865 and was
at uralized at Bangor in 1875. In that
year he
took command of the schooner Globe and later
of the schooner Volant. His next command
was the schooner Charles
Heath, owned by
“Unclt” Mark Pendleton and sons of Islesboro,
which was his place of residence from 1868

conviction and is ready and able to depolitical faith at all times, hut he has
no personal enmities and no end to serve other
than to live up to the standard of a law abid
ing citizen. He recognizes the fact, as do all
honorable men, that if elected to public office
he becomes a public servant and not the servant of any party or clique, and that the in- of her.
terests, of the whole community should be I the Gulf
paramount. Elect him and Belfast will be rid taking a
He next
of a one-man administration that violates

was an over-

particularly interested in
ung always to prefer his home life
a public official.
He was an active
: the Royal Arcanum of Putnam, a
a few other orders, and was a regu:ant of the Congregational church
bereaved family have the heartfelt
The fun•! the entire community.
t-.- were conducted Tuesday mornven o’clock in the Congregational
P. D. Sargent. The burial was in
There were many beautiful floral
Mr. Ellis is survived by his wife;
ters. Flora E. of New York and
f this city; by a son, FranklinT. of
r.d a brother, Albert C. of Water! tie bearers were E. M. Barney,
aton, Frank Weatherhead, Ed
bto. Baker and Wm. Davison.—

sailed many

fend his

cardroom of the Plymouth Woolen

'•

has

from

Mass., and became an expert ma'..ater he went to Plymouth, Mass.,

!

he

recognize his abilities not only as a master
mariner but as a business man. He was communicated with on his return to this country,
and as he was about to retire from the sea and
sett'e down at his home in this city he consented to allow the use of his name as a candidate for mayor. Capt. Hayes is a Republican

'.::ig at the Day
.-.nt tubercular

\
\

PERSONAL.

The Sunday school at the Universalist
church is growing. New pupils are added

Hon. and Mrs. Arthur I. Brown arrived home
1 sist Friday evening from Augusta.

nearly

every

Sunday.

The Junior C. E. meeting at the North
church will be held Friday afternoon this
week, instead of Thursday.

t

Capt. E. S. McDonald, who came home with
case of malaria, is
steadily gaining.
Mrs. Carl C. Larsen of Bangor is
spending

bad

1 he week with her parents,
Mr, and Mrs. Geo.
1 i. Davis.

The Twilight service announced to be held at
the First Parish church at 4.30 p. m., Feb!
ruary 25th has been postponed to March 3d.

Frank E. Logan returned to Bangor
Monday

fter spending several days with relatives in
:erport.
The regular meeting of the Epworth
Petition granted to change the name of
League ] lelfast.
masters
were
by
granges.
represented
Eight
Lettie Estelle Bickmere of Troy to Lettie of the Methodist church has been changed
Earl Strickland of Madison returned home
or delegates and reported in their usual condifrom Tuesday evening at 7.30 o'clock to SunEstelle Richmond.
uesday from a few days visit with friends in
tion. Waldo Pomona was represented by Ed- j
Petition for allowance granted in estate of day evening at 6.30.
Jelfast.
ward Evans and wife.
Charles A. Hustus, late of Swanville.
The Christian Scientists hold services in
Milton B. Hills of Northport arrived home
Worthy Master York appointed the followPetition for confirmation of trustee granted their hall, 127 Main
street, Sunday morning < ,n the Thursday night train from Aroostook
ing committees: Executive, E. F. Gilbert, E. E. i in estate of Caroline H.
Dow, late of Belfast. ! at 11 o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30 ounty, where he was called on business.
Davis and Jesse Ritchie; Finance, D. M. Kim- :
Widow's waiver of the provisions of the will o clock, to which all are
welcome.
Wade L. Grir.dle, T3, of South Penobscot, is
ball, Herbert Smith and Roscoe Littlefield. A in the estate of William H.
Lowell, late of LibMorning service at the First Parish Church >ne of the Bates students chosen to represent
communication was read in regard to rebuilderty, filed.
at the usual hour next
ing the cottage for girls at Good Will Farm
Sunday,with sermon by he college in the inter-collegiate debates this
Petitions in regard to collateral inheritance
the pastor. Sunday school meets
and the matter was tabled until after recess. tax
immediately ! pring.
allowed in estates of Abbie M.Caldwell.late
after the close of the
I Se^en candidates made application for mem- of
morning worship.
Mrs. D. P. Palmer left last
Belfast; Henry Staples, late of Belfast.
Monday to visit
Lincoln Castle, K. O. K. A ,will hold its
bership by initiation and nine by demit.
drs. Ada L. Wildes in
Warrants
and
reginventories
were
reSomerville, Mass., : nd
j
ular meeting at the Universalist
After being duly balloted for and elected1
vill
also
next
make several visits in Boston and
turned in estates of Richard F.
vestry
Patterj Saturday night. A full attendance is desired,
the candidates were introduced and re- !
dcinity.
son, late of Belfast; Moses H. Boothby,
of
the
ceived
the
instructions
as special business will come
degree late of
before the meetAntioch, Calif.; Nathaniel L
Friday, Feb, 23d, will be the S7th birthday of
of Pomona. At the close of this ceremony
Littlefield, late of Prospect; Louise A. Col- ing.
VIrs. Sarah E. Stewart of this
recess was declared and all repaired to the
city, who is as
The meetings at the Universalist church
son, late of Belfast; Isaac Hills, late of Belfast;
’right and active as many who are much
dining hall, where a bountiful feast was Isaac S.
w ill be as usuai the
late
of
Gardner
w
S.
Elliott,
Troy;
coming eek. Preaching younger.
Berry
spread. Efficient waiters were in attendance late of
Montville; Jane L. Bryant, late of Bel- Sunday morning, Sunday school and men’s
Rev. M. S. Hill went to Bangor
and all were generously served.
yesterday to
Winfield
at
S.
and
mont;
K. 0. K. A. Saturday
noon,
Pendleton, late of Islesboro; meeting
attend the meeting of the trusts nf
The Grange was reopened in the fifth de- Edwin
Rand, late of Unity; Amelia Bessey, late night.
Maine Conference Seminary this,
gree and a song by the choir was enjoyed, j of
Thursday,
Unity; Margaret P. Hall, late of Freedom;
There was a large attendance of men at the norning.
Words of welcome were extended by Nellie David
A. Nye, late of Monroe; Alvah C. and
noon meeting at the Universalist
church last
Mr. R. L. Stevens of Portland, who has been
Boyd and the response in behalf of Pomona Ralph R.
Thompson of Winterport; Lydia L. Sunday. Next
State Deputy Evans was j
w'as by Clara York.
Sunday the subject under dis- :he guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Clements, late of W;interport.
rilKsinn will ho
__1
called upon and responded by giving a brief
Stevens, Swan Lake avenue, returned to his
Accounts were allowed in estates of Eliza A.
chosen for the
talk on direct primaries. He said in part: “We
following Sunday. All men heme last Thursday.
Penney, late of Brooks, first and final; Belle S. are
held
thus
far
invited.
know that the direct primaries
cordially
A. B. Stantial was down town last
Black, late of Belfast, first and final and disFriday for
have not been a gratifying success, but we
The services for the week at the
Baptist the first time in two weeks, having been contribution; Ethel N. and Evangeline Pendleton
must remember that this is something new and
church
will
be
as follows: this,
evenof Islesboro, guardian’s first and final; Vienna
Thursday,
fined to the house, and part of the time to his
we must get accustomed to all new usages bethe prayer meeting; Sunday, at
C. Rankin, late of Belfast, first and final; Rox- ing
10.45, bed, by a severe attack of
grip.
fore we can make the best use of them. We
morning
worship, Sunday school at noon;
anna Gardner, late of Belfast, first and
final; C. E.
Thos. E. Shea and company closed a week's
should not blame the law for what is the peomeeting at 6.30. p. m.; evening service
Fred G. White, late of Bellast, first; Charles A.
engagement at Parson's theater in Hartford,
at 7.30 p. m.
ple’s fault. Maine is not a pioneer in this Hustus, late of
Swanville, first and final;
"onn., last Saturday evening with the presenmatter.
Seventeen States have a mandatory
The services in the church at North Belfast
Charles E. Adams, late of Searsport, first; Bentation of “Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde."
primary law; five a partial and seven an op- ton F.
Thompson, late of Montville, first and will be as follows every Sunday until further
tional law. There has been a great curtailMrs. Florence Clough Fernald has returned
notice:
service
at
P.
10.30
Morning
a. m. with
final; Mary
Wiggin, late of Belfast, first and
from Massachusetts, where she was the guest
ment of power in several other countries
final; Lenity Hall, late of Lincolnville, first and sermon by the pastor, Rev. C. E. Walsh; SunLess authority by the rulers and more vested
friends for some weeks, and resumed her
school
at
11.45
a. m.; preaching service in
late of Belfast, first and day
final;
Henry
Staples,
in the people. One feature of excellence in
position as pianist at the Star theatre.
A. McCorrison, late of Searsmont, the evening at 7 o’clock.
final;
Mary
the law is that it substitutes responsibility to
Mr. H. R. McDonald of Nashua, N. H.t whose
second and final.
There will be services next Sunday at MaThe old
the voters instead of political bosses
recent purchase of real estate for investment
Wills were presented in estates of Daniel A
son’s Mills at 10.30a. m. and at
Trinity ReformHave known
caucus was unfair and unjust.
Kingsbury, late of Frankfort; Robert Burgess” ed Church at 2.30 p. m., with sermons by Rev. s mentioned in another column, is a Belfast
of notices of such to be posted on a store door
late of Belfast.
William Vaughan, followed by Sunday school. )oy. the son of the late Capt. G. A. McDonald.
and the door was swung back; also on a stone
Petitions for administration were presented Prayer meeting at Trinity Church this, ThursMr. and Mrs. Charles P. Hazeltine leu Mondrag and the drag stood against a fence. The in estates of Abraham
day for Boston, where they will be joined by
Dodge, late of Islesboro day, evening at 7.30 o’clock.
notice was on the inside of the drag. All such
Allen D. Holmes, late of Jackso; Gardner S.
their daughter, Miss Margaret N., in a trip
The services for the week at the Methodist
subterfuges wTere used, but this law does away
south. They will spend most of the time in
Berry, late of Montville.
church will be as follows: this, Thursday evenwith them. It is the voice of the people. The
Petition for distribution presented in estate
Iryon, N. C.
the prayer meeting;
decision is final when a candidate receives the
ing
at
Sunday,
10.45,
of William Gardner, late of Belfast.
Robert Holtof Whitman, Mass., is the guest
with sermon by the pastor;
most votes. There are honest men enough in
Accounts were presented in estates of Mary morning worship,
)f his fiancee, Miss Flora E. Rich, at the home
school
at
12
to
select
honest
men
to
Junior
Sunday
at
m.;
3.30
any party
represent P. Clark, late of
League
Thorndike, first and final;
)f her parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Rich.
He
the people. No State has repealed any pri- Hilda
p. m.; evening service at 7.30 p. m.; Tuesday
M., Miriam C., and Lawrence W. Berry, at 7.30
vill remain until after the marriage, which
the
p. m.,
Epworth League meeting.
Nearly 75 per cent, of our officers minors of Hamilton, N.
mary law.
Y., first; Hannah T.
akes place soon.
In the inare nominated by direct primaries.
Rev, David L. Wilson began a series of midPendleton, late of Searsport, first; Richard K.
Miss Inez L. Barker returned last Sunday
terests of good government all laws should be
winter
sermons at the North Church
Sunday,
Greer, late of Belmont, first and final; Caroline
January 21st. The general theme is “Modern from a surgical case in Monroe and entered
impartially enforced as long as they remain on H. Dow, late of Belfast, first and
final; George Life,” and the titles and dates cf the sermons -he Belfast General
the statute books and no law should be enHospital to take charge of
W. Moulton, late of Stockton Springs, second are as lollows:
;he night work, relieving the regular nurses
forced in the rural districts and ignored in the
Feb. 25th. Modern Patriotism.
and final; Abbie M. Caldwell, late of Belfast,
for a short time.
cities, by any political party. We need the re- first and
The public is most cordially invited to attend
final; Clarence B. and Ethel Thompcall and in good time it is coming.”
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence E. Frost returned to
son, minors, of Montville, first and final ac- these services.
The lecturer’s program was as follows: Song count and resignation of
Pittsfield Monday from a short visit in Belfast,
guardian; Ida Eloise
The services at the North church will be
late
of
Morrill, first and final; James
by choir; song by Pearl Chase; recitation by Woodbury,
l'hey are coming to Belfast to live and were
B. Vickery, late of Unity, first and final; Fred as follows:
Thursday, at 7.30 p. m. the looking for a rent to
Beatrice Bickford; piano duet, Pearl and Euoccupy until they can
Atwood, late of Winterport, third; William prayer meeting; Castle North, K. O. K. A. Frinice Chase; song by Beatrice Gould; piano
build another season.
Gardner, late of Belfast, first and final; Moses
at 7 o’clock;
day
morning worship Sunday at
duet, Misses Hatch and Morton. The question, H. Boothby, late of Antioch, Calif., first and
Clifford J. Pattee, Grand Marshal of the
10.45 a. m.; Sunday school at 12 m.; C E.
prayer
“Which is the wiser farmer, the one who neg- final.
drand Masonic Lodge of Maine, will assii-t the
at 6 30 p. m.; a cordial invitation is extended ro
lects his work by continually leaving it or the
ut'ft
SECRET SOCIETIES.
IIU1 1 Ui
uvui.Quug
the public to attend these services.
one who never leaves his work to see what
Piscataquis Lodge, F. & A. M., of Milo, this,
The annual contribution of the Parish to the
others are doing?” was opened by M. J. Dow of
rhursday, evening.
At the regular meeting of Primrose Chapter,
American Unitarian Association for the work
Brooks, followed by E. N. Bartlett, D. M. KimO. E. S., last Friday evening, the degree was
Franklin T. Filis returned to New York last
Albert
which is carried on by that body to assist new
ball, C. C. Clements,
Edmonds, Horace
worked on two candidates.
Refreshments
Saturday after a few days visit with his uncle,
for the benefit of schools, to help
Croxford, Carrie Croxford, Clara York, I.
churches,
were served after the work.
George A. Leavitt. Mr. Ellis came to accom“new Americans,” and to promote other
Crowell, H. G. Booth and Edward Evans. The
purFrank E. Robbins, master workman ofBuckspany the remains of his father, Charles M.
discussion was spirited and it was decided that
poses of human helpfulness, will be taken at
Ellis of Putnam, Conn.
it is better to err on the side of the affirm- port lodge, A. O. U. W., represented Bucksthe morning service
March 3rd. ContribuDr. Ernest S. Webber has sold his practice in
ative than the negative. New business was port Workmen at the Grand lodge session in tions may be sent to the minister, or the treasHartland and will move to Belfast, occupying
called up and the question of the forenoon Bangor last Thursday and reports a very favor- urer of the Parish.
-he office in Masonic Temple formerly
taken from the table. The grange voted to able outlook for the order in Maine the coming
occupied
Rev. H. B. Haskell, District
contribute $25.00 towards rebuilding the girl’s year.
superintendent, by Dr. George W. Stoddard, and will be ready
will
conduct
the
fourth
;or
dwill
Go
farm.
A
March
6th.
quarterly conference
practice
cottage at
rising vote of
Timothy Chase Lodge, F. and A. M., will
thanks was extended to Mr. and Mrs. Evans hold a special communication at Masonic hall in the small vestry of the Methodist church
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Cousins of West Brooksnext Saturday evening at 7.30 o'clock. Mr.
for their presence and the excellent remarks this, Thursday, evening when the
fille, who bought last spring of E. M. Knovclnewly electHaskell will also perform the christening at
of the former. Star of Pi ogress Grange also ed officers will be installed
on
what was formerly the Capt. William
by District Deputy
the service Sunday morning at 10 45 o’clock. carter
received the thanks of the visitors for cour- Grand Master Augustus D. Hayes of this
place on Northport avenue, intend to
city.
tesies. The records of the meeting were read Following the installation there will be work He will preach in East Northport at 2 o’clock
tell and go to California to reside.
and conduct the fourth conference
and adopted. A song by the choir and the in the Master Mason degree and a
banquet Sunday
Daniel Meservey of Northport, now 96
after the service. At. 7.30 he will conduct the
usual closing ceremonies completed the work of will be served.
fears of age, is one of the smart old men of
services
in
the
Wood’s
the day. The next meeting will be with Sunrise
schoolhouse, W'est tValdo
A stated conclave of Palestine Commandery,
county. He has good teeth, a heavy
Grange, Winterport, March 13, 1912. Opening No.
Northport.
lead of hair, retains his memory to a remark14, Knights Templar, was held in Masonic
exercises; address* of welcome, by Noah Wiladdress
ible degree, and is up and about every
son; response by May Bussey;
by Car- Temple Feb. 14th. The order of the Temple CENTER MONTVILLE.
day.
roll Young; topic, “Should the State adopt the was conferred on one
Lester Pinkham cut one of his feet badl^
candidate, and the ComMiss Harper, a trained nurse in
recall?” by G. H. York; recitation by Georgia
Philadelphia,
was inspected by Eminent Charles W.
while working in the woods last week Dr.
Duncan; song by Mr. and Mrs. W. Bean; reci- mandery
irrived last Monday with Charles Edward, the
tation by Hazel Bean; question. Resolved, That Jones of Augusta, Grand Generalissimo of the Hoit of Liberty was called... George A. Gornfant son of Charles R. and the late Grace
a complete education of its citizen is the duty
Grand Commandery of Maine, assisted by Emi- don and family were in Knox
Sunday, guests Littlefield Decrow. Mr. and Mrs. Edward F.
of a State. To be opened by Roscoe Littlenent Thomas H. Anderson of Portland, Grand of Mrs. Helen Webb... Mr. and Mrs. L. D.
field.
Clara D. York.
Littlefield, his grandparents, will care for the
Military Instructor, acting as Grand Warder. Jones of Liberty were Sunday guests of Mr. baby for the present, at least.
Winterport, Me., February 18, 1912.
A banquet followed the work. The committee and Mrs. G. A. Oxton.Frank A. Luce is in
News was received in Prospect
A “PI" BANQUET.
Ferry last
in charge were Eminent Sir Ralph H. Howes Winterport buying apples for Johnson & Co.
veek of the marriage Feb. 12th, of Mr.
George
ana Sir Knights Charles O’Connell and L. S.
....Clyde and Arthur Plummer of PalerThe annual initiation banquet of University
and Dr. Helen Mack, both of Boston,
Shiro. The table decorations combined feat- mo visited their aunt, Mrs. Lucy Plum- Jrueby
Gamma
of
Omicron
Chapter
Alpha
of^Maine
rhey left at once for an extended trip through
to St. Valentine’s day and mer,
Friday.Carney Shure went to Florida.
Pi, was held in the private dining room at the ures appropriate
Mr. Grueby owns a fine summer
to Templar Masonry. Salads, cold meats, hot Boston last week and
returned
House
Tuesday,
Bangor
Wednesday evening, Feb. 14th,
lome at the Ferry and with his
family spent
assorted
cake
and
his
ice
rolls,
coffee,
cream
were
Jacob
accompanied
A.
by
brother,
Shure.
at 8 o’clock following the initiation at the
nany seasons there.
served. Eminent Commander David L. Wil- .W. F. Toby had a Knox & Montville
chapter rooms in Orono. The red of A. O. P.
the post prandial exercises in telephone put in Wednesday—3-19.
Reports received daily from Fred A. Johncombined most appropriately with the valen- son piesided at
son, who is in the Corey Hill Hospital, BrookMr. and Mrs. Cornelius Whitcomb attended
tine scheme of decoration, which was most his usual happy manner. Em. Sir James H
Howes spoke on modern chivalry; Em. Sir S. the funeral of Mr. Alfred Jackson of Poor’s ine, Mass., are most encouraging. Dr. Maurice
successfully carried out. The center piece of
A. Parker on charity and hospitality; Sir Rev.
Mills. Mrs. Jackson is Mrs. Whitcomb’s sis- Richardson savs he could not iuL- fnr hotter
red carnations, the many red candles in hand:onditions.
The splints have been removed
A. A. Blair on “In Hoc Signo Vinces,” Em. Sir ter-Mr. Frank Sanford has sold his farm to
some silver and glass candelabrum, the exfrom the knee, but no date has been fixed for
W. J. Dorman on pilgrimages past and future; Walter Overlock.
He is making improvethe
red
heart
cards,
quisite hand-painted place
Em. Sir Thomas H. Anderson, Em. Sir Chas. ments on the buildings and will occupy it later lis return home.
shaped menu booklets, also hand-decorated
W.
Jones and Right Em. Warren C. Philbrook in the spring. Mr. Overlock has been on the
Mr. and Mrs. John Vogel, their son Earl. Mr
with the soroity emblem, the American beauof Waterviile, Past Grand Commanders of the Norton farm this winter. The Norton farm
Vogel’s brother, William Vogel, and Mrs,
ties of the initiates, and the tiny red cupids at
Grand Commandery of Maine,spoke effectively is for sale-Mr. Frank Sanford has moved Helen Grindle, all of Castine, have
the places of the engaged girls, all added to
gone to
on Commandery ideals.
There was a large at- on to the old Sanford farm, which he reSalem, Mass., where they will be the guests of
the general effect, which was further enhanctendance
of
the
members
of
of
his
Mr.
and
Palestine
Mrs.
Com- cently bought
sister, Mrs. Downer_
George Vogel and join in the celed by the dainty gowns of the forty “sisters”
and visitors from Lewiston, Trinity,
ebration of their 25th wedding anniversary.
jruung IdlllUb.
present. Miss Antoinette Treat Webb, '13, of mandery
St.
Mr.
and
;
Mrs. Thomas Erskine visited Mr. and
Mr. George Vogel was formerly of Castine.
Albans, St. Barnard. St. Omer, De Valois
Bangor, acted as toastmistress after the ex1
cellent six course menu had been enjoyed. and StrathglassCommanderies. The beautiful Mrs. Banks of Searsmont last Sunday_The
Miss Loula A. Mason writes from New
\mong those present were Miss Alice Idella and impressive work of the Order of the Ladies Sewing Circle will hold a fair and have donterey, Calif., where she and her brother
Temple, the wit and brilliance of the speak- i a supper and dance the evening of February Villiam A. are spending the winter: “New
wniLten, ±%t 01 neiiasi, wno was a memoer oi
ers, and the good fellowship and the fraternal 22nd.... March 4th the Maccabees will ha/e a
the banquet committee, and who responded
dcnterey suits me the best of any place for
made the occasion one long to be dance at the Grange hah.... The
sleighing is < limate and scenery, and I wonder why people
gracefully to the address of welcome; Miss greetings
|
remembered
all present.
fine
and
are
by
many
improving the opportunity j « !o not come here more. The scenery from
Mildred Louise Prentiss, ’ll, of Brewer, who
to get a good sleigh ride... The town officers
has often been the guest in Belfast of her
] jOs Angeles here is the best I have seen since
5WANV1LLE CENTERmet last Friday and settled the town accounts ]
eaving the East. With the ocean, mountains
brother, H. M. Prentiss, and who responded
Watson Robertson
Mrs.
is poorly with
nd trees one has something to look at, but I
cleverly to the toast, “Cupid’s Rights;” Miss iropsy.... Miss Jessie Curtis is with Mrs. E. H. for the past year... Allen Goodman has comGladys Evelyn Treat, ’14, of Monroe; Miss Re- Littlefield.... Mrs.Grace Marr ha3 her nephew, pleted a town plan for the town of Liberty_' 1 ike these together.”
becca Chilcott of Bangor, a frequent visitor to
Ed. Farr, from Etna, to help about the work. Frank Tobie and family of Houlton, South
Among the delegates at the Y. M. C. A.
of this town, are visiting «
Searsport, and Mrs. William F. Schoppe, ex.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Robertson, Mr. and Dakota, formerly
•tudents’ Conference held at the University of
his
Mrs.
Charles
mother,
Plummer_Mr.
and
Orono.
The
'08,
initiates, all of the class of Mrs. H. P. White and E. E. Clements and wife
daine, Orono, last week, was Russell H. Lord,
Mrs. Zalisco Foster have returned from a two
1915, were Misses Arline Leora Brown of Old >f Searsport were guests Thursday of Mr. and
ormerly of Belfast, who is president of the
weeks’
visit in Danforth with his sister, Olive
Town, Margaret Lillis Holyoke of Brewer, Mrs. John Palmer in Monroe.... Mr. Scott
j lolby College Y. M. C. A. and who led one of
Mr.
and
Mrs. Bert Sprowl spent
Rachel
Helene Winship of Auburn and Nickerson treated his school to candy and pea- Gilpatrick....
^ he Conference sessions; Leon R. Hussey of
Asenath Russell of Orono. Besides the active luts the last day of school... .The schools in a few dayB last week with Eugene Adams....
Valdo, who was with the Oak Grove Seminary
chapter there were a number of alumni pres- town 'have closed....Hon. A. E. Nickerson Clifford Bean had a bad accident last week. lelegation, and Roy C. Hurd from Hebron
When returning from Thorndike with a load
ent and the formation of an alumni chapter
a
car
of
ihipped
hay from Waldo Station to
Academy, who has been the guest of his aunt,
was discussed at the
close of the banquet. uhelsea Saturday....Mr. Horace Robertson, the pole broke and let the load on to the
diss Jennie M. Miller, in Belfast.
The occasion was a thoroughly delightful who has been with his brother Wilmot in Mon- horses, injuring them badly.
Belfast friends have received from Mr. and
one, and all present realized anew the privroe for ;a year, has returned to his home in
Judge Charles E. Meservey of Rockland, past J drs. A. H. Hanscom of Dorchester, Mass.,
of
ilege
being within the “A” that reaches Massachusetts.... A hen hawk and crow have
grand master of the Grand council, Royal and i ormerly of Winterport, cards announcing the
across the continent.
jeen seen.—forerunners of
spring... .Mr. and Select Masters and past grand patriot of the
arriage of their daughter, Frances Havener,
Mrs. H. P. White entertained Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. C. B. Porter of our city has recently
Grand chapter, Order of the Eastern Star, died * o John Henry Fuller, on Thursday, Feb. 15th,
John
Palmer
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
A.
Monroe,
been chosen a member of the board of mant Dorchester. Mr. Hanscom was for many
Feb. 16th. He was recorder of the municipal
agement of the “Children’s Aid Society of Robertson and son Ralph and Mr. and Mrs. E.
rears purser on the Boston and Bangor steamcourt and had previously served two terms as
Maine” that maintains the Girls’ Home at Bel- 9. Littlefield last
Saturday evening. Cake,
rs, and later general passenger agent and also
fast. Mrs. Porter has been a member of the
of the probate court of Knox county.
toffee, doughnuts, candy and apples were judge
ssistant to the president of the line, and Mrs.
society for years and has before served as one
He was admitted to Knox bar in 1884. Mr.
terved....
Business
nd Miss Hanscom have been frequent visitors
is
of the ‘officers and did excellent work for the
booming, with the fine
Meservey was 65 years of age and leaves a 1 iere, guests of Mr. and Mrs. George A. Quimby
Home.—Old Town Enterprise.
weather and good sledding.
widow.
:nd Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bradbury.

j

md Democrats. County Corre..The Special Session..
Schumann-Heink. .C. E. Bick-

|

following business was transacted at the
February term of Probate Court, Judge George
E. Johnson presiding:
Petition for probate of will granted in estate
>f George W. Hillman, late of Troy.
Petitions for administration granted in esates of Hannah E. Limeburner, late of Belfast; Albert J. Davis, late of Jackson; Lucretia
E. Barlow, late of Waldo; Charles G. Roberto,
ate of Brooks; Thomas Atwood, late of Win-

FREEPORT

Leading
Feb.

a

Committee
on

\ Resolutions.

j

SHOE

MAN

Double Life.

20th

in

Los

Calif.

He

was

Angeles,

now said that A. W.
Shaw, the missing
Freeport shoe manufacturer, had been leading
double life, that assisted by a woman with

It is

a

whom he had lived for years in Boston under
the name of Arthurs. Willis,and well
supplied
with funds, he has fled to South
America, and
that his flight had been
carefully planned.
The idea that he committed
suicide, as he
asserted he would in a letter to his partner, is
scoffed at; also the confession that he lost all
his money in the stock market. The belief is
that he spent thousands of dollars on the
woman and that his market transactions were

minus.

It is also avowed that Shaw often
expressed
the desire to enter the rubber business in
South America, and there is an
opinion prevailing that he is going to do so, instead of
being well nigh penniless, as he stated in his
letter, it is believed by all he is plentifully
supplied with money and expects further assistance from the woman. It is said she has a
large balance in the Old Colony Trust Company in Boston, and that much of the money
was given to her by Shaw.

Yesterday's dailies report the
in Los Angeles, Calif.

arrest

of

Shaw

Annie A., wife of Dermont G.
Thompson of
Winterport, died Feb. 11th of heart trouble
sged 70 years. Because of poor health she
liad been closely confined to her home for
She was possessed of a pleasant, genyearB.

ial manner and was a woman of many estimable qualities.
Her family will have the
sympathy of many in their bereavement. Beside her husband she is survived by one daughter, Mrs. Charles W. Smith of Bangor; two
grandchildren, Delmont T. Griffin of Everett,
Mass., and George W. Smith of Bangor; one
greatgrandchild, four sisters and two brothers,
rhe funeral was held Tuesday ana the interment was in Prospect.
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The Churches.

The

j

:ence.

I

NUMBER

PROBATE COURT.

North Waldo Pomona.

Obituary. .Capt. J. O. Hayes. .Trans-
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CONVENTION

i.
of the rare corners of
the earth where nature is as yet unspoiled by man. The island needs only 20,000
additional souls to give it a population of
300,000. Its name was called in Greek
Cyrnos, from Cyme, a son of Hercules.
Corsica is

WILL HE HELD IN

CITY HALL, BANGOR,

Wednesday, April 10, 1912,
For the purpose of selecting six candidates foi
electors of President and Vice President ol
the United States, and four delegates at large,
and four alternates to attend the National Republican Convention to be held in the City of
Chicago, in the State of Illinois, on Tuesday,
the 18th day of June, 1912.
Also to formulate and adopt a declaration of
principles or platform for the election next ensuing, to elect a State committee, a district
committee for each Congressional district, and
a county committee for each county.
Also to transact any other business which
may properly come before it.
The basis of representation will be as follows: Each city, town, and plantation will be
entitled t<> one delegate, and for each 75 votes
cast for the Republican candidate for Governor
in 1908 an additional delegate, and for a fraction of 40 votes in excess of 75 votes, an ad-

our

miles. There are eight rivers, none of
The
which, however, are navigable.
highest mountain does not attain 9,000
feet, and of several lakes, only two, the

—

hard indeed to find any other country in
the world, where in so small an area, so
and

picturesque

scen-

ery abound.
The first

settlers were the Celts,
Phoenicians, Phoceans, Etruscans and
these two contingencies,
if
Carthaginians. In 260 B. C. the Romans dit, or, sparedto some
vendetta later on.
to fall a victim
to
be
the
sturdy little isle, only
mastered
The wild
The reality is so different.
ousted in the IV century by the Vandals.
of the island, its absolute freeThe State Committee wTill be in session in After
and the noble heart- beauty
Charlemagne,
the reception room of the hall, at one o’clock
climatic conditions, a proed Count Bonifacia, came Sambucuccio dom, perfect
p. m., for the purpose of receiving the credenof
almost
fusion
tropical bloom, combincf
tials
delegates.
d’Alando, (1007), who endeavored to reed with the friendly hospitality of a peoDelegates in order to be eligible to particiand
order
store
and
prospeace
subsebring
pate in the convention, must be elected
whom the stranger is sacred,
But the island soon ple, amongst
quent to the date of the call for this conven- perity to Corsica.
of this Isle of Honor, an isle of
make
tion.
fell under the rule of Pisa, succeeded by
ditional delegate.
Vacancies in the delegation of any city,
town or plantation can only be filled by a resident of the county in which the vacancy
exists.

All electors of

Maine, without regard to past

who are in sympathy with
the purposes and aims of the Republican party
to unite under this call in
invited
are cordially
electing delegates to this convention.
Per order
REPUBLICAN STATE COMMITTEE.
Byron Boyd, Chairman.
Henry Hastings, Secretary.

political affiliations,

Augusta,

reuruary

i,

xvx*.

The former’s

light,

Ajaccio, Corsica, January 15,

but the latter
gentle hand. Acts of tyranny and repression were rife. The Corsican patri! ot. Samniers Corse de Bastelica raised
the standard of revolt and enlisted the
French

reigning

favor of the then

Convocation Week at

OF M.

tablet erected to the memory of Hon.
The
Ezekiel Holmes will take place.
dedication ceremony will be under the
direction of the Maine Federation of

Agricultural Associations, an organization composed of representatives from
all of the State and county-wide agricultural associations and institutions. In
the evening the annual meeting of the
Association will be held and an address

Corsica

BnwrJ

MriChtv

to

was

Bangor.

successful close

a

thing

Bangor came
Friday night, Feb-

ministry

for the

and

for the churches of Maine.

a

months I suffered from
troubles in consequence of
my age and thought I
could not live. Lydia E.

I refer to that rare oval of uncertain size and age
I get from you via the catacombs of cold storage,
Which to posses at present prices

and I want other suffering
to know about it.
Mrs. Emma Bailey, Alton

MINCE PIE IN HISTORY.

The

Marketing of Fruit.

At the first
semester of the

pator.

His memory is

Hardly

an

still cherished.

inn,
house,
poorer classes, where his picture
or

even

of the !
is not

man

become

a

true

can

shepherd

a

his

people? Let him get near to the ideal
From Him he
rates have been secured over the Maine to be found.
He was called “The Fath- shepherd, Jesus Christ.
Central and Bspgor & Aroostook rail- er of His Country.” He fought against, will absorb the shepherd temper and
roads. Cost of board and room will vary Genoa, and wished to resist the Flench, learn the shepherd ways. We live in a
from $1 to $2 per day for each person. even after the island had been ceded to universe created by a Shepherd God. i
Good meals can be secured in Hannibal them, in the ardor ot his noble soul he The Lord is our Shepherd. Our world is
j
Hamlin Hall at reasonable rates. Ac- desired to see
Corsica, the Isle of Honor, I redeemed by a Shepherd Savior. Our
can
also
be
commodations,
programs,
Every mesas well as of beauty, free and independ- j elder brother is a shepherd.
secured in advance by addressing the
ent, and master of its own destiny. It j senger of Christ is sent to do a shepExtension department, College of Agri- was not to be.
By a strange coincidence ! herd’s w’ork. We are to stand at last
before a shepherd judge. The questions
culture, Orono, Maine. Write for pro- Corsica was officially declared
French, j
gram today.
the very day that Napoleon Bonaparte, which every pastor must n eet and

students in the short
culture

courses

At Auburn, last Saturday, Supreme
Court Justice Spear handed out two jail
sentences in addition to fairly good sized

fines, and in default of payment of fines
the jail sentences are to be extended.
Should the

same

policy

be continued in

my sheep?”
The lectures

1769.

Paoli retired to London, but reThe French
turned to Corsica, in 1790.
expedition against Sardinia, having failed, this disaster was laid at Paoli’s door.
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Family Laxative ar»d Worm Mec^sir.a.

TRUK
ELIXIR

have heard it stated, of the Baroness
Burdett Coutts.
The Casa Paoli is a

plain

cemented

house, recently

washed and put in order.
small

white-

Inside is a

chapel,

where repose the morta
A few
relics are preserved in another room,

remains of the great patriot.
some

flags,

a

plaster cast,

a

sword,

a

gun, some books, a map and a missal.
It iB told of Paoli that he scorned luxury.

When he

came

1

gloriously back from I

During

the hands of one

having

nember

^

stiffness.

bury

And

it in

a

Christmas
be merry.

j

Here’s Proof
I am using your liniment for
stiffness. I have bought two botties of it and it is the best I ever
saw.”

of the late Tudor times we often
find it referred to under various names,
such as mutton pye, shred pye, Christmas pye, December pye, as well as under
variations of its present name, such as
minced pie and minct pye. An English
writer of the seventeenth century in a
Christmas ode says:
Without the door let sorrow lie,
And if for cold it hap to die
We’ll

j

“I had a severer-dri between my shoulders, and
noticing your advertisement in the street cars 1 got a "bottle which
quickly relieved me.”
R. 1 h BURGOYNE, Maysville,
Ky.

pie,

SLOANS

evermore

LINIMENT

excellent antiseptic remedy
penetrating—needs no rubbing.

ts an

for sore throat, cuts and bruises.
Sold by all dealers.

Very

Price 25c., 50c. and $1.00.
Sloan’s book

_D».

on

Horses, Cattle, Hogs and Poultry

EARL S. SLOAN,

sent

free.

Address

BOSTON, MASS.

1

We would like to put YOUR
can Journal list.

name on
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fruit.

\t this time Mr. Conant exhibited some
of Northern Spy apples taken
From the lot exhibited at the New Engand Fruit Show, where it won the sweep-

samples

stake for New England and later won
the first prize at the Maine Corn and
Fruit Show held at Portland. The cry
from many people has been for larger

I

fl
jP|
JWlK

gigjm

fruit;

this idea is not exactly the correct
one; fruit can be too large. We should

place
greatest emphasis
In shipping to Liverpool the
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juim

quality.
criticism

apple

A medium sized
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has the

best sale all over the United States and

Europe.
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we

all uniform and
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We
be-

lieved that our label meant a whole lot
to us before the shipping season was
Northern
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FOR ONLY $2.25.
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The Tribune Farmer
thoroughly practical, helpful, up-to-date illustrated national
weekly. Special pages for Horses, Cattle, Sheep, etc., and mosl;
Is

a

_

l>

reliable market reports.
x4
J
Dr. C. D. Smead, the best known veterinary surgeon in
America, writes regularly for The Tribune Farmer, thoroughly
covering the breeding, care and feeding of all domestic animals,
and his articles meet the needs of every practical working farmer and interests every man or woman in city or town who owns a
horse or cow.
The subscription price of The Tribune Farmer alone is $1.00.
_

_

W

c'

Vc,-

I

subscribers and all old subscribers who will pay
one year in advance we make this liberal offer
and
arrearages
up

§K

The Tribune Farmer,
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Spies

have the repupoor seller in the
Liverpool market, but last year I sent
my first lot to that market and as it haptation of

HOME PAPER

§j

_

®

make

pack extra large ones in the No. 2.
should emphasize uniformity. We
finished.

J®'.

*

has been that the fruit is often times too

large.

/
f

New York Tribune Farmer
AND YOUR FAVORITE

1

1-^The Republican Journal^!

fruit is

available for sale. It offers advantages
o the buyer for the reason that he can
This is always
>uy in larger quantities.
in

the

price placed

1.50 per barrel above market. It is the
' iractice of the association to stamp upn each barrel and box, the
grade of the |
^ ruit it contains and the aim has thus I

ID.mialinii

bb~mTO

upon
sent out 600 barrels had

was

sold

YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTIONS

M

to the amount of
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hand and the

same
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Corsica, however,
specified laws,
is always in a political ferment. Tho closing exercises.
Bertha A. Partridge.
partisans are hot headed, as well as hot
blooded. There are two parties, the Re- 35 Holyoke street, Brewer, Me.
publican and the Bonapartist. HeartTHE IlSWARDNtiSS OF PILES.
sick at the indifference and ingratitude
of his countrymen Paoli again sought a
The Cause Is Inside. Use Hem-Roid,
refuge in hospitable England. There he
the Inward Remedy.
died, after twelve years exile, in 1807.
Inward treatment is the secret of the successHis ashes were brought back in triumph,
ful cure for piles. HEM-ROID, sold by Wm. O.
to Morosaglia, his birth place, in 1889, at
& Son, Belfast, Me., and all druggists under a
the instigation and at the expense, I
strict
of satisfaction.

For any stiffness or lameness
Sloan’s Liniment gives relief at
once.
It acts like massage—
quickens the blood and limbers
up lame muscles and joints.
When applied immediately after violent exercise it
prevents

•CT

was

I >ast year ail of the fruit grown by the
nembers of the association was placed

1

every county, the rum business would
soon become unpopular.
Then the old trick ot delay by appeal
and the Bible student and the church
should be no longer tolerated, as statis- and make of their beloved isle, an indeworker found much help and many intics show that almost invariably the pendent Corsica.
lower court is sustained. End the case
For a few brief months, at Paoli’s sug- spiring ideas.
on the evidence, and the people will have
Dr. Calkins of Portland had charge
gestion, the island passed under the
more
respect for the courts and law.
of the Quiet Hour. Every pastor and
Let the law do that which it is supposed domination of the English. Sir Gilbert
church worker and student enHe was a every
to be intended to do and lawbreakers Elliot was named viceroy.
will have a care.
joyed these helpful services. The genman totally unfit for such a position, he
Jail and fine, in every case of persistIn
took no interest in the islanders or their eral topic was Confidence in God.
ent law violation, would turn the trick.
his last talk Dr. Calkins said “As we
island.
the
discontent
of
the
Seeing
most
of
we
need
a
drastic
But,
all,
law for the punishment ot officials who Corsicans Napoleon
to go back to our fields after this Convocasent troops
violate their oaths of office. The very
and the English relinguished all tion w'eek, we shall go back in one or the
Ajaccio,
worst criminal unhung is the official who
hold on the rugged little island. In 1796 other spirit, of despair before our obtakes pay for serving the public and at
full of confidence like Caleb.
the same time joins the lawbreakers in Corsica became definitely French. Since stacles, or
violation of the laws he has sworn to then it has fared well or fared ill, at the Now Caleb pinned his confidence to one
enforce.
hands of the Government, according to thing, the land before the Israelites had
In the past year there has been a conthe way one looks at it, whether from a been promised them by God. With us
stantly growing disrespect for law beand
cause rumsellers
and other criminals Corsican or a French point of view. It the land is likewise a promised land,
have carried on their unlawful business certainly enjoys some
privileges, not ac- we need a resurrection of faith in the
practically without interference, and corded elsewhere in the Republic. There highest ideals and God’s presence and
always under the encouragement of
his promises sure and abiding.”
denunciation of law by those highest ill ■is exemption from certain taxes, an in- help,
A fine group of lecturers for the 1913
dependent manner of administering
authority.—Kennebec Journal.
convocation was announced before the
etc.

Milwaukee, Wisconsin.]

The

little better quality
grade called for. A
,
^ iody of men acting together can estabish a reputation quicker than one man
Paul,

declared, by no less an authority
Influence of the Reformation,
than Pozzo di Borgo, the Procurator- England,
Social Spirit of Modern Christianity. In
General, that Paoli’s desire was to huthese lectures he gave much of history,
miliate France, exasperate the Corsicans,
It was

Relieved

j

'oundation the membership will be
brown open to any fruit grower who ;
1 nay be interested and desires to become

included Jesus and Democracy, Papacy
and Liberty, Social Revivals in Italy and

on

the

But it is curious how’ the contents of
the mince pie has changed. Originally
its
basis was mutton, shredded or minced,
contributed to in a very interesting
hence “shred" mutton or “minced" pie.
manner by Mr. W. H. Conant of BuckThis mutton, in honor of the season, was
field, President of the Oxford Bears specially flavored with /arious sweets,
Fruit Growers Association. Mr. Conant such as raisins, currants and spices. The
mixture was then baked in oblong crusts,
gave a very instructive talk upon cothe shape of which was supposed by
operative marketing of fruit. Mr. Conant some to refer to the manger in which the
stated that the Oxford Bears Fruit Holy Child was laid. "This crust was not
Growers Association was organized to inappropriately known by the quaint
of the “coffin." By degrees the
fill a distinct need in the marketing of name
proportion of meat to sweetmeat diminfruit; that at first its membership was ished, and nowadays it is often wholly
imited for the reason that in organizing omitted and the mincement is merely a
of currants, raisins and
co-operative association only such per- conglomeration
with only suet to represent the
lons should be
admitted as will agree apples,
animal world. In Puritan days the mince
ipon essential points and hang together,
pie fell on evil days, for to the rigid
since the organization four other men ideas of the Roundheads:
Plum broth was popish and mince pie—
lave been admitted, and when the busiOh, that was flat idolatry.
1 less has once been
placed on a firm ;

by Dr. Smith of St.
Democracy and the Church,

Minn.,

Stiff Neck

ture

in Horti-

Poultry Husbandry.

and

educational part of the program

are, Did you feed my lambs?
Did you tend my sheep? Did you feed
answer

the greatest Corsican of them all, first
saw the light in Ajaccio, on Aug. 15,

JAIL AND FINE.

Club at the

University of Maine the attendance was
large, the number being augmented by

young |

of

spring

the

meeting for
Agricultural

a

of his lectures “How

[From

1

1

me a

Apropos the Washington decision as to
| what constitutes real mincemeat, the
story of the career of the mince pie is
worth relating.
Its sway over the
Christmas affections has been long, for
Compound restored me to perfect health its origin is lost in the midst of the cuiand I would not be without it.”—Mrs.
| sine of the Middle Ages. In the literaF. M. Thorn, Deisem, No. Dak.

—

one

Makes

!

la Gaynor, four minutes,
real autocrat of the breakfast table,

a

—

Besides the

...

been prefor Farmers’ Week has
pared. It is expected a large number of
people will be in attendance. Reduced

And boiled

Station, Ky.
“I was passing
Deisem, No. Dak.
through Change of Life and felt very
bad. I could not sleep and was very
nervous. Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable

lectures it gives the ministers of the
State opportunity to get acquainted and
discuss questions of unusual interest.
But it is quite certain that Columbus
It is worth all of the trouble bestowed
The name
was really
born at Calvi.
by President Beach and his faculty to
Colombo is a very common one in the
make it a success. In fact, its worth
town, and in a narrow side street stands
cannot be measured. Among the leca house, bearing this inscription: “Here
turers, Professor Palmer of Harvard
was born,in 1441, Christopher Columbus,
University gave a most interesting
immortalized by the discovery of the
course of lectures on masterpieces of
New World, when Calvi was under the
English poetry
Shakespeare, Pope,
Genoese domination, died in Valladolid,

20

|

(nee Hope),
a pear-shaped

women

great thing

Wordsworth, Tennyson and the Lord’s
May, 1500.” Such are facts. UnPrayer—five lectures in all. Perhaps to
given on Federation work by Dr. Wheel- happily in 1559 the island again passed the
High school students the Wednesday
the
of
Station,
For
Director
into
the
hands
of
the
Genoese.
Experiment
er,
lecture on Tennyson was one of the
the
week
of
many years Corsica continued to struggle
Kingston, R. 1. Each day
most interesting. He said Tennyson’s
has been set apart as promotion day for for her independence from the hated
first book was published when he was 18,
some particular phase of agriculture and domination.
Ir, 1736, a German adventhe
last in 1892, making 65 years of
a
conference
sometime during the day
turer, a picturesque enough figure,
will be held for the discussion of promo- Theodore de Newhoff, came to the island, writing. Browning was a citizen of the
world at large, but Tennyson was a pattion plans. These conferences will be with a plentiful supply of arms, ammuriot. Coupled with Tennyson’s patriotpresided over by the Presidents of some nition and money. He offered to lead the
ism was his intense devotion to home
of the leading agricultural associations incensed Corsicans against- the Genoese.
and to love.
The world knowrs his
of the State. The program for the open- The grateful and impulsive islanders proreverence
for the love upon which the
ing evening will consist of addresses by claimed him King Theodore the First.
“It is my purPresident Aley and Hon. J. P. Buckley, This state of affairs, as may be imagin- family is founded.
in these lectures to open new lines
pose
adand
in
of
Commissioner
Agriculture,
ed, did not last long. Resources being
of Stlidv to vou.” said the sneaker. This
dition essays will be read by several of wanting, Theodore fled the country, realcourse of lectures gave many helpful
the 9orric.nlt.ural students on some Dhase
of
a
the
izing
being king,
inadvisability
on the lives
of these great
of dairying. These papers will be offered without the filthy but necessary lucre. thoughts
writers.
in a contest for a special prize offered by He died in poverty in London in 1756, I
The Samuel Harris lectures on preachThe and lies buried in the church yard of St.
the Lewiston Journal Company.
ing
by Dr. Jefferson of New York must
March
Annis, Soho. The slab surmounted by a
program for Tuesday evening,
have been of great value to the assem5th, will consist of an address by Hon. crown, bears a rather lengthy inscripbled ministers. His subjects were: “The
j
Payson Smith, State Superintendent of tion, ending with the verse:
Shepherd Idea in Scripture and History;
Schools, on the subject of Industrial Ed- “The grave, great teacher, to a level brings
The Shepherd’s Work; The Shepherd’s
galley slaves and kings.
ucation; Thursday evening, March 7th, Heroes and beggars,
But Theodore the moral learned ere dead;
The Shepherd’s TemptaOpportunity;
an address will be given by Hon. Parker
Fate poured its lesson on his living head—
tions, and The Shepherd’s Reward. He
Hardison, State Commissioner of High- j Bestow’d kingdom and denied him bread.”
the j
Then followed the stirring day of Pas- compared the work of the pastors to
ways, on good roads in the State. Taken
all in all no more interesting program cal Paoli, the Corsican hero, and emanci- shepherd’s work and said at the close of
ever

the McLean diamond

A jewel more to be desired than
pearl.

Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound made me well

ruary 9th, at the Hammond street church.
All of the speakers left messages that
will be long remembered. It is a great

In the sea coast town of

—

Mishawaka, Ind.
Alton Station,Ky.-“For

1912.

The Convocation Week in

King.

declared annexpd to France.
Calvi, ChristoThe
The Farmers’ Week course will open pher Columbus was born in 1441.
on the evening of March 4th and conGenoese, jealous of so illustrious a fact
tinue until the afternoon of March 8th. having occurred on the rebel isle, deThe program for the present year will be stroyed the family archives of the CoWednes- lombos, and had it officially declared that
an especially interesting one.
day, March 6th, the dedication of the Christopher Columbus was born at Genoa.
FARMERS’ WEEK AT THE U.

M

Grace C. D. Favre.

rest indeed.

yoke was
governed with no

that of Genoa.

a

—

Monte Rotondo, and the Nino, are of any
importance. Nevertheless it would be

beauty

TESTIMONY

Miss Gertrude Con ant closed

Vegetable

ed Corsica

much wild

from Massachusetts last week to visit
h*
very success- Bister and parents, who are all invalids a,
at Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Ricker’s..
present
ful term of school last week in the village.!
Mr. Horace Webber has returned from a
vi^
The entertainment that w«is to have been
with his daughter in Massachusetts _\jr
held
later
at
be
the
given at the close will
Herbert Cooper ha3 moved his wife and
babi«,
Grange hall....The young ladies of Monroe here.
They are with his par nts at present..
and West Winterport will give a leap year
APOTHEOSIS OF THE HEN.
The selectmen will be in session this week g*;.
ball February 29th, when the young gentletling up the town business ready for the to*G
(Richard Linthicum, in New York World.)
men will have to take their turn at being
Eggs are quoted at 40 cents wholesale escorted by the young lasses. The invitations meeting-Eureka tent, 8, K. O T. M.t he^
its first annual ball, Wednesday night,
in Wisconsin^ dairy center.—The World. are
printed, each one holding a ticket which ary 14th, Keyes’ orchestra of Belfast Febrj.
furnish,
Hen, I salute you!
admits them. The young ladies of this viScorning conventional rhyme, in the limitless
ing music. As tht strains of the grand marcc
cinity cannot be outdone in their ability to do began 98
measures of Whitman, I hail you!
formed one of the largest
couple
I take off my hat and make you a low obeisance; such things well.... Miss S. A. Mansur enterlances Monroe ever held. They all danced ur„
I pay you homage above all fowls, even the tained the W. C. T. U.
February 16th and the
il the early hours of the morning. Mr. an*
Thanksgiving turkey;
was
observed in
birthday of Frances Willard
I exalt you above the Bird of Freedom.
Mrs. F. A. Know 1 ton won the prize as the best
an
Your plumage is more beautiful in my eyes
appropriate manner. There was Scripture iressed
couple. Much credit is due the com.
than the osprey’s;
reading, prayer was offered! and each member mittee on
arrangements, H. Curtis, H. White
The dust wherein you scratch is as incense in
gave a reading on the beautiful life of Miss
ind Charles Ritchie.
my nostrils;
]
Your cackle is the sweetest concatenation of Willard. An offering will be sent as a memorial
to her by the union. Several visitors were
sounds,
The Shoe Situation.
\
And your lay—
present and a bountiful repast was served by
Ah! that is what wins you the international
our hostess, and she was given a rising vote of
The New England footwear market is stiii
championship
And the pennant and the Carnegie hero medal
•ather quiet, but new business is coming fur.
thanks for her kindness and hospitality...
,
Finer than a Swinburne roundelay,
i Boys are going through the town hunting for vard at a better rate than formerly, and fac.
More lyrical than “The Lay of the Last
ones continue fairly busy on old
brown tail moths and the town has been nearly
contractu
Minstrel,”
rhe recent full in the leather trade seems
More inviting than. “The Road to Mandalay.”
gone over now. The work is done uhder the
to
Lay on, thou feathered Macduff!
lave been broken and buyers, after
selectmen's orders.Sheriff Jenkins has
TON BLONDEAU, 1541 Pofinding
Why do I salute you?
:hat concessions were not obtainable,
Orleans.
New
been
in
the
of
Franklin
St.,
hav?
Chase.
town,
lymnia
guest
| Why do I make you a low obeisance?
;ntered the market and liberal sales have
Everyone has a cordial greeting foi their old nade, especially of sole leather.—Dun’s bfc«r’
Mishawaka,Ind.-“ Wo- Why do I pay you homage and exalt you?
Re]
I
do
not
do
the
these
to
not
even
men
to
things
others,
townsman.Miss
Gertrude
Webber came
riew, Feb. 17th.
passing through
Roosevelt;
Change of Life can take ThenTheodore
why do I do them to you?
nothing better than Lydia Why are
you the Plymouth Rock of my Pilgrim
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
hopes?
Compound. I am recom- Why do I metaphorically put on a long white
mendingittoallmy friends
beard, a red flannel shirt and big white
because of what it has
hat and pretend I am lusty old Walt?
It is all because of your lay;
done for me. ’-Mrs. Chas.
Because you yield a jewel more- precious than
Bauer, 523 E. Marion St.,
MONROE.

done in

OF FIVE WOMEN

one

school days we always rememberby its resemblance to a clinched left hand with upw’ard pointing thumb.
The area of Corsica is about 120 by 50

In

AT 2 O’CLOCK P, M.

not only of the work being
the short course, but also of
what the College of Agriculture means
to the farmers of Maine along educational lines.

iastically,

was elected general, his
brother had glass put in the windows of
their home. Paoli smashed every pane
with his stick, saying, “I do not mean to
live in my Father’s house like a duke,
but like a born Corsican.”
The rest of Corsica’s history is identi- Proves That Lydia E. Pinkfied with that of the French nation. NaComham’s
poleon is accused of not having done
Reliable.
Is
pound
much to benefit his native isle, aftep he
Reedville, Ore.—“I can truly recomrose to power.
But that he undoubtedly
mend Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
loved his country is proven, I think, by
Compound to all women who are passing
the fact, that he came back, time and through the Change of Life, as it made
me a well woman after
time again, after his successful camsuffering three years.”
paigns, to the rocky little island of his
Mrs. Mary Bogart,
birth, and had the French refused him
Eeedville, Oregon.
burial in Paris, he wished to lie in the
New Orleans, La.
Cathedral at Ajaccio.
“When passing through
It is astonishing how hazy one's ideas
the Change of Life I was
troubled with hot flashes,
are about this Isle of Honor before one
weak and dizzy spells and
visits it. To the intending tourist Corbackache. I was not fit for
sica only means bandits, vendetta and
anything until I took Lygga dia E. Pinkham’s VegeNapoleon. One half expects to perish on
ta table Compound which
the tempestuous journey hither, or to be
:'3 proved worth its weight
shot on landing, by a fierce Corsican ban1 in gold to me.’’-Mrs.Gas-

Naples, and

Isle of Honor.

The

A REPUBLICAN STATE

a

pened one merchant ‘bought the entire
lot; thereafter he came to each boat
regularly, watching for other shipments
of Northern Spies bearing my label.
Two shipments sent later were picked
up by him. The Northern Spy tree is
peculiar; it has the reputation of being a
money-back guarantee
HEM-ROID (sugar-coated tablets) acts in- shy bearer but I have found that exceswardly, and livens up circulation of blood in sive nitrogen should be kept away from
the flabby, swollen parts, curing permanently the tree; it requires very little of this
where salves, etc., only give relief.
element and if we practice clean cultivaHEM-ROID costs but $1 for 24 days’ medition, fertilize properly, spray thoroughly
cine. Dr. Leonhardt Co., Station B, Buffalo,
and prune intelligent^ the Northern Spy
N. Y. Write for booklet.
tree will improve every year; it will
Itching piles provoke profanity, but profane make a handsome growth, and will bear
ity won’t cure them. Doan’s Ointment cures fruit liberally each year.
Mr. Conant is taking tha short course
itfhing, bleeding or protruding piles after
in Horticulture and speaks most enthuayean of suffering. At any drug store.

year,

Republican Journal, one year,
Both for $2.25.

Republican

I

one

$1.00
2.00

jp1
X§

fij

Journal Pub. Co., Belfast, Me.

yl

BIG REAL ESTATE DEAL.
troubles of children quickly relieved by

25c and 50c Bottle*

I. S. JOHNSON * CO.. Boston, Mom.

FREE BOOK

[Nashua, N. H. Telegraph. February 6th ] (
The most important real estate trans-'
iction in Nashua in recent years has
ust been completed. The deal includes

JOHNSON'S
Liniment
The old reliable household remedy. Give inwardly for Coughs, Colds, CholeraMorbus and
Bowel Complaint. Sold by all dealers.

Literary News and Notes.

L R. McDonald, Formerly of Belfast,
Buys
a Block in Nashua, N. H., for Investment.

500 Page Book free, on the Treatment and
Dare of Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Doga,
Hogs and Poultry, also Stable Chart to
lung up, mailed free.

he purchase of the Telegraph block, a
’our story brick structure at the corner
>f Main and Temple streets, by Herbert
i. McDonald.

This property, which

was

originally

the home of the Telegraph
Publishing
:ompany, and which was built through
the energy of the late O. C. Moore, the
founder of the Daily Telegraph, came
nto the market a half dozen years
ago
n the settlement of the Little estate,
rhe property was purchased at that time
jy A. L. and D. C. Smith of Lawrence,
Mass., who were large investors in real
“state property, and who purchased this
business structure as an investment.
It is from them that Mr. McDonald
purchases at this time. The consideralion is not made public. Mr. McDonald
said this morning: “It is true I have
nought the block, the papers have been
passed and my deeds will be filed for
record right a'way. I buy for investment, and while at the present time I
im contemplating some changes in the
nterior these will not be of an extensive’
sature as the block has been kept in good
shape by its recent owners.”
Mr. McDonald said that he had been
•ontemplating the purchase of the propfor the last year, but it \va3 only rej ;rty that he had
a chance to do so.
He
:ently
ias been agent of the property for the
^awrence owners since they came into
sossession of it.
Under its recent ownership the ground
loor has been fitted over into banking
ooms for the Indian Head National
j sank, the Temple and Main streets
:orner forming commodious quarters for
his institution. The Bay State Street
; i. R.
company’s Nashua waiting room
j ias a Main street front entrance in this
j ( dock.
The Nashua Coal & Ice comj >any is another floor tenant, its office
ronting on Temple street. The second
( loor is devoted to office suites. On the
, hird floor is the Nashua business
college,
md 0. U. A. M. hall. The fourth floor
:ontains halls and suites.
This building is of solid brick construeion, and has peculiarly beautiful' and
graceful lines. It has a Maine street
rontage of 67 feet, and a Temple street
rontage of 105 feet.
Mr. McDonald, the purchaser, is well
mown as a
plumbing contractor and
tove dealer.
He is a prominent memj >er of the Nashua Board of Trade and
he Retail Association and affiliated with
' >rominent fraternal organizations.
That the ownership of this Main street
)roperty is brought back to Nashua and
hat the income from it comes to a resilent and businessman of this city is
1
news to all who have the wel! deasing
are and progress of Nashua at heart.

The story of the tail of Fort Don iaon,
which occurred in the month of February,
1862, is retold by James Barnes in the
issue of Harper’s Weekly for January
17th, the story being illustrated by a reproduction of a wood-cut in a contemporary issue of Harper’s Weekly showing the charge of the Federal troops upon the guns of Schwartz’s battery. This
victory, which first gave Grant his sobriquet of “Unconditional Surrender,” is
graphically described by the author.

the Farm

hr Every living Thing
Humphreys’ Veterinary Specifies.
OR

LIST OF SPECIFICS.
A. A. For FEVERS. MUk Ferer. Lim Perer.
3. B. For SPBAIMS, Lameness. Rheumatism.
3. C. For BORE Throat. Eplsootle. D Is temper.

The dirigible balloon, charged with being the most spectacular, expensive and
fallacious contrivance ever exploited by
the human race, is discussed at length
by Victor Lougheed in a profusely illustrated article in the March Popular Mechanics
The
magazine.
arguments
against this form of aerial navigation
are clear and forcible, and
easily cjmprehended by the most casual reader.
On the other hand, the rapid development of the aeroplane is shown by an
account of the recent Paris exhibit, and
views of improved types of machines.
Other articles, on aviation describe the
important events of the month and a
daring “stunt” of Legagneux in France.

3. O. For WORMS, Bom. Grab*.
E. E. For COUGHS, Colds. Inflnensa.
it is impossible to get the necessary
two-thirds vote in the house and senate;
P. F. For COLIC. Bellyache. Diarrhea.
which
confronts
the
v-: evil
and failing in this, what will this exS. G. Prevents MISCARRIAGE.
is
the
immense
I
■chant today,
9. H. For KID.VEV and Bladder disorders.
traordinary session, the first called since
is being done by the mail J the Civil war. amount to?”
I. I. For SKIM DISEASES. Mange. Eruptions,
Mail order business vioj
I. K. For BAD CONDITION. Indigestion.
tially all the laws of com- j MOTHER AND SON DIE ALMOST AT
At druggists or sent prepaid on reeeipt
an unnatural and unsatis|
THE SAME TIME.
r
of buying. The contenof price. 60 cts. each.
the mail oruer house is low :
HTSPHEETS’ HOHEO. MEDICINE (XX, Comer
Mrs. Olive F. Crane Succumbs to Shock,
maii ordtr patron piles up |
William and Ann Streets, New York.
I
After Illness of About an Hour. W. W.
1
But
on
the
same
claim.
.-mgs
Crane Drops Dead on the Street. Latter
rHS HOKE INSURANCE COMPANY,
is one of the many that 1
•he test of analysis. The !
NEW YORK.
Was Hastening to Secure Medical AtFebruary was an especially approprinc- is typical of the mail
ate month for the National Magazine to
tendance for Aged Parent.
Assets December 31, 1911.
set forth fittingly “The Untold Treas$ 38,300 00
[Lynn, Mass., Daily Item. Feb. 10th.]
Mortgage loans,
'-..ahonta the other day a man
It is without doubt
27.875,860 00 ures of Louisiana.”
Stocks and bonds,
The home oi William H. Crane at 458
He saw
s -tore to buy a saw.
i 'ash in office and bank,
1,791.025 14 one of the most complete and effective
Eastern avenue is in mourning today
.r:ted and asked the price.
2^27,326 81 pictures of State progress and resources
igents’ balances,
over the sudden death of two members
he uealt-r said.
1 nterest and rents,
214,053 00 ever published by any periodical.
In
said the man. "I of the family, mother and son, early this
■;ous,
“Affairs at Washington,” Joe Mitch$32,146,564 95 ell
Admitted assets,
morning.
n.e thing from Sears, Roeon
in
his
own
inimiChappie gossips
Mrs. Olive F. Crane, aged 73, the
r $1.35.”
Liabilities, December 31,1911.
table way, throwing flashlights by pen
mother, died at 12.50 o’clock, from a
than it cost me,” said the
$ 1,144.436 34 on scenes at Washington. The second
Jet unpaid losses,
sell it on the same terms shock after an illness of less than an
Inearned premiums,
11,798,635 00 installment of the popular serial, “The
hour, and her son, Warren W. Crane,
: ler house just the same.”
2,388,052 90 Minor
ill other liabilities,
:
Chord,” appears in this issue.
* 'ash capital,
3,000.000 00 Ellis Parker
said the customer. "You aged 33, dropped dead on Chestnut street
Butler, the author of “Pie's
13,815,440 71 is
urplus over alt liabilities,
utig and charge it to my ac- at 12.30 o'clock while hurrying for mediPigs,” gives a humorous sketch on
cal assistance for his mother.
"Doctor
MacCloodicus.
Miss Griffing’s
Total liabilities and surplus,
$32,146,564 95
When a Lynn policeman visited the
.ur i-fe,” the dealer replied,
3w8
lively story of “A Modern Delilah,” and
the
Crane
home
to
members
of
the
notify
accounts.
You can’t do
Florence M. Chapin’s “Seaworthy, in■•, the mail order house that
family of the sudden death of the son,
1 IRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE COM- dicate that women authors have the
they found that the mother, too, had
er the cash.”
floor in the fiction of the February
PANY, TORONTO, CANADA.
crossed the great divide. The husband
r complied.
National.
and father is prostrated today because
Assets December 31,1911.
•ents for postage and five
of the two sudden deaths.
tocks and bonds,
$1,292,781 71
money order.”
j !ash in office and bank,
ARIZONA A STATE.
The son was found dead, lying face
235,375 91
downward between the tracks at a switch
110,547 11
agents’ balances,
: you have to send a letter
444 41
tills receivable,
President Taft Signs Proclamation and
order to a mail order house, of the Euclid avenue and Myrtle street
] nterest and rents,
20,934 73
car line in front of 216 Chatham street,
Adds 48th Star to American Flag.
128 78
ill other assets,
and opposite Ingalls street. The body
rner, inwardly raving, kept
Feb. 14. As the White
Washington,
was first seen by Herbert Newhall, the
rner.t and paid' the nickel.
Gross assets,
$1,660,212 65
motorman of the car, bound„for Myrtle
)educt items not admitted,
2,731 39 House clocks were striding 10, President
cents.expressage.”
street
at
12.35 o'clock.
Patrolman
Taft this morning signed1 the proclamane —he said, but paid it,
Admitted assets,
$1,657,481 26 tion
Now hand me that saw and I’ll Arthur J. Flanagan was an occupant of
admitting Arizona to the Union. He
the
and
with
John
J.
of
31
car,
December
1911.
Liabilities
of
this
and
be
rid
me myself
McGaffey
81,
used a gold pen, which will be given to
Robinson street, who was riding in the
24
Jet unpaid losses,
$ 111,684
Postmaster General Hitchcock.
Inearned premiums,
806,711 20
: it to you?
Where do you think front vestibule, hurried to the side of the
“There you are,” said the President,
til other liabilities,
16,607 08
You're in Oklahoma and I'm motionless form between the rails. The
, !a&n capital,
210,100 00 as he signed the last document.
and you’d have to wait two body was facing downwards and blood
c
<
In signing the proclamation admitting
512,478 74
iurplus over all liabilities,
was spurting from the nostrils.
that saw.”
Arizona to the Union President Taft
upon the dealer hung the saw
26 added the 48th star to the
Total liabilities and surplus,
$1,657,481
flag and
and put the money in his cash effort to restore consciousness, assisted
3w8
brought within the sisterhood of States
by Herman Haines, a local dentist, while
the
last
bit
of
territory within the con1 CALEDONIAN INS
he said.
“It has McGaffey, with the policeman’s key,
: makes $1.67
CO. OF SCOTLAND,
tiguous confines of the continental
two cents more and taken you went to a nearby patrol box and sent in
and
Pine
S.
U.
United
States.
Branch,
52
Street,
50
a call for the ambu.ance.
It was Patrol:.s longer to get it than if you
To perpetuate the scene for future
New York City.
man Flanagan’s first
the price in the first place.’’
impression that fHE REMARKABLE W EATHER OF 1911
Arizonans, the moving picture man inwas
Crane
but
he
continued his efdead,
Assets December 31, 1911,
r and quite as consequential a
vaded the White House for the first time.
The year 1911 will long be rememberHow much fort to restore breathing and heart action
: the problem is this:
'leal estate,
$ 525,000 00
The President’s office was filled with of’d for the violence of its weather. The ; stocks and bonds,
mail order house contribute by until the arrival of the patrol' wagon.
$1,268,060 00
The body was removed to the Lynn hos144,634 88 ficers of the new State, Government
r otherwise to the maintenance
ipring opened mild and delightful, but in Hash in office and bank,
217,297 60 officials and others interested.
balances,
immunity in which it reaps rich pital, where the house physicians report- lune a torrid wave of unparalleled se- Agent’s
After the signing it was announced
and
nterest
8,006 62
rents,
by means of profits? In the ed, after an examination, that death had verity swept over the country. The cities U1 other assets,
2,785 91 that President Taft would send to the
laked and gasped for breath, while the
of 1911, Newport held a one taken place as the result of heart failure,
Senate the nomination of Richard E.
and that probably it had occurred within
: fiftieth anniversary celebraturning sun and hot winds withered the
Admitted assets,
$2,165,784 98 Sloan, ex-Governor of
Arizona, to be
torn and cost the farmers a million dolrd defraying the exjienses of a minute or two from the time that Crane
Liabilities December 31, 1911.
United States district judge for the new
A little later England was
ars a day.
■Ii was subscribed
by firms and fell forward upon 'he tracks.
18
State.
$ 140,799
The body was then removed to Haven’s scorched and France
and Germany tfet unpaid losses,
addition to $800 appropri1,402,322 48
premiums,
sweltered. The mercury went above 100 Unearned
t itn. We have perused that undertaking rooms, where it was identi\11 other liabilities,
62,213 57
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE.
fied by papers found in the pockets of leg. in western Canada, and whalers
paper many times and find
Hash capital,
200,000 00
clothing. Any theory of foul play jrought back reports from the Arctic surplus over all liabilities,
i m arly every merchant in th
360,449 75 Baseball
Schedule for Coming Season.
was dispelled by rinding Crane’s wallet
regions of open water where always be,i <-ite which appear generThe University of Maine’s baseball
Total liabilities and surplus,
$2,165,784 98
'■rding to their means and containing $36.60 in his pocket, together fore there had been solid ice. The re3w8
torts from Mexico arid Central America
tmir business, but "he mo.-it with his watch and other articles of value.
schedule has been announced, as follows:
It was not until the police visited would well describe the lower regions,
f that pnpir falls to
jtii.y
TiiE METROPOLITAN CASUALTY INApril 19—Colby at Waterville (exhibiCrane’s home that the circumstances of out it is said that the summer in Iceland
:
in*— rd Sears, Roebuck &
tion.)
SURANCE CO., NEW YORK.
death were learned.
was enjoyable.
A
sufferer
from
!
War
Butler
Co.,
ry.
April 20—Bates at Lewiston (exhibiIn August the elements took a differd the other large concerns heart trouble, he had hurried on his
Assets December 31, 1911.
>
tion.)
ent
turn and the flood-gates of the
to be doing wonders in re- clothes and rushed from the house to
Stocks and bonds,
$638,257 50
April 24—Wesleyan at Middletown.
59,523 94
people from the oppr.ssive summon medical assistance for his moth- neavens were opened. Kentucky and Hash in office and bank,
April 25—Harvard at Cambridge.
the
Atlantic
of
a
South
States
were
er,
from
his
!
forgetful
deluged, Agents’ balances,
warning
phy- :
148,429 0£
high prices.
Republican
April 26—Tufts at Medford.
sician not to over exert himself under and the Philippines were more thorough- [nterest and rents,
4,824 14
at Worcester.
Cross
April
27—Holy
982 3C
any circumstances. It is believed that ly drowned than they had been before All other assets,
May 1—Colby at Orono (Maine chamhe ran fully a mile before he dropped on since the time of Noah. Alberta was
|
VI IANCALL-PLA1STED
PRO- the
Gross
9(
pionship series.)
$852,016
assets,
visited by a killing frost which ruined
street.
GRAM
Admitted assets,
$852,016 96
May 3—New Hampshire at Orono.
Mrs. Crane, the mother, was in an un- hundreds of pioneer farmers. A cyclone
May 4—Maine Centrals at Orono,
Liabilities December 31, 1911.
conscious condition
and gasping for devastated Costa Rica and a violenf gale
ing the State Over to the Liquor breath when he left the
May 3—Bates at Orcno (Maine cham$ 23,303 50
but she swept the South Atlantic coast, destroy- Net unpaid losses,
house,
and Brewers at the Special lived nearly a half hour after the time ing a great number ot vessels. During Unearned premiums,
363,398 31 pionship series.)
57,430 8c
May 10—Bowdoin at Brunswick (Maine
when it is believed that her son died the later fail, the North Atlantic was All other liabilities,
Cannot be Carried Out.
Cash capital,
200,000 0( championship series.)
while hurrying for a physician.
tormented by a series of more violent
It
is
bentative Horace Mitchell of
207,884 2i
Surplus ov jt all liabilities,
May 15—Bowdoin at Orono (Maine
lieved that owing to the nature of her ill- storms than were known to the oldest
m
was among the so-called
championship series.)
ness and her advanced
I
that medical sea captains. In November the southern
Total liabilities and surplus,
90
$852,016
age
on
the
nsurgents
prohibitory assistance would have been without avail ; States were visited by a killing frost,
May 18—Bates at Lewiston (Maine
FIELD & QUIMbY, Agents, Belfast, Maine.
aided with John A. Peters of
championship series.)
if Crane had succeeded in securing the while December was remarkable for its
3w8
minority leader; Harry B. services of a doctor as soon
May 25—Colby at Waterville (Maine
as he had exhigh temperatures.
coring \
J Phillips, in Franklin county;
Aside from the extreme heat, the
S. BRANCH SUN INSURANCE
U.
pected.
atives Mallet of Freeport, and
Mrs. Crane was born in Belfast, Me.,
frosts of the far North and the sunny
ii totalled 22
OFFICE.
ROCKLAND'S BABY SHOW.
Republican votes
and the violent storms at sea, the
'Stion of constitutional resub- April 10, 1839, the daughter of Capt. South,
Assets December 31, 1911.
Vinal Mayhew, and had lived in Lynn for pear 1911 was still exceptional.
The
it
a
for
vote
possible
Rockland, Me., Feb. 14. A half-hunnaking
30 years, moving here from Boston. She mean temperature of every month ex- Real estate,
$ 270,637 7S
amendment last September, is
25,000 0C dred babies, ranging in age from a few
is survived by a husband; two sons, Al- cept November was above the average
loans,
Mortgage
in favor of a further attempt
3,425,709 4C months to 3 years, proved the center of
bert H. and William N. Crane, both of of that of the 40 years covered by the Stocks and bonds,
gislation projected by Gov. this
Dash in office and
278,511 37
city; three sisters, Mrs. Mary McAl- records of the United States Weather Agents’ balances, bank,
477,560 63 attraction for 1200 persons at the angiving to the cities one form vey and
Bureau. The average daily excess was Interest and
Mrs. J. G. Knight of this city
rents,
42,634 94 nual Methodist Food Fair this afternoon.
egislation and to the towns an- and Mr3. Jane Patterson of
from four to six degrees.
Great Falls,
All other assets,
10,890 87
Prizes were awarded Helen Blom,
N. H., end two brothers, Vinal Mayhew
With one month out of twelve below
terview on this subject, printed
of this city and George Mayhew of Bel- normal, one may well ask if the climate
Gross assets,
$4,530,945 0c daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Blom;
Cortland Press, Representative
fast. She was a member of Arbutus s not changing and getting warmer. Deduct items not admitted,
11,724 32 Faith
said:
Ulmer, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
This important question is discussed by
Lodge of Odd Ladies.
were over a score of us ReAdmitted
73 Alden Ulmer; Harold Dodge, son of Mr.
assets,
$4,519,220
Warren
Francis
in
the
March
W.
Crane
was 33 years of
Molena,
Popular
age
in the last legislature who
put and was born in Boston. He was em- Mechanics
and Mrs. Judson Dodge; Freddie Ward,
Liabilities December 31, 1911.
Magazine. He says:
••gth to the Democratic party for
$ 264,920 5S Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ward;
as a bottler by C. B. Coates in
"Since burning coal produces carbon Net unpaid losses,
1
ion.
The Democratic party ployed
2,774,926 03 Walter E. Kaler, son of Mr. and Mrs.
this city.
He was well known in the dioxide it may be inquired whether the Jnearned premiums,
me 14
votes of carrying two
135.194 1C Clinton Kaler, and Ralph K. Green, son
eastern part of the city, where he had enormous use of that fuel in modern All other liabilities,
the necessary majority to subover
all
liabilities,
1,344,179 9€ of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond K. Green.
surplus
resided with his parents and brothers times may not be an important factor in
then the count was made reThe judges were Mrs. Annie L. Riorpractically all of his life.
tilling the atmosphere with this subTotal liabilities and surplus,
-n in both House and Senate had
$4,519,220 73
don, Miss Susie J. Smith and Mrs.
Medical Examiner Joseph G. Pinkham
and consequently in indirectly
stance,
r. PATTEE & SON, Agents, Belfast, Maine. Bertha E. Rowell.
iM.' qority.
examined the bodies of both mother and raising the temperature of the earth.
3w8
natter was submitted to the
Mrs. Adelbert W. Hall was chairman
and reported death due to natural In the United States about 500,000,0 0
Maine after a very trying cam- son,
of the baby show, assisted by Mrs. R.
causes in each case.
tons
of
mined
in
coal
were
1911.
Sup- WESTERN ASSURANCE CO.,
~t
September and the vote was
A. Sweet, Mrs. A. W. Gregory and Mrs.
pose four times this amount were mined
the prediction by the Demo- APPLETON.
TORONTO. DOMINION OF CANADA. A. L. Carver.
ind burned in the whole world. When
c an
overwhelming vote would
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Hall left Thursday for
Assets December 31, 1911.
Tonight a local orchestra, under the
this amount of coal is burned, 7,000,is nquor q estion out of the conwhere they will be guests for one
1)00,000 tons of carbon dioxide are put Stocks and bonds,
$1,899,672 52 direction of Cecil S. Copping, gave a
and place it in the control of Boston,
week of Mr. Hail’s brother. Miss Mildred
mto the atmosphere. The question is, Dash in office and bank,
265,011 4S special program and a colored chorus of
amatory law not being fulfilled.
215,572 61 30 voices, under the direction of Mrs.
whether this is an appreciable Agent’s balances,
ling to the instructory vote, as Wentworth will'be housekeeper for her sister, simply,
Bills receivable,
1,032 5j Lillian Sprague Copping, sang plantaeland it, at the recent meeting of Mrs. Alice Hall, during her absence in Boston. fraction of that which the atmosphere interest and rents,
;
21,587 14 tion melodies.
already holds, and whether there are any All other assets,
an State committee, the Re-Mrs. Evie Perry has sold stock of gro-the
7,845 83
in which it is being reparty is pledged at its coming ceries and other goods in her store to Lorenzo important ways
Senator from Aroostook County.
V1U UIC uirlliuupucivi
Gross assets,
$2,410,722 IS
vention to prohibition princi- W.
Clarence Fish returned ThursMorang...
Deduct items not admitted,
5,911 8S
: I believe that on that we will
Hon. Albert A. Burleigh of Houlton
day to Bates College after one week spent
Rev. T. S. Weeks Dead.
Admitted assets,
with his parents at the Valley House_Our
$2,404,810 3C was in town Wednesday morning looking
my vote and support very
after his candidacy for the Republican
Liabilities December 31, 1911.
Feb. 9th_Harry
Rev. Thomas S. Weeks, D. D., pastor
to the dominant Democratic village schools closed
nomination for senator from Aroostook
Net
34
jf
the
of
Christian
chur?h
losses,
$
201,978
wno
died
has
unpaid
had employment the past
Bangor,
resubmission of this question Gushee,
few things in the political
Linear >ed premiums,
1,145,996 34 county. Very
eple in the firm belief that it year in Camden as bookkeeper, is now with Feb. 15th at his home in that city of All other liabilities,
29,526 77 future are as nearly certain as Mr. Burafter
bronchial
an
illness
of
pneumonia,
■'■Hied. It was not.
Lindley M. Gushee in his store_Mr. and
Dash capital, deposit capital,
207,000 0C leigh’s nomination by an overwhelming
that all the 22 members of Mrs. John Stevens are very sick_Walter L. live days. He leaves a widow, who was Surplus over all liabilities,
820,308
j majority. It looks to us as if the ReMiss Carrie E. Jaquith of Clinton, and
-1dloan party in the special sesSykes will be the pastor at the Baptist church three children. Dr. Weeks was for
publican party would not be using itself
Total liabilities and surplus,
rrh will vote against the pro3(
eight
$2,404,810
his services having been engaged for six
fairly, and would not be doing the square
3w8
years secretary of the American Chrisof the Democrats to have the
;
thing at all by such a man as Mr. Burmonths.
tian
the
convention
of
United
States
and
amended so that cities may
leigh, not to nominate him, hands down,
FIRE
ASSOCIATION
OF
had
been
for
PHILADELPHIA
Canada.
He
ars
several
y
quor law and towns a prohibi; and then do its best toward electing him.
UNITY.
president of the New England convention
une as of old.
Assets December 31, 1911.
i That Mr. Burleigh would be one of- the
and was its secretary at the time of his
"t
Mrs.
Alfred
Bradford
of
concluded
Auburn
the
see,”
Representaspent
Real estate,
$ 521,522 5( most useful men in the whole Maine sen<•11, “how 1 can consistently give week-end in town-Mr. and Mrs. Ralph death. Dr. Weeks was prominent in the | Mortgage loans,
2,161,281 6( ate, if he were there, goes without quesChristian denomination and had held im- Collateral
any such plan in view of the Lawrence of Alliance, Neb., are visiting Mrs.
loans,
99,457 L tion on the part of any one who knows
in New Hampshire, Stocks and bonds,
t<■<• Republican State commit4,863,573 5*i anything about his past career.
Liwrence’s sister, Miss Bertha Connor_The portant pastorates
Anj
Rhode
Ontario
Cash
in
office
and
Massachusetts,
Island,
rom the further fact that I bebank,
656,642 1(
county honors itself by sending such
filling of the ice houses in the village by Grant and at Troy.
While there his health Agents’ balances,
583,930 41 man as Mr.
"ining Republican State con- & .Whitehouse was
to
it.
I
Burleigh
represent
114,865 2i I Port PairfiplH Rpvipw. Dpm
completed last week_ gave out and he and his family moved on Interest and rents,
ill put a prohibitory plank in
17,723 41
Mr. and Mrs. Berwin, who have been occupy- to a farm at Benton, where they remain- All other assets,
MtPifm.”
ed
for
a
then
sold the Benyear. They
ing Mrs. W. G. Fuller's house for the winter,
Gross assets,
iiiEIts WHO ARE OPPOSED.
Stay For McFarland.
$9,008,996 2<
f ”In
have vacated it and are now stopping at the ton farm and purchased one at Winter- Deduct items not admitted,
19,776 6'
an
last
ex-speaker of the Republican Central House
Since
Dr.
Weeks
had
April
Mrs. McMorrison of Old port.
Trenton, N. J., Feb. 14. Counsel foi
been supplying the Christian church pul- Admitted assets,
,1 representatives of Maine comes Town is the
$8,989,219 6! Allison M.
guest of Mrs. Susan Harmon_
MacFarland, convicted ol
'ring brief statement of the
in Bangor.
he accepted
t
pit
Recently
Liabilities
December
31,1911.
wife murder and sentenced to be exe
^ 1 the Democratic attempt to Miss Caroline Fuller of Bangor was in town the permanent pastorate and moved with Net unpaid losses,
$ 350,929 4’
cuted during the week beginning Marcl
l,..’1 ;amendment to the liquor laws, for a few days recently.:Mrs. Ira P. Libby his family to 23 George street.
Unearned premiums,
5,348,878 41 17, today appeared in the Court of Er
by Gov. Plaisted, to apply to was a caller in Benton last Tuesday.
All other liabilities,
^
33,553 81
rors and Appeals and took out a writ 01
not to towns, predicated upon
ALMOST LOST HIS LIFE.
Cash capital,
750,000 0<
in the last September election
A Motherly Cat.
I
S. A. Stid of Mason, Mich., will never forget Surplus over all liabilities,
2,505,857 8! i error, which will serve as a stay pend
f* question:
ing final hearing of the case.
his terrible exposure to a merciless storm*
3w8
Pittsfield, Mass., Friday. Peter Donlin had
$8,989,219 6!
k/r-e it from good, the very best
me
a
"It
dreadful
he
gave
cold,”
writes, "that
Or What?
k ll.t' that John A. Peters of Ells- th e champion Maltese cat of the BerkBhires.
L Republican leader in the last ses- Just three weeks ago Donlin placed fifteen caused severe pains in my chest, so it was
hard for me to breathe. A neighbor gave me
Doesn’t Mr. Bryan want to win? Oi
»,<v, voted with the other 21 Re- eggs under a setting Plymouth Rock hen. The several doses of Qr. King's New Discovery
is he just pig-headed? Or what?—Harp
with the Democrats for the hen died
Friday and immediately tabby, whose which brought great relief. The doctor said I
er’s
of the prohibitory amend*
Weekly.
was on the verge of pneumonia, but to conL W|H not give one whit of encour- “home” was close by, assumed charge of the tinue with the Discovery. I did so and two
The Third Term.
bottles completely cured me.” Use only this
E”'1 or support to amend the consti- eggs.
And today there came chirping forth from
L' n that respect in the special sesquick, safe, reliable medicine for coughs, colds, 93 MAIN STREET,
MAINE
BELFAST,
these fifteen eggs fourteen chicks.
Turther
or any throat or lung trouble.
Price 50c and
Washington Wouldn’t.
iV
tabby has five brand new kittens t
11.00. Trial bottle free. Guaranteed by all
Grant Couldn’t.
I llhout Republican support," of more,
keep them company.
TELEPHONE MM
druggists.
Roosevelt Shouldn’t.—Boston
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FOR SALE AT YOUR GROCERS.

Marcellus J. Dow
-DEALER IN-

Dry and Fancy Goods
BROOKS, MAINE,
Suesine Silk, all shades,
39

■

The

goods slightly shopworn
We

edge

cents

of every yard of goods.

Bargain Counter

and somewhat imperfect

overcrowded with

a

are sold regardless of cost.
variety of merchandise and are ready to turn

Singing
our

and

Talking

store.

We are in the market for CASH and to reduce our stock.
and be sure to bring your pocketbook with you.

Come in and

CutlerpCuts

Coupled Wiih Cvem'orfi It Will
Cause

a

e have just received
lery, which includes

W

Complete Ne-vous

a

full

line of

cut-

Breakdcisri.
Carving Sets,

A little worry does s. freest deal of
harm. Overwork and \v«give rise

to nervousness, huatiiii I'C-s, Meeplessness, lack of ambx,on, lacs 01 ini.iv.~i;
in your work, weak back, it ligostion
and sometimes a complete 1 .eakdovn
of the nu'vous system.
If these are
your symptoms, you need a tonic. Tlio
best way to tone up the nerves is
through the blood. Dr. Williams’Fink
Dills for Palo People are a diriet nerve
tonic because they enrich and 'mild up
the blood. Under their tonic influence
nervousness and all the other evils of
worry anti overwork quickly disappear.
They restore the digestion and enable
the body to take full advantage from
the food eaten.
Mrs. C. W. Noedks, of No. 125Grube
Bead, Springfield,
says: “I was
all run down and felt miserable for six
I was nervous and would tremyears. a leaf when
ble like
excited. I had no
appetite and was troubled with gas on
the stomach after eating. I did not
have any color. Occasionally I had
sick headaches and dizzy spells, which
I think were caused by my stomach being out of order. I felt tired and exhausted most of the time, had no
strength and no ambition to work and
wanted to be alone.
A friend told me
to try Dr. Williams' Pink Pills for Tale
People. She said they bad done so
much for her.
I used them with great
satisfaction for they permanently cured
I have no more trouble with my
me.
stomach, my cheeks have a good color
and I have more than regained my lost
weight. I certainly can recommend
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale Peo-

Kitchen

Knives,

Butcher

Knives,

■

Pen

Knives,

Spatulas, etc.

Wlio Said Scissors?
We have Scissors and

Shears,

all

sizes,
the best quality.

of

*

Also Scissors and Shears
at 25 cents a pair, any
size you want—a good
article for the money.
LET US SHOW
THESE GOODS.

ple.”

Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale Peothe one true tonic.
They are
guaranteed to be free from any harm-

ple are
ful

or

habit-forming drugs

They

have

I

!

mostgrati Tying
headaches, neuralgia nervous dyspepsia, St. Vitus' dance and even in
partial paralysis and locomotor ataxia.
given the

results

m ner-

vous

For

a

COOMBS’

full statement of this treatment

write for the free booklet, “Diseases of
the Nervous System, Their Nature,
Symptoms and Treatment.” Scud today, a postal card w ill do.
Start today to euro yourself with Dr.
Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People.

i

pany,

1 will call Tuesdays,

etc., Arlington hams, bacon,

Schenectady, N. Y.

The best of home-made Mince
Meat by the pound.
Order by
telephone.
Telephone 178-14

STEAMPRESSING

ARTHUR W. COOMBS.

and REPAIRING.

R. F. D. 4.

Tel. 216-13

16tf
con

d-hHDd

goods of every description. Furniture. bedding, carpets, stoves, etc
Antique furniture
a specially. If yoi
have anything tc
sell drop me *
postal card and you will receive a prompt call.
W A LTEK H. COOMBS,
Corner Cross and Federal Streets. Belfast,

...

|

TRUCKING

Dr. W. C. LIBBEY,

I am prepared to do all kinds of trucking.
Furniture and piano moving a specialty. Leave
orders at the stable, corner of Main and Crosa
streets, and they will receive prompt attention. Telephone connection.
3m50

DENTIST,

W. W.

I

126 Waldo

BLAZO,

Avenue,

Belfast

Belfast.
43tf

CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER

8e

sau-

down town.

CLEANING.

At 52 High Street.

Thursdays

sage.
Everything of the best quality and prices right. A chance to
inspect your meats without going

H. C. Hoffses

—

MEAT CART
and Saturdays with a full line of
the best of fresh beef, pork, lamb,

They are for sale by all druggists, or
Will be sent, postpaid, upon receipt of
price, 50c. per box; six boxes for $2.50,
by tbe Dr. Williams Medicine Com-

■

I'

the

see us,

|

Herald

are

on

it into cash at less than actual cost to us.
From now to May 1st, you can get the Harmony
Machine, absolutely free with $25 worth of goods from

UIVVCU

»

stamped

has “Suesine”

From Our

■

P',u'“iun

genuine

I

[j==

—

MASSACHUSETTS FIRE AND MARINE
INSURANCE COMPANY,
BOSTON.

M -%SS,

Assets December

Stock and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents,
Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

31, 1911.
$ 954,494 00
184,955 93
72,633 38
7,691 66

$1,219,774

87
982 34

Admitted assets,
$1,218,792 53
Liabilities December 31, 1911.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 28,33813
Unearned premiums,
270,823 56
All other liabilities,
7,633 44
Cash capital,
500,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities,
411,997 40
Total liabilities and surplus,
$1,218,792 53
JAMES H. KNEELAND, Agent,
8w8
Searsport, Maine.

>■

---J———

Republican Journal

The

Medicine for the Blood

BELFAST. THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 22. 1912
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY

Republican Jour. Pub. Co.

The

CHARLES A. PILSBURY. i

Is Needed Now

Bu^s Manager

Because the unhealthful modes of living during the
winter have made the blood impure, causing loss of
appetite and that tired feeling, as well as the sores
and eruptions that occur at this time.
Be sure to take Hood’s Sarsaparilla this spring.
It combines the great curative principles of roots,
barks and herbs, so as to raise them to their highest
efficiency in the treatment of all blood humors, blood
diseases and run-down conditions.
Get Hood’s Sarsaparilla today. All druggists.

Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
months.
Advertising Terms. For one square, one
Inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

SENATOR,

FOW STATE

MARCELL US J. DOW
OH BROOKS.
La Follette denies the reports that he
withdrawn from the presidential
race; but he is down and out just the

has

same.

you will find corsets, neckwear, jewelry, handkerchiefs, aprons, ladies' and children’s street
gloves and a new line of house dresses_
Remember the public supper in the Univer- Mrs. A. S. Jackson, Herbert F.f Joseph W. and
salist vestry tomorrow, Friday, evening at 6 Frank A. Jackson, Grace N. Patterson and
o’clock. The public is cordially invited. Ad- William R. Jackson publish a card of thanks.
Wheat bread, fresh every day, brown
mission, 25 cents.
bread and beans every Saturday at 4.30 p. m.,
The Journal has added several new county
correspondents to its list while it retains the at the City Bakery, Church street.Commany old ones who have rendered such ex- petent girl wanted. Apply mornings to Miss
A. V. Field, 139 High street... .Capable girl
cellent service for many years.
or woman wanted at the Girls Home.
Must
A petition in bankruptcy has been filed in
be a good cook. Apply to Mrs. E. L. Brackett,
the U. S. district court by Orison Chandler of
35 Spring street-Rooms to let in Camden,
Unsecured claims, $400.
Burnham, farmer.
well adapted for a physician or dentist. ApSecured claims, $742 Harry^ H. Thurlough of
ply to E. C. Fletcher, Camden_A lady of
Pittsfield, attorney.

BELFAST

THE NEWS OF

A Roosevelt literary bureau has been
established in Washington and The Jour-

nal has been invited to receive and publish the output. No, thank you.

....

interview at Phoenix, Arizona,
Feb. 14th, Bryan refused to say positively whether he would or would not be a
In

an

candidate for the Presidency; but evidently “Barkis is willin.”
Hon. A. H. Shaw of Bath
nounced his candidacy for the

has an-

Republi-

Hon.
Governor.
Wm. T. Haines of Waterville and Col. F.

nomination

can

Boothby

S.

field for

for

of the two at
louse,
The James Robb
the “Muck” moved last fall by the Improvement Society, is on 'its way to the Robbins
settlement on the East Side and is stranded in
ins

of Portland have been in the

some

time.

Now they are classing certain Republicans as “near Progressives.” If this

A mock trial will be given at the Universachurch next Monday night at 8 o’clock.
Judge Johnson will preside. There will also
be musical selections, vocal and instrumental.

thing keeps up, we shall soon be
reading of radical Radicals and conserva-

list

tive Radicals, not to mention radical
and conservative ConConservatives
servatives.—Brooklyn, N. Y., Times.
Some
are

Admission 10 cents.

so-called Progressive Republi-

simply

At the meeting of the North v^hurch Guild
last Monday evening it was decided to hold a
sale and present a play about the first of April.
Misses Alice Simmons and Helen Brown, graduates of the Emerson school, Boston, will have
charge of the play.

disguise.

Democrats in

“Why does a pig curl its tail?” was a
question discussed at a teachers’ institute in Pennsylvania, but it wasn’t definitely answered. It seems to us that
this subject has not received due attention.
Why does a pig curl its tail? —Bos-

The members of Equity Grange will give a
dance and drama at their hall Wednesday
evening, February 28th. Hart’s orchestra will
fuinish music for the dance. “Farmer Haskins,” the drama, is bright and has a good

ton Globe.

pig
might just as

The answer to that is: the
You

curl his tail.

why does

a

well ask

have two ears and four

pig

It is because he

legs.

does not

plot.

born that

was

Clam stew will be

print this week the first of two articles
by Mme. Favre and have other artiThe Portland Press of last Saturday cles from her for future publication. Many

had

on

a

years ago, when Miss Grace Denslow, she favored Ihe Journal with some entertaining letters from New York, and her articles are al-

might apply locally.

cartoon that

The candidate at the front of the stage
“Gentlemen, in announcing my

says:

ways read with interest.

1 wish to say that it was with
the greatest reluctance that I yielded to
the frantic appeals of my many friends,

candidacy,

Saturday
afternoon in the common council room with
Mrs.
an average attendance of about 20.
Frank H. Mayo is in charge and is assisted by
Miss McDowell. The children in attendance
are becoming quite expert with the needle,
and the school is doing a good work.
The

who, because of my honesty and integri-

interrupted by
ty”--Here
vegetables and hen fruit and
cries of “We’ve heard that before,”
“That’s what they all say,” and “Goodnight.”
he

a

was

shower of

Belfast

want foi

mayor an honest man, a successful shipmaster and business man, an educated,
well read man, a man of the people, whc

meets every

Nortbport have the contract for building the
house, and must have it completed by the first
of June. The house will be two stories, in Colonial style, with a frontage of 46 feet, and the
main house will contain ten large rooms, and
two baths.

no personal enmities, and who wil
perform the duties of the office impartially and conscientiously in the interest oi
the entire community, they have only tc
vote for Capt. J. 0. Hayes, who will be
nominated at the Republican caucus te
It is one of the
be held tomorrow night.
rare instances in local politics where the

has

office has sought the man, and in whicl:
there is no manifestation of greed 01

sewing school

Work on the summer home to be built ih
Lincolnville for Mr. and Mrs. Louis Pennington of New Jersey will be begun as soon as the
weather will permit. L. S. Southard & Son of

_

If the people of

Corsica

A branch of the Waldo Trust Co. is to be established in Unity with B. A. Fogg of Unity as
Mr. Fogg has been in Belfast for
manager.
the past month studying the methods, etc., of
the business, and W. H. Quimby, president,
and Wilbur Blodgett of the Waldo Trust Co.
;

went to
ness.

graft.

first of

Unity Monday

The branch will be

March,

other necessaiy
will then go to

It was a one-man Democratic caucus.
No candidate for any office stood a ghost
of a chance for nomination unless he was

to look after the busi-

or

as

opened about

the

the books

and

soon as

fittings
Unity to

arrive.

Mr.

Blodgett

remain for about

one

month to help Mr. Fogg get started, after
which he will return to Belfast to resume his

known to be subservient to the head oi I regular position.
the one-man city government. It was
The North Belfast Chemical Fire Company
r.is lieutenants who defeated Capt. Burwill have a supper and entertainment in the
Street
Bennett.
and
nominated
gess
church Thursday evening, Feb. 29th.
Supper
Pnrnmifisinm

P”nnnin«-h«m

Dr.

fiprv-

will be served from 6 to 8 o’clock, followed by
the entertainment, including selections by a
male quartette, Messrs. A. D. Hayes, B. L.
Davis, Roy E. Sholes and J. Earl Braley. Coon
and character songs will be given by Charles
Hammons, B. L. Davis and A. D. Hayes. Admission to supper and entertainment 25 cents
The proceeds will be applied toward erecting

by mansame authority, just as
Hammons, one of the best city mar-

four years,
date from the

ing

wftpr

was

shals Belfast has

turned down

ever

had,

was

turned

performed his duties
honestly, impartially and in compliance

down because he

with his oath of office. Much of the
fault found with Commissioner Cunning-

building for the company.
of the public is solicited.

a

ham should be laid at the mayor’s door.
In carrying on his one-man city government he has usurped the functions of the

when he first held
the office until he came under the domination of the mayor and catered to his
whims and predjudices, as he will cera

patronage

The concert, degree of Chivalry and military
ball to be given Tuesday evening, Feb. 27th,
i n the Belfast Opera House should attract a
large house and reserved seats are now on sale
at the store of D. F. Stephenson. The program
will open with two concert numbers, followed
by the conferring of the Degree of Chivalry
on Mrs. Elva Jewett and Miss Isabel Ginn by
General Charles M. Stewart and staff of the

Committees of the city council and of
other city officials. Mr. H. M. Bennett,
the nominee for street commissioner,
made

The

good showing

riiUiaituo

j

miimauv

wi

muniv)

oou>o»vu

~j

under
tainly do if elected next month. And ton Pallas, P. M., I. 0. 0. F., of this city,
the ball is given. Then comes
whose
j
auspices
defeated.
It
be
he
should
reason
for that
! the ball, with music by Keyes orchestra of
is time that personal politics, prejudice
this city. All the staff officers are expected to
and emnity should be eliminated from 1
be present and Col. F. A. Knowlton of Fairthe
of
the expenditure
taxpayers money field, formerly of this city, now a member of
j
on the streets and highways.
the staff of General Stocker of the Patriarchs
Militant of the United States, will be among
PROSPECT FERRY
Mrs. Edna and Mrs. Anna
on

Mrs. Owen

Sweeney

Harriman called
Sun-

in Frankfort last

Capt. and Mis. A. A. Ginn were guests
Mr. and Mrs. John Libby of Frankfort one
day last week... Mr. and Mrs. Cleve Hoopei
and little son of Frankfort are visiting at J. D,
Holbiook’s... Mrs. Maggie Cayed, who has
been visitirg her daughter, Mrs. W. C. Harding, the past month, returned to her home in
Rockland last Monday.... Mr. and Mrs. G. W
Silver visited friends in Bangor several days
last week... Lewis Blown and son of Belfast
visited relatives here last week_Mr. and
day..

..

of

Crowley were at home from Belfast
spent Sunday with relatives... Mr. and
Mis. W. H. Ginn visited Mr. G.’s sister, Mrs.
Rose Rich, in Winterport last Sunday.
Mrs. Joe

and

Unique
Many People

Name

High-o*me— that’s the proper

Remedy.
way to pro-

HYOMEI the old reliable remedy, that
has rid tens of thousands of people of thal
vile and disgusting disease.
HYOMEI is made of purest Australia!
eucalyptus combined with thymol and othei
effective antiseptics and is guaranteed to b<
free from cocaine or any harmful drug.
HYOMEI is guaranteed to end the misery ol
catarrh, asthma, croup, catarrhal deafness
bronchitis, coughs or colds, or money back.
Breathe it that’s all, no dosing the stomach
Complete outfit, including indestructible inhaler, $1.00. Extra bottles of HYOMEI, ii
needed, 60 cents at A. A. Howes & Co., an<

nounce

druggists everywhere.

All others

These

Theodore Coombs of Manchester, Mass., is
guest of his father, James Coombs, on
Swan Lake avenue.

lL

1_

Discount

from Castine
funeral of

I.

w

Light

m

Cases, 36x42.

JUST THE RIGHT PRICES.

LINEN and TOWELS
gc

Towels, hemmed
Lot All Linen Crash,
Lot Table Damask, value 88c.
Lot Table Damask, value $1.

1
1
1

1 Lot

quality,

-|gc
g

Sale Price

09°

Sale Price

79,

Napkins, value $1.25.
10 % Discount

Robbins next Saturday night.
Mrs. A. E. Kilgore of Brooks visited her
mother, Mrs. Louisa Patterson, last Saturday.
Mrs. Patterson is ill at the home of her niece,
Mrs. Peter Olsen.

g._

1 Lot Turkish

79C

and Dark, best
64x64 count,

Towels, good size,
Towels, hemmed,

1 Lot Turkish

the

All Prints,

0gc
59c
Sale Price 14c

Sale Price

JUST THE RIGHT TIME.

all Blankets

on

42c

Sale Price

Sale Price

72x90.

reduced in

and Puffs.
1 Lot Bed Spreads, value $1.00,

for the benefit of the Mason’s Mills
kn UaU

“

PILLOW SLIPS.

Price,

Cases, 36x42.

Massoit Pillow

price.
Cottons for a long time.

20

Sale

Sheets, 81x90.

'*

$1.38

proportionately

During this sale

the

ill

Massoit

BLANKETS AND PUFFS

The Ladies Aid of Trinity Church will meet
with Mrs. Wm. Vaughan, tomorrow,
Friday,
afternoon.

nr

8c
Qq
‘IQq

1 Lot Huck

avenue.

A supper

Artie Pillow

the lowest prices onr
BUY NOW AT THESE PRICES.

are

on

Sale Price,
gg
all other Linens and Towels

tha

LOT'OF
This Sale

Miss Mona Burgess, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. J. \V. Burgess, who has been
saving
Lincoln pennies the past year, had saved $25.00
which she has deposited in the Belfast
Savings
Bank. Miss Mona is still interested in her
work.

This is

The

The tables
and 18

picnic
were

supper was served at 6.30.
placed to form the letter L

covers were

laid.

Those present

were

Mr. and Mrs. Frank H.Mayo.Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene L. Cook, Mr.
and Mrs. Albra Clary. Mr. and Mrs. J. K. Dennett, Mr. W. K. Keene, Mr. C. Townsend, Miss
Grace Walton, Miss Gertrude Patterson, Mrs.
Viola Patterson and Mrs. Maud Follett. An

enjoyable evening was spent in games. A
peanut race, though quiet (?) was one of the
interesting features, as many devices were
thought

of to assist in

the

carrying
peanuts.
“Keene” enough to carry
and
said
that if the peanuts had held out
167,
he thought he could have beat the
record, and
the entire company agreed with him. The
next meeting of the club will be with Mr. and
Mrs. E. L. Cook.
One

gentleman

was

Brower Sewing Circle of the Mason’s
Mills Church held a five cent social Friday
evening at the home of Mrs. Fred N. Savery
Swan Lake avenue, and a very jolly and sue-'
cessful affair it was, more than 50 being
present. In the potato race Mrs. James Nickerson won, and
received the potatoes for a
prize. Horace Nickerson won the apple race,
receiving the apples for the prize. Target
shooting with bow and arrow’ was also tried,
Harry Brown winning the box of candy, the
prize for this. In the guessing contest James
Carr of
Searsport was high line. Vocal and
instrumental music was enjoyed, charades and
tableaux given, then followed an old fashioned
garden, the Sweet Williams being represented
by William Vaughan and William Mason, Bachelor’s buttons by Everett Nickerson, American
The

buy merch. ndise

to

Brown and Gray, all
Sizes,

Price, $15.

prices closely approximating

at

$2.85.

_

cost.

JAMES H. HOWES.

The News of Brooks

L. S. club met last Monday night with
Mrs. E. S. Bowker, 10 Searsport
A

opportunity

Mrs. C. H.

Forbes

Mrs. Abbie

days with her

was

in

Belfast this week.

spending a few
old friend and neighbor, Miranda

Irving

has been

sisted in the services at the Union church in
tha afternoon and evening. We are always
glad to have him with us, and he tells us he
has

ciated

many years in

pleasant

time.

Mrs.
several

Dills| McTaggart
days

last

of Belfast

was

a

fine

Feb.

our

missionary

in China

14th

twenty members of the La-

some

Society

met

at

Mrs.

Higgins’

rooms,

sociability, music, fruit and confectionery wTere enjoyed. A quantity of material has
been bought and a nice line of ladies aprons

visitor here.

a

Helen T. Wells of Boston highly entercongregation at the Union church

letters from

dies Aid
where

Mrs.

held

were'read by Medora Carpenter and 'Mary
Staples and a reading was given from the book
“Leavening the Nations,” by Vesta Higgins.

toilet preparations.
Mrs. Payson of Waterviile has arrived to
spend the spring months in the family of C.
H. Forbes.
She is always a most welcome
line of ladies

was

Mrs. Miranda Roberts Feb. 7th and an interesting afternoon enjoyed. Two very enter-

in town

week demonstrating

asso-

with

taining

Forbes, who clerked in the post office
during the winter, began Work the first of the
month for J. H. Gordon.
Donald

for all

this, his home town.

monthly missionary meeting

The

Jackson Feb. 14th
Grange
and many of our people attended, all reporting
met in

Pomona

very

so

with

sympathy

whom he has been

people

Roberts.

a

heart full of love and

a

the dear

will be
recent

fine rendering of a famous
solo, “Ora Pronobis.”

Sunday with her

last

The local branch of the W. C. T. U. has
placed a fine reading rack in the depot here
and good instructive literature will always be
found in it for the entertainment of waiting
passengers.

Mrs. N. R. Cook’s father and mother, Mr.
Mrs. Henry Judkins of Newport, have
been spending several weeks here. Mrs. Judkins has been quite ill with tonBilitis in the
time. Little Beulah Cook has been confined to

and

the

house for

some

weeks.

We must note with pleasure the arrival in
the village of three new members of society: a
nine-pound baby girl in the family of Hale
Rose, a little daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Jenkins, and an infant son to Mr. and Mrs.

PROSPECT.
The farmers in this vicinity are busy just
Last Saturnow shipping potatoes and hay.
uay there were
to be loaded

seven cars on tne

siuing reauy

Skay

has gone to

...

Mrs. Clara

visit Mr. and Mrs. Robert Skayjjfor
awhile_Mr. and Mrs. Murch Clark and son
Thomas and Mr. and Mrs. Walter Brown were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gould Sunday.
....There will be another old falks social at
Pythian hall Saturday evening, Feb. 24th.
Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Gray were guests of Daniel
Belfast to

Harriman and wife Sunday.A Pythian
Sisters Temple was organized in Brewer last
Friday. Those present from this town were
Mrs. Clara Cummings, Mrs. Emma Bachelder, Mrs. Jennie Dockham, Mrs. Almeda
Benson
and
Minnie
Mrs.
Copp.
Jerry Emerson and Dr. H. L. Gould of Bucksport were in town Sunday-Mr. and Mrs.
...

..

exhibited here before. She is sell11th, were brought here and laid at rest near
ing them off rapidly at a most reasonable price, j her old home. The
have the sympathy
ever

-IN-

i

**
j«
\Pd

Ladies’ Misses’ and Children’s

?

%

GARMENTS kinds!-

I#

Waists and

FIFTY

been

Skirts.

Ladies and Chil
dren’s HATS at your own
price.

a*

*

mrs. e.

Pd

78 Main Street,

^k*
M

Dress-Up

on

^*4 ^'4 ^*4 ^*4

2 Doors Below Waldo Trust Co

mm

WES r
The

WINTERPORT.
dances at O. Gardner Hall are steadily
gaining in popularity and will be continued
each Thursday night throughout the winter
and spring months.. Mrs. Lucy J. Dyer left
Friday for several days visit in Bangor... Mr.
W. L. West of Provincetown, Mass is in town
for a few days overseeing improvements on
his farm, formerly the W. D. Thompson
place.
Mr. West is boarding at the home of Clarence
...

Mr. Alton Field is still

quite

on

Friday afternoon,

Feb. 23d_

?

!<
\

*

NORTHPORT.
District Supt. Rev. H. B. Haskell wi

in

the

Chapel Sunday afternoon, i
preaching service he will
quarterly conference_Mrs. W. C
arrived from Orono Tuesday
morning
accompanied by her cousin, Mrs. (i.
man of New York, who will remain f..
After the

|

Ferne Mink went to Sou'
to visit relatives_Mi
W’adlin went to Winterport Wedne
visit Capt. and Mrs. William
Hopkin.Miss

Wednesday

|
j

Mary Kelley returned to her home
riilay.... Forest Whitmore, who has
the employ of Hills Bro’s. for the
years.went home Sunday_Earl D
h

Much sympathy is felt for Miss Vera
Grant,
who was thrown from her sleigh last Monday
family
R.
and
run
over
friends.H.
an
the
and
some
most
of
their
old
has
been
ill
for
A.Leavitt.
evening
bringing
Miss Drusie Roberts
by
unmanageable position as fireman on the M. C.
neighbors
money wasGeorge
Coffee, cocoa and cake were on sale, Harry two months, finally terminating in nervous Skay and Lindley Dickey have gone to Red- horse. Owing to a fur collar it is thought her headquarters in Bangor and began hi
Brown and Raphnel Leavitt serving the coffee prostration.
last Saturday morning. We shall nl
Her sisters decided she needed stone, N. H., where they have employment. injuries will rot become a permanent disj the guests present.
and cocoa, and Lloyd Brown and Walter particular care and attention and she was _Frank Harding of Brewer was the guest figurement, despite the fact that the horse
genial grocery man, but wish llitn
Advertisements. James H. Howes,
|I New
Achorn the cake. From 7.30 until 10.30, when taken to the hospital in Belfast last week, of Mr. and Mrs. Ira Ward over Sundry
stepped on the side of her face. his new work....Mr. and Mrs. II.
Odd Fellows block, will have a House Keeping
the affair broke up, there was not dull moment. where we trust she will entirely recover.
Westley Perkins has moved his family from Mr. Walter Curtis moved his family Thursday spent Sunday in Seursport_Mrs V
j Sale, Friday, Saturday and Monday, Feb. 23d, The sum of $8 was netted.
Mt. Waldo to the Spinney place which he re- into the house owned by Mr. G. H. Clements.
honey entertained the Ladies Aid Fi
of Belfast spoke at the cently bought
24th and 26th, which will afford a golden opporBrackett
Rev.
David
George McGee has moved to -The citizens meeting and caucus last Sat- noon.
j
Sandwiches, cake, cotfee at,.
i tunity to housewives. See prices quoted on
Obituary. Prudence, wife of Francis M. Friends chapel last Sunday morning and as- Sandypoint.
were served-The
It is rumored
urday was largely attended
regular chpi
and
and
blankets
linen
died
of
heart
failure
towels,
Saturpuffs.
domestics,
|
euddenly
Staples,
will be held with Mr. and Mrs. Mai
on good authority that the Quigley Farm has
; All prints, light and dark, best quality, 5 cents.
day evening, Feb. 17th. About four weeks
been sold.
Mr. Leroy Chandler, who had dall Thursday, Feb. 29th, at 6 o'clock.
Bargains in winter coats, suits and Slipon rain- ago Mrs. staples slipped while going down
rented the place for the past year, is packing
coats_The Dinsmore Store extends thanks bridge hill and broke her ankle, and while the
his household goods....The numerous friends
in
which
for
the
mannner
to everybody
they broken limb was thought to be gaining she
I here of Mr. Chas. A. McKenney rejoice in his
responded to the “Divide by Four" sale held grew weaker, and beirig subject to heart
complete and speedy recovery-Mr. and Mrs.
in their store last week. We would also retrouble it was thought she sustained other inmind you that The Dinsmore Store is the
juries. She was born in South Hancock, and
and Mrs. Walter Littlefield Sunday-Mrs.
only store in town where you can buy Hole- her age was 66 years and 3 months. Mrs.
Donlin of Frankfort was the guest of Mrs.
proof stockings.A House Keepers Sale at Staples was devoted to her home, and was a
Walter Marden Friday-Business is brisk at
Carle & Jones will begin today and continue woman of great ingenuity. Much sympathy
the Marden mills-O. Gardner Hall will be
is expressed for the husband, who is left alone
FOR 1912/""
It includes sheeting, pillow tubing,
one week.
the scene of a private whist party this afterlaments her departure. Besides
and
Lonsdale cambric, long cloth, cotton diaper, her greatly
husband she leaves two brothers, Phil
In the
noon, given by Frankfort parties.
Made
in
America
Will
of
All
Cars
table
sheets
and pillow slips,
damask, Wooster and E. W. Wooster of Pasadena, Calievening a dance, to which the public is invited,
white and
red, and one case percales. fornia, and two sisters, Mrs. Maria Eggins and
be Fords.
will follow.
Miss Ophelia Wooster of South Hancock, Me.,
Carle & Jones are agents for Waldo Counbesides several nieces and nephews. The
ty of the Ford Model T cars.Mrs. funeral services were held Tuesday afternoon,
Exclusive
Features which
One of the Original and
NORTH ISLESBORO
E. A. Mudgett, 78 Main street is offering at 2 o’clock, Rev. Wm. Vaughan of Trinity
Mr. Charles Freeman of Malden, Mass., was
The remains iM
church officiating.
Have made the Ford Model T the Most Popular,
bargains in ladies’, misses’ and children’s gar- Reformed
the guest last week of his mother, Mrs. Martha
were placed in the tomb and in the spring will
ments of all kinds, including cloaks, suits, be taken to Swanville and
and
Most
Most
Serviceable
Car
M
in
Widely Bought
placed in the family
Freeman-Miss Elizabeth Bates, who closed
furs, one-piece dresses, waists and dress-up lot. The flowers were many and very beauti- Aw
a successful term of school in Corrinna Feb.
the World is as follows:
a large piece from the neighand
included
ful,
and
children’s
on
ladies’
skirtB. Special sale
9th, arrived home last week. She spent the
bors, a pillow from the husband, a bouquet
REAR AXLE of the FORD MODEL T is in a class by itself, it is not lumhats at your own price. Sale begins February from
i% beredTHE
nephews and ^nieces, and set pieces and ffjn
week-end with her sister, Miss Beulah Bates,
with any burdens of weight. It is free to do its duty, and it does it.
up
gp
22nd and ends February 28th. Open evenings. bouquets from Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Stevens, tmt
as can be—strong as can be—useful as can be.
It passes entirely through
in Hampden. ...Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ladd
Simple
III))
Wm.
and
Stevens,
Jr.,
the hub of the wheel, another exclusive; element of safety, steadiness and dura- S*?
Capt. R. W. Pattershall offers for sale a North Beverly, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. C. C.
visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cosfamily, Beverly, Mass.,
You know the wheels of the Ford run straight. They never bow in at the rag
IB
bility.
very desirable model n house, corner of Condon
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE
Staples, Cambridge, Mass., Mrs. A. A. Brown, *55 top or bottom, but carry the load on an even keel. This is also a tire economy.
grove, in Castine last week.... Mrs. Ernestine
///;
and Union streets, commanding a fine view of Castine, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Barker, Salem,
Yeaton and daughter Barbara are visiting in
the bay. House contains parlor, living room, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Simon Jellison, Mrs. WalBoston-Mr. Chipman Cobb passed away
Agents for Waldo County—CARLE & JONES.
ter Bowen and Mrs. Irving Cook, Belfast and
den, dining room with fireplace, kitchen, four L. M. and P. A. Staples. The bearers were J.
Sunday after an illness of a few days with
rooms
and
bath.
Nice
stable
suitable
sleeping
W. Burgess, M. L. Harriman, H. C. Burgess
pneumonia.
for garage....At the Hilton Home for Waists and C. M. Knowlton.
,

found that the supposed “lady”
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ill with

the mumps end tonsilitis. Mr. and Mrs. John
D. Fields are both convalescent... Longfellow
School closes
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aTm"udgett7 J

BEGINS FEBRUARY 22 AND ENDS
FEBRUARY 28. OPEN EVENINGS.
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including Cloaks, Suits, /«rs, One-Piece Dresses.
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new
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furnished by the society. Some ten or
comfortables have been tacked at

Beauty rose by Miss Blanche Foster, the Rose Barden.
Amos Partridge of Belfast were guests of Mr.
Killarney by Miss Julia Leary, four o’clock
Mrs. Jenkins has a great attraction in the
Mr. and Mrs.
arid Mrs. I. F. Gould Sunday
by George A. Leavitt, ladiet' delight by Miss
windows of her nice little store. The dozen
Ethel Savery wearing a new hat, and forgetLeslie Hawes were recent visitors in Winterone gallon glass globes filled with shining gold
me-nots by several boys and girls. Following
port. .The remains of Mrs. Delmont Thompas none have
this an auction sale of the ladies present, dis- fish are objects of great interest,
son, who died at her home in Winterport Feb.
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Telephone 51-12.

Hon. L. M. Staples with his sister, Miss
Phebe Staples, drove from
Washington last
Sunday, called here by the death of their
brother s wife, Mrs. Prudence
Staples. Mr. S.
returned Wednesday but the sister will remain
with her brother for a while.
Mr.
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Cannot Pronounce Name ol

World's Most Famous Catarrh

By the piece, 12 yards,

Miss Edith Strout of Portland is spending a
week’s vacation at her home on Searsport

came over

Cotton,

English Long Cloth, 36 inch, value 25c.,

W’infield Clements of Brooks was the guest
of J. W. Burgess one day last week.

Tuesday morning to attend
Mrs. Prudence Staples.

BLEACHED SHEETS AND
Artie Sheets 72x90.

English Long Cloth, 36 inch, value 12£c.,

Mrs. Geo. Speed of Owl’s Head is the guest
Mrs. Fred N. Savery.

Mrs. A. A. Brown
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way.
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View 36 inch Bleached

Mrs. Ed. Savery of Searsport spent
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with Mrs. F. N. Savery.
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telephone was.
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Massachusetts there are
400,000 telephones in daily
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series of military whist parties given
under the auspices of the ladies of the Unitarian church will be resumed Thursday evening, Feb. 29th, in Memorial hall.
The

I
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given by Charles Coombs
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it

with his

phonograph

Mr. Alfred Jackson died very
suddenly Feb. 13th. Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Jackson of Sanford, Me., Frank Jackson of New
Hampshire and Herbert Jackson and two sons
of Montville, were here to attend their father’s funeral. The family have the
sympathy
of all... Walter Shaw, who cut his hand
quite
and

John Cochran
already moving in this

views...

badly while cutting wood at the door, is getting
along finely. Dr. Pearson took several stitches
wound.... Mrs. Jane Brown and Miss
Millie Mitchell have been the guests of Mrs.
Annabell Underwood_Cassius Hamilton is in
Haverhill, Mass., visiting his mother_Mr.
Filer and Marne Rice of Thomaston were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Merriam recently-Mrs. Geneva Wentworth and MrsMabel Morse spent the day with Mrs. Annabell
Underwood lately.Thomas Wentworth is
able to be out of doors again.
in the

S

Municipal Court. Deputy Sheriffs Percy
Edgecomb and C. O. Dickey searched the

Searsport House,

last

column of space weekway of handling thi§ mat- !

needed

Think of Me,

Necke

Geneva

Stephenson.
Allen

Moonlight Reverie,

Lillian Dexter.
Mendelssohn

Consolation,

Minuet,
Impromptu,

Margaret Craig.
Mozart

Mabel Craig.
Doris

Jadassohn

Roberts.

Lecture on South America.
The third
lecture in the Improvement Society course
was given in Memorial Ha!l Wednesday evening, Feb. 14th, by Charles Wellington Furlong,
whose subject was South America. Mr. Furlong expressed pleasure at his reception in
Belfast and said that Maine was the birthplace
of his father and grandfather, who were among
the earlier settlers of Greenville. The lecturer
has travelled over 40,000 miles and lived about
2i years in South America studying the land
and its inhabitants as an explorer, scientist
and painter, and the one hundred beautifully
colored lantern slides shown were from his
own camera.
Several maps and plans of engineering work were shown and clearly ex-

plained. A majority of the pictures were of
the rugged and uninhabited sections, and those
of the Andes were very beautiful. The lecture as a whole was instructive and practical,
and gave its hearers a better idea of South
America than months of ordinary study could
impart. About 35 extra tickets were sold and
the speaker held
he close attention of the

reached; i Carolina, will be served at this
The
meeting.
All C.
women of the Charleston Unitarian church are
L, S. C. members are requested to be present
selling these cakes to raise money to restore
at this meeting as a full attendance is desired.
their church, which was badly damaged by a \
The closing lecture of the excellent course hurricane during the latter part of the summer.
that has been provided this winter under the The pastor of this church, the Rev. Clifton
auspices of the Improvement Society will be Gray, is a former Belfast man, and spends the
given at Memorial Hall Wednesday evening, summers with his people near Pitcher’s Pond.
March 6th, by Rabbi Fleicher of Boston. The The Lady Baltimore cakes are justly cele- I

reading,

a

poem,

Chancellor Vincent.

seating capacity of the hall will undoubtedly brated in the South and are now being made
be fully utilized by our citizens who wish to by a lady in Charleston who is an adept in that
hear this learned and brilliant speaker. We line
could easily fill this page with press extracts
in praise of this gifted man that have appeared within the last few years. We can not resist giving one of the short notes in regard
to

one

of the most written

about

men

attention of his

of his

language, the quiet

force of his

earnestness, and the command of his subject.
has a fund of ready wit; which is made use

He

of in

illustrations, though

never so as

to

de-
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CARLE & JONES’
Housekeeper’s Sale
Sheeting,
Sheeting,
Sheeting,
Tubing, 36, 42,

CARLE & JONES’

DRUC STORE, RELFAST,

Diaper.
Pillow-Slips.

Sheets

H
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of A, E.

samples

Thibaut’s
$5.00

to

per roll.
Yours very

truly,

CARLE &

1

cannot reach the I
There is only one |
way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional remedies. Deafness is caused by an in I
flamed condition of the mucous lining of the !
Eustachian Tube. When this tube is inflamed
you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
the result, and unless the inflammation can be
taken out and this tube restored to its normal
condition, hearing will be destroyed forever;
nine cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh,
which is nothing but an inflamed condition of
the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that cannot be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure. Send for
circulars free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
1
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

Long Cloth, 121, 15,

$1.00 Down

also agents in Belfast and have

PEERLESS line wall papers. 5c

by local applications, as they
diseased portion of the ear.

England today. The Springfield Republican
editorially says: “Rabbi Fleischer is a fascinating speaker, and his address last evening was
one of peculiar interest, which held the close

phrasing

are

JONES.

DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED

j

in New

hearers.
The rabbi has a
pleasing person lity, and bis clear sympathetic
voice adds to the effectiveness of his delivery.
His charm as a speaker lies in the beautiful

We
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CORONER FOR WALDO COUNTY
EVERYTHING MODERN IN

Caskets and Burial
Suits.
Home

Damask,

OARLE & JONES.

Office

f

Admitted Assets,

48-3

STREET,

$8,699,891 66
50,299 91
$8,649,591 75

Liabilities, December 31, 1911.
Unpaid Losses,
$ 517,423 26
Unearned Premiums,
3,714,707 97
All other Liabilities,
336,000 00
Cash Capital.
1,500,000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities,
2781,460 52

Net

BELFAST

Total Liabilities and Surplus,
$8,649,591 75
JAS. PATTER & SON, Agents,
Belfast, Maine.

I

g|

|jfgj
M

Gross Assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

48-4

72 MAIN

|

gl
{§
||

Telephone

in 186:3.

Commenced business in 1863,
Wm J. Dutton, Pres. Louis Weinmann, Sec.
Capital Paid up in Cash, $l,500,u00.00.
Assets, December 31, 1911.
Real Estate,
$ 557,442 39
Mortgage Loans,
787,46:3 62
Collateral Loans,
254,731 52
Stocks and Bonds,
5,132,158 52
Cash in Office and Bank,
674,095 47
Agents’ Balances.
1,105,968 78
Bills Receivable,
22,028 35
Interest and Rents,
85,112 64
All other Asset
80,890 37

LICENSED EMBAIMER.

j

M

Incorporated

UNDERTAKER,

j

1

FIREMAN’S FUND INS. CO.
Of San Francisco, California.

(MR. Coombs

Wm MMHMMBmeimSi

■

Belfast, Maine.

a

mont and
over

morning, found guilty and sentenced to pay a
tract from the solid elements that make his
fine of $100 and costs and 60 days in
jail and
lecture worth hearing.”
should be given when the !
in default of payment to 60
days additional.
available, whether a column, two
half a page, and that is the way it Berry appealed to the S. J. Court under $200
j bonds, with dames S. Harriman
large audience.
and True G.
bandied in The Journal.
Irundy as sureties.... Frank Moore of SearsSt. Francis Guild Parties. At the fifth
mont, employed at Holmes mills, Head of the party under the direction of the St. Francis
Tide, was before Judge Knowlton Tuesday Guild last Thursday evening there were 14
morning on complaint of City Marshal M. R. tables of plain whist. The guests represented
Knowlton, for intoxication. Moore was dowp all the church societies and a pleasant evenstreet with $12 or $13 and a
quart of whiskey. ing was spent. Coffee and cake were served.
The testimony at the trial showed that
Ross CaDt. A. C. Batchelder wnn th» o-cnflomnn’o
Elmer
Jackson,
Baker, Linious Merchant and first prize, a fancy necktie holder, and Walter
COMMENCES TODAY
Frank Meservey took unusual interest in him. Joan, the consolation, a Japanese billikin.
CONTINUES ONE WEEK.
They drank together in the basements of the Mrs. Charles Chapman won the ladies first
Court House and City
Building and got his prize, a pack of Boston souvenir playing cards, I
liquor away from him and sold it back to him and Miss Etta Whitehead, the consolation, a
Lockwood
36 and 40 in.
three times. Judge Knowlton found Moore toy dog. The sixth and last of the series was
9-4
Bleached and Unbleached,
guilty and sentenced him to 3J days in the held Tuesday evening, ten tables playing.
county jail, but suspended the mitimus pend- Miss Gertrude Raleigh won the ladies’ first
7-*4
Bleached.
ing the further investigation of the case. prize, a fancy Japanese box, and Miss Susan
9ize and with
Pillow
45 in.
Judge Knowlton said Wednesday that Merchant Raper the consolation, a toy George Washing•2 records, for
had left town and the officers were
endeavor- ton. The first prize for gentlemen, a seal bill
Lonsdale Cambric.
ing to locate him as the chief offender in the folder, went to Willie F. Pendleton, and the
case.
17.
consolation, the three monkeys, to Charles R. m
Coombs.
Assorted cake and coffee were
Cotton
served by Miss Martha M. Pendleton, assisted
and
by Mrs. Francis X. Pendleton, Mrs. Charles
and 50c. per week at
Chapman, Mrs. Mary Robbins, Misses Rose
Table
White & Red.
I will cure your Catarrh and Cold in Head McGovern and Lizzie Marsano. The series
1 Case Percales.
by an easy treatment and low price. It has prizes were 'awarded as follows: A cut glass
cured hundreds and will cure yours. Write bon bon dish to Mrs. Charles Chapman, and a MM
VERY TRULY YOURS,
crystal and copper tobacco jar to Rev. Fr.
or call at
Dennis McCabe, who will keep it as a souvenir,
no practical use for it.
The series has
CITY
MAINE having
been successful, socially and
financially.
a

; ace
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years ago people did not know

what

Ash Wednesday, the first day
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men.
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sums
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Forty
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Telephone
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of money. You cannot afford to
practice economy at the expense of
your health and eye-sight.
Our glasses will give you relief and
comfort which will pay large dividends in stored up nerve force.
No charge for consultation.

|

WALDO

Searsport,
Saturday
lines,and more
night, finding 10 quarts of whiskey, 6 quarts
we have had from Lieut F. F.
Black, of
gin, 1 bottle of Manhattan cocktail, 1 bottle
.^ome valuable historical documents. !
of rum punch and 12 bottles of
lager. They
ibutions have come from many other !
arrested the proprietor, Thomas G. Berry,
md all such contributions have been
who was tried before Judge Knowlton
Ihe “half
Monday

|

at 4.30.

a

I

-ich of interest in these
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Every Saturday

large per cent of the nerve
force of your body.
The Saving of nerve force is of more
importance than the saving of large

control

home

been assured of the hearty coof The Journal.
Unlike ordinary
‘■his matter can only be obtained
through
ry contributions. The Journal has in
published much matter of historical
.-ulogical interest. The late Freeman
dge of Prospect for many years furnishih sketches of the early settlers of his
Allan Goodwin of MontVille and
Roberts of Chicago have also fur1

j;
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YOUR EYES
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and has
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A tortoise from Fortune Island, Bahamas, in
Woodcock’s window, attracted much attention
the past week. It was a very handsome speci-

|

j:

Try it.

Fresh every day.

;

j

editors.”

is

Per order of Republican City Committee.
Carleton Doak, Chairman.
Chester B. Frost, Secretary.
Belfast. Feb. 14.1912.
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WHAT

Wheat Bread

1 Why not install telephone of

time. The
friends will

to collect this material and

disposal
t«

destroyed

caucuses,

I

NOTICE

and

ublication of local genealogical material
ill be of historic value in the future,
said: “Much of this material now exist-

\

our

mayor!

use.
There will be a dance every Saturday night,
beginning Feb. 24th, at Silver Harvest Grange
Room No. 1, Odd Fellows’ Block.
I
2.00
hall, Waldo, under the management of Mr. Van
(i■
----a
time.
Music
and
have
Come
2.00
good
Gurney.
6 pairs of Children’s,
orchestra.
Congratulations are extended Mr. and Mrs. by Gurney’s
Robert P. Hardy of Lincolnville on the arrival
ence.
Surely no fault can be found with the winOnly one store in town
of a son, Feb. 19th. Mrs. Hardy was formerly ter weather we have had for the past week or
where the originals are to
!
Miss Gladys W., daughter of Mr. and Mrs. ten days. A snow storm headed this way
Constipation can be cured only by a Tonic
Walter H Richards of Belfast.
switched off into the Atlantic when it reached
be had and that is the
a
Laxative that strengthens the bowels to do
your own
been
an
and
there
has
Cod
unusual
Dr. Elmer Small, president of the Belfast Cape
their
own
work.
Laxatives
(Most
weaken).
instead of
General Hospital, says there is no truth what- amount of sunshine for the stormy month of
your
ever in the item recently published in a daily
February.
Wilson’s Laxative Tablets will do the work
|
time
that the association are negotiating for the
The firm of Dinsmore & Son, of Belfast, boot
every
you want
right. I will send a sample dozen by mail
Brooks house on Church street. The present and shoe dealers, are remodeling the Redman
|
for
a
2
cent
tf5
will
a
and
branch
stamp.
at the Brook,
open
location meets all the requirements at present, store,
A word to our Local
j
store there about April 1st. It is understood
will
nnfl tka.n io amnia
fnr arlfliftnnnl nrin
!
a man
BELFAST, MAINE.
that Mr. Percy E. Howard, who has been em- CITY DRUG STORE,
for
store
several
when
the
association
at
the
Smith
the
house
to
sees
fit to ployed
to your
years,
The Ladies Circle and T. H. Marshall Post
to
talk
over every detail
will assist in the new store.—Rockland Opinion.
The Waldo county committee of the Socialist 1
will join in a Washington Day celebration, to make them.
;
j
with you.
On account of the special meeting of Aurora party of Maine met Saturday, Feb. 17th, at
Tuesday, February 27th, at 4.30 o’clock. A
Sunday, Feb. 25th, the Belfast Spiritualist
|
clam stew will be served. The Sons of Vet- society will have for speakers and test me- Rebekah Lodge Feb. 29th the date of the their headquarters in Belfast for the purpose ;
j
diums Nettie Whitcomb Snare of Monroe and “Muck benefit” at the Opera House has been of transacting such business as should come
erans and Ladies Auxiliary are invited to join
j
1st.
March
ClifWaldron
of
Hallowell.
The
to
Winfield S.
meet- changed
with us. Ladies of the circle please bring
Manager
Friday,
^
ford
extra
line
of
is planning to have an
good
ings will be in Memorial hall, at 2.30 and 7.30
doughnuts and crackers.
views of Japan and “Seeing our county ticket in the coming election, the
A W. C. T. U. Institute will be held in Brooks p. m. Friday evening, Feb. 23d, at 7.30 o’clock, pictuies including
jj
new election laws under which we must work, I I
Members of Mr. Waldron will hold a benefit seance at Cincinnati.”
on the afternoon of Feb. 29th.
etc., closing with music rendered by the LinA small bunch of pussy-willows has been
near-by unions, and visiters are urged to at- Knowlton’s hall, High street.
After the devotional exercises the
tend.
The Waldo County presented the writer. They were picked Feb. colnville comrades. The meeting was voted a j
Veterans’ Meeting.
success by all present.—Com.
(i
county superintendents are asked to give a Veteran Association, by invitation, will meet 18th, where the snow was deep and no apparent
three-minute speech, telling“How my Depart- with Thos. H. Marshall Post, Belfast, March promise of life visible. If the weather prophMrs. Charles Bradbury entertained the Mon- | 1
If you cannot come 7th. If stormy, the next fair day. This means, ets are right in the prediction that this snow day Club at dinner and Bridge last Friday
ment helps Prohibition.
j
send your speech by mail. If any one ha3 not comrades, that the boys are getting feeble and
will remain through March the early spring evening, at her home on Northport avenue, in g
m
received word, will she please consider herself must have a pretty good day or they cannot flowers will be abundant and beautiful.
honor of Mrs. Ira W. Cobe of Chicago, 111. j
The Belfast party will go come a long way.
notified herewith.
We always get a large
Nine covers were laid, and a very delicious
no
j
announcement
has
been
made
Although
menu served.
Cut dowers were used for decup on the 12.15 train, leaving Brooks to return gathering at Belfast and hope this will not be
to that effect it is the general belief that the
at 4.38 p. m.
an exception to former meetings.
Bring along sale of the Coe-Mortimer Co. to the American orations Two tables were filled for Bridg
baskets.
later. Miss Louise Knowlton won the first
Children in Costume. The Unitarian Par- your picnic
Agricultural & Chemical Co. will result in no
Advertised Letters. The following letters change in the management of the former prize, a picture, and Mrs. Austin W. Keating
ish party in Memorial Hall February 15th was
remained unclaimed in the Belfast post office company or in the running of the plant here. the consolation, a pack of cards.
the most successful of the series. From 6 30
for the week ending February 20th: Ladies— This will give general satisfaction, as the
to 8.30 there was a valentine party for the
The sale of Hillside Farm, Northport, to Mr.
preschildren under the direction of Misses Frances Mrs. Bessie A. Aldus, Miss Marion Franklin, ent officials are popular with the people and
Ira M. Cobe of Chicago was completed Mon- i
Howes and Marian Hazeltine. The little ones Mrs. Ethel Higgins, Miss Nellie Hustus, Miss with their customers. The business at the day.
Mr. Cobe bought the farm some months
Thomas. Gentlelocal plant has steadily increased from the ago, conditionally. That is, he would take the
represented in costume the Quaker lady, the Nellie Staples, Mrs. John
TAKE
I have a strictly
Geo.
Geo.
F.
men—Otis
Bowen,
Bowden,
Colonial dame, the Japanese girl and boy, the
start and will necessitate its enlargement in
place provided a sufficient water supply could !
W. Douglas, C. W. Cunningham,
high grade Piano which I wish to sell and it will be sold at
the near future.
be obtained from an artesian well, and he had ;
cowboy, the Dutch children, “Little Red Rid- Carter, C.
Fred Fowler, Chas.
ing Hood,” the milkmaid, the Indian girl, the Chas. W. Cunningham,
a bargain:
Shipping Items. The schooner Sarah Eaton, the plans drawn for a magnificent summer ;
flower girl, and there were fancy dresses McElroy, S. K. Thompson, Fred Walker (2 | Calais for New
home. The boring of the well has been in j
with lumber, has been
York,
trimmed with hearts, etc., representing valen- 1 letters), Fred S. Walker (2 letters) Capt. anchored in Portland
harbor for 67 days. Ice, progress for more than a year and it is suptines. Thay danced and played games and Fred A. White.
wind and heavy seas are given as the reasons posed that an ample water supply is assured. It
A dance for
were served ice cream and cake.
The following extract from a personal letter for her
remaining in port_Steamer Borin- is good news for Belfast as well as Northport !
the seniors followed, with music by Keyes from Mr. A. C. Knight of Boston will be of inquen was reported last week as loading at that Mr. Cobe is to continue a summer resiorchestra. At the next party, to be given in terest to his many Belfast friends: “Mr. Dad- New York for the West Indies, but she ar- dent, and it is hoped he may proceed with the
Quartered Oak Case, lately tuned and in absolutely perMarch, a picnic supper will be followed by a num and I start rehearsals in Bangor the 22nd rived at Stockton Feb. 14th
Notice is given building of the fine cottage he had planned.
fect condition—as good as the day it left the
of this month on “The Duke of Volendam” ] that Marsh Cove ledges buoy 1, Isle au Haut
social and dance.
factory. The
The Willard Memorial Meeting. Four1
1
This putting the “big apples in the top of our new musical comedy, which I played to a
reputation of the Everett Pianos are well known to most
Thoroughfare, is to be changed to a second teen
own
her
this month, to use
years
ago
!
summer.
The
of
last
few
Knights
people
the barrel” is a custom that is rapidly disap.1ct.11 me &uiiuuuer
i^orotny
Piano players, and is a safe guarantee of a
words, Frances E. Willard “crept in with
!
high quality.
pearing among the reputable merchants of to- Columbus are to give it and we shall have a Palmer, of the Winslow fleet of Portland, was mother.” Her death occurred in New York, ;
If in want of an EXTRA FINE INSTRUMENT at a
and
35 days out from Portsmouth, N. H., for Norday. More and more is business getting down , good production with our special scenery
soon after the world’s convention in Toronto.
to an exact statement of facts without any costumes and a large orchestra. I think the folk, Va., and not yet reported.
While it is
bargain price, call and see it at 72 Main St., Belfast. Me.
Ever since then, the W, C. T. U. has held comsubterfuge or intention to deceive. Perhaps performances will come off about May 1st and thought she may have been blown off it is retaken
The
collections
memorative
1
meetings.
this is more noticeable in advertising than in hope there will be a good delegation from garded as strange that she has not been heard
!
at these meetings have greatly strengthened
from.
anything else. Not so long ago it was the fel- home to see the show and welcome us.”
the work, but have been devoted especially to
i
low who made the most noise, using the big- j
Orpheus Club Recital. The members of
Chautauqua Meeting. The next meeting work among foreigners and maintaining of
gest adjectives, who made promises or. paper Hie Orpheus Musical club gave their February of Seaside
Chautauqua Circle will be held a missionary at the port of New York, on Ellis
1
that it was impossible for him to keep in real- recital at the studio of their teacher, Miss [
■-with Mrs. Lewis Gannon, No. 48 Congress Island; to the work among Indians, and among j
-1_=-==U
ity. For this reason people got in the habit of Amy E. Stoddard, Wednesday afternoon, with street,
26th. The the colored people. A memorial meeting will
Monday
afternoon,
February
taking sales with a “grain of sail,” for a the following program, musical games, etc.:
, lesson will be from
chapters four and five of be held March 3d, at 7.30 p. m., in the Univerburned child dreads the fire, etc. How differ- Song of Praise,
the C. L. S. C. book, ‘‘Materials and Methods salist church, at which something more will be
Doris Patterson.
ent from these methods was the “Divide by
of Fiction.” At this meeting the circle will told of this Willard Fund and its work.
bartons
Four” sale just held by The Dinsmore Store, j bwmg bong,
Ben Parker.
observe Chancellor J. H. Vincent’s eightieth
in
the
dullest
season
of the year Marche, Solennelle,
Right
Low
The Woman’s Alliance of the First Parish
very
birthday by the following special program:
Alice Sanborn.
their sales slips showed two of the biggest i
church will meet this, Thursday,
(Unitarian)
from the writings of
Secret Wishes,
Sartoris i Roll-call, quotations
days in their history. This can mean only one
afternoon, at the home of Mrs. Edward R.
Blanche Jennys.
Chancellor Vincent; paper, “How I was eduWe have received over 7,000 rolls 1912
thing, and that is they dealt in “Satisfaction” Caprice,
Pierce, Church street. Mrs. Bancroft Conant
Lindsay ! cated;” anecdotes of his
early life; reading, will have the
instead of “Disappointments,” which made
Bertha Hayes.
paper; subject, the Peace Move“An
Old
books
and
studie
Quilt;”
paper,
Gebhardt
pubwall paper, prices 5 to 25 cents and would
neonle resnond in a most, nat.isfaf.tnrv manner
High School March,
ment, and Mrs. George A. Quimby will read
Ruth Redman.
lished by John H. Vincent; composite report,
It is expected that a
Poor’s Mills. There will be an entertain- Seraphic Strains,
Schneider “Chautauqua Reminiscences”; summary, The Religious Intelligence.
be very pleased to show the
samples to you.
Lady Baltimore cake from Charleston, South
ment at the hall Tuesday evening, Feb.
Mary Hayes.
Round World which his influence has
27th,
$1.50

6 pairs of Men’s,
6 pairs of Women’s,

n<.-wspapers in the United States are
devote half a column of space weekly

j

ridiculous

do t h e s e antiquated
things than it is to mend

become of

|

no more

to

the monument.
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a

Co.

the bay last
large field of

Republican Caucus. The Republican voters
of Belfast are hereby notified to meet in caucus
in the court house in Belfast,
Friday. Feb. 23d,
at 7.30 p.ro., to nominate a candidate for
and to nominate a candidate for road commissioner for a term of two years, to be
supported at the annual city election, to be held on
the 11th day of March, 1912.
Ward caucuses to nominate candidates for
Ward officers, viz., one Alderman, two Councilmen, one member of the School Committee,
one Constable, Warden and Ward Clerk
for
each ward; also to choose two members cf the
Committee
for each ward, will
Republican City
be held as follows: For Wards One, Two and
Three at the court house, Friday, Feb.
23d, at
8 o’clock p. m.; for W'ards Four and Five at
their respective ward rooms Saturday Feb.
24th at 7.30 p. m. Also to transact any other
business which may properly come before said

Office Girl Wanted
-AT--

,

.EONARD & BARROWS’
SHOE

lurse.

a

Competent girl.
mornings to

lady of experience,

a

situation

WANTED
A
as

Will go out of town if necessary.
Apply at
THE JOURNAL OFFICE.

^

2w

g|

Salesmen Wanted

2

Waldo and adjaro look after our interest
cent counties. Salary or commission. Address
LINCOLN OIL CO.,
Cleveland, O.
2w8p
in

Apply

MISS A. V. FIELD,
139 High Street.

FACTORY.

WANTED
By

WANTED
A

capable girl

Girls Home.

ply

or

woman as

Must be

a

helper

good cook.

at the

Ap-

to the secretary,
MRS. E. L. BRACKETT,
35 Spring Street.

TO LET.
rooms over Boynton’s drug store,
by Dr. Shorkley. Steam
electric wiring. Well adapted *o
physician or dentist. Address,
E. C. FLETCHER
3w
Cam !®n.

In

Camden,

occupied
heat

and

last 13 years

She trailed

slowiy

uown

the

pottage.”

stairway

in her velvet gown.
It was peachy
hued, with old lace at throat and wrists.

She moved with an indolent grace, and
held her head, with its heavy masses ol'
dark hair, a trifle haughtily. The crimson lips were unsmiling and the eyes,
deeply blue under the long lashes,
looked distantly coid.
Sherrod, watching her as she came
slowly down to him, felt a contraction of
his throat, and a sense of disappoint-

She restateliness, of

vaguely accusatory.

ment,

minded him, in her new
an old painting he had seen in an art
gallery in Florence, "The Marchioness;’’
the velvet gown, with its clinging folds,
j
accentuated her graceful slenderness
and the long train lent dignity to her
little figure. Sherrod caught his breath 1
as he
watched her, hungrily.
He had 1
not remembered that she was so beautiful.
She had always been to him the
very essence of all that was lovely and
gracious anil sweet, and he had known
her beautiful. But he had never pictured her with this regal air. He felt i
bewildered and, somehow, defrauded.
And then, just as she reached the foot
of the stairway, she caught the tail of
her gown and swept it, with a pretty
grace, out of her way and ran to him
laughing. Her blue eyes now were soft1
and shining and the lips began to quiver.
"Oh, Billy,’’ she said, with a little
“I—I just
catchy sob in her voice.
couldn’t carry it off! I wanted to punish
for
horrid
you
ycur
letter, but when 1
saw you standing there in the self same
spot I left you two years ago, with the
selfsame condemnatory expression, I
seemed to hear you saying, in the same
old way:
‘Kitty, you naughty girl!
Aren’t you ashamed of your self?’’ And
instead of its putting me into ^towering
rage, as u useu 10, 1—1 rarner linen it,
Billy! It seemed so like old times before-before things changed so.”
He did not say anything.
He held her
off and looked at her gravely, with his
love shining in his eyes, and she turned
away with crimsoning cheeks.
“Billy,” she said, as she led the way
into the drawing room and seated herself in a carved chair, with due regard
to the disposal of her draperies.
“Billy,
you don’t know how funny it seems to i
me to come home to find
you a minister.
And such a great minister, too. Do you :
know what old Ned told me, when he
drove us up from the station? He said,
‘La, Miss Kitty, Massa William, he
dis one of dese show nuff highfalutin
preachers, an’ he sho do seem to be
blessed wid de sperit, but some way
taint natrel!’”
Sherrod flushed hotly, and essayed to
speak, but before he could she had risen
and moved impetuously toward him.
"Billy!” There were tears in her
voice.
“I didn’t think how it would
sound to you! I did not mean the least
disrespect to you or your calling—you
know that, to me, as to old Uncle Ned,
you cannot seem natural as anything but
just ‘Billy.’ You know that l couldn’t
mean to hurt you?”
She was looking ar him winsomely
and Sherrod held the little hand she extended just for a moment.
“It does seem strange to you, I
know,” he said, and his voice sounded
cold, even to himself, and she sank
back in the chair, wi*h a somewhat
frightened air, like a chided child. “Tell
roe what you did in
England. So you
have decided to become a duchess?”
She twisted a ring slowly about her
finger, watching the stone sparkle, and
he followed her every movement with
hungry, fascinated eyes.
“Billy, suppose 1 should. Would you
renounce me?
Don’t you think English
people are nice?”
■'1 think Americans are nicer,” he
said.
“I think I’m nicer than
any
Englishman 1 know, don’t you?”
“1 think the last letter you wrote me
was horrid.
It reminded me of the
way
you used to declaim in the schoolroom
and point out aii my follies.
Somehow'
you were always so sure I was going to
do something frivolous and
unpardonable
that it seemed to be a pity to
disappoint
you, and so I always did.
I mean, I
always let the inevitable happen and
gave you tne pleasure ot saying '1 told
you so.
Sherrod was smiling.
“My, what a
fine ifcllow I must have been in
my salad

days!”

“You

horrid! Who told you 1
to be a duchess? Bill —would
you rather I called you William or Mr.
was

were

going

Sherrod?”
“Who told you I

Kitty?”

was

his

reply.

was

me:

a

Col. Hamlin i3 one of the leaders of the
Hancock county bar, and one of the most
influential Republicans in Maine, and has
had an interesting and successful career
in the public service. He is a son of the
late Vice President Hannibal Hamlin.
He was born in Bangor; graduated from
Colby in 1879; studied law in Bangor; attended the Columbia law school ih Washington, and graduated from the law
school of Boston University in 1882. He
was admitted to the bar in Belfast, and
began his law practice in Ellsworth as a
member of the firm of Hale, Emery &
Hamlin, his associates being ex-Senator
Eugene Hale, and ex-Chief Justice L. A.
I

:

mi.

en-

THE

SHOCKING SGUNDS
the earth are sometimes heard before a
terrible earthquake, that warn of the
coming
peril. Nature’s warnings are kind. That dull
in

ache in the back warns
you that the
Kidneys need attention if you would escape
those dangerous maladies,
Dropsy, Diabetes or
Bright’s disease. Take Electric Bitters at
once and see backache
fly and all your best
feelings return. “My son received great benefit from their use for
kidney and bladder
troubie, writes Peter Bondy, South Rockwood. Mich., “It is certainly a great
kidney
medicine.” Try it. 10 cents at all
druggists.
or

AD
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*mi.o
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Children Orv
FOR FLETCHER'S

CASTORIA

secretary, Richard B. Stanley, ’97.

indigestion.
KndolFor
Relieves sour stomaefc,

palpitation of the heart

Divests what you eat

Preble-Tibbetts. The wedding of
Eugene T. Preble, a Bangor jeweler,
and Miss Sue Tibbetts,
a
graduate

I

s xenow

xownsmen.

SCHOOLS OF MAINE.

|

respective offices to our subclubbing offers are as follows
year's subscription paid in advance:

tne Hills ol

for

one

Home..""$2.00

|

The publishers of the New Idea Magazine
have advised us of an increase in their subscription price and a consequent advance in
clubbing rates, and The Journal and New Idea
are now $2.25.
The publishers of McCalls magazine have
sent

us

this notice:

“The

subscribers

may

select their free patterns within 30 days after
the receipt of their first magazine by making
a request on an ordinary post card, stating
that the pattern desired is a free pattern to
which they are entitled.”

Children

Cry

FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORI A

rooms

for

Apply to
FRET) HORN.

J

Oh! when I

cross the bridge of death,
And meet the feet that wait
To walk with mine, may my last breath
(Lord, let it not be late!)
Be drawn within my native vale.
And may I look along
Your tops, until my sight shall fail,
My dear old Hills of Strong!”

A Htaff taentn
WEBSTER’S
NEW

E

Covers every field of knowl-

I

A. D. McGray of Burnham was
caller here Tuesday.

a

busi-

Mrs. Alton White of Augusta, whc
has been the guest of her sister, Mrs.
Maude Hurd, left Tuesday for a visit ir

Liberty.

Mrs. C. B. Sampson of Freedom, whc
has been a guest at the home of Mrs.
Anna Stephenson, left Wednesday for
her home.

American.

Admitted Assets.
$5,988,581 05
Liabilities December 31, 1911.
Net Unpaid Losses.$ 843,241 81
Unearned Premiums.
1.843,069 02
All other Liabilities.
294,589 05
Cash Ctpital
1,500,000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities. 1,507,681 17
Total Liabilities and

MR. F. Li. MARSTON, Agent,
Stockton Springs, Maine.

THE PAL A
OF

IRE INSURANCE

a

LONDON,

$3,501,453 47
547,438 14

admitted,

Admitted assets, i
$2,954,015 33
Liabilities December 31, 1911.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 138,369 43 i
Unearned premiums,
1,626,452 30
All other liabilities,
140,963 71 j

Surplus over

all

liabilities,

1,048,229

89

liabilities and surplus,
$2,954,015 33
JAMES H. KNEELAND, Agent,

Total

Searsport, Maine;

3w8

McCall’s Magazine
and McCall Patterns

At a Probate Court, held at
for the County ol w aldo,
February, a. D. 1912,

For Women
reliable

Fashion

Guide monthly in
hundred thousand
homes. Besides showing all the latest
designs of McCall Patterns, each issue
is brimful of sparkling short stories
and helpful information for women.

one

million

one

Save Monay and Keep in Style by subscribing
for McCall’s Magazine at once. Costs only 50
cents a year, including any one of the celebrated
McCall Patterns free.

McCall Pattern* Lead all others in style, fit,
simplicity, economy and number sold. More

dealers sell McCall Patterns than any other two
makes combined. None higher than 15 cents. Puy
from your dealer, or by road from
4

236-246 W. 37th St., New York City
Premium Cntsinrue'
on request.

and

Pattern

Catalogue

fre-

the

than ever before and so save the
expense of importing it f£om the West.
Very probably if the farmers of .other
States in New England were to subject
the “living” problem to a similar analysis they might save considerable by raising enough pork and beef and mutton to
“go around.”—Boston Transcript.
season

BLAMED A GOOD WORKER.
“I blamed my heart for severe distress in
my left side for two years,” "writes W. Evans,
Danville, Va., “but I know now it was indigestion, as Dr. King’s New Life Pills completely
cured me.”

Best for stomach, liver and kidor debil-

troubles, constipation, headache
ty. 25c. at all druggists.

McCall’s Magazine and The Republican
one year each for $2.10 in

Journal,

advance.

PROBATE NOTICES
88.—In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the 13th day of February, 1912,
John Dow, executor of the last will of Caroline
H. Dow, late of Belfast, in said County, deceased,
having* presented his first and final account of
administration of said estate for allowance.
,Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Kepublican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that ail persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 12th
da of March next, and show cause, if any they
have,why the said account should not be allowed.
GJ O. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P, Hazeltine, Register.

WALDO

ALDO SS.—In Court or Probate, held at
XXJ
»f
fast, on the 13th day of February, lviu.
Selwyn Thompson, guardian of Clarence I
Ethel Thompson of Montville, in said Co;.;
having presented Ills first aud final accouiu
guardianship f« r allowance, together with
resignation of said trust for acceptance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given ti
weeks
successively in The Republican Joum
newspaper published in Belfast, In said t <■
that all persons interested may attend

Belfast,
on

w ithin and
the 13th day of

A true copy-

MELVILLE

rniuaii-

mm

m-m

hi

Attest:
has. P.

H

azeltine,

Regist,

anee.

Ordered, that notice thereof be given,
weeks successively, in The Republican J<
a newspaper published in Belfast, in sa d < o
that all persons interested may ttend at
bate Court, to be held at Belfast,on tin
day of March next, and show cause, if any
have, why the said account should not 1
lowed.
GKO. E. JOHNHON. J.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Region

VITAL DO SS. In Court of Probate, held a;
*V fast, on the 13th day of February.
T. E. Gtishee, aomiuistiator on the est
Otis Ileal, late of Lincomville, in said <
deceased, having presented his Una! aero
administration of said estate tor aih-wanOrdered, that notice thereof be given.

r.eiiAM, wimm anil
tin* 13th day of

on

PEN DLKTON, son o' Cliailes R
n. late of Isiesboro, m said County
aide, deceased, having presented a petition
praying that Cora 8. Pen Heton may be appointed administratrix of tiie estate of said deceased.
Ordered. That the said petitioner gives notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, rh.it they may
appear at a Probate
court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 12th day ot March, A. D. 1912,
THOMAS C
I
Pend let.

a newspaper published in Belfast, in said <
that all persons mteresivd may attend :u a
bate Court, to lie held at Belfast, mi U\.•
day <»f March next, and show cause, if
they bate, why the said account should v
allowed.
GKO. E. JOHNSON, Ju
A true copy. Attest:
CHAM. I* JiAZEl.TIN K, Keg

\N

of the clock before noon, and show cause,
they have, w hy the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Cham. P. Hazeltink, Register.

(

\\r I.DO SS —In Court ot Probate, held at
VV fast, on the 13th day of February.
Amos Clement, executor of the last w.ll ot
M. Caldwell, late of Belfast, in said t mint
ceased, having presented ins first ami tin.
count of administration of said estate for

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a ropy of ibis
elder to be published ihrtewcek- successively
in The Republican .Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at :. Probate
ourt. to be held at Belfast, within and ter said
<
ouuty, on the 12th day of March, a. I) I9r»,
11 ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
it any they have, why t ie prayei of said petitioner should not be granted
«EO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
( iias P. Hazkltink. Register.

for the County <»f W; id
February, A. I*. 1912

I

a

A

cordingly,

at. a

at

hate Court, to be held at Belfast, on tinday of March next, and show cause, II
they have, why the said account should
ailowed ar.d resignation accepted.
GKO. E JOHNSON, Juu.

C. MILL, licensee to sell real es
tale of heirs living in different states of
VVi lia.ni Gardner, late •! Belfast, in said County
of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying that the Judge ol Probate may determine who are entitled to the balance of the proceeds of the sale of said real esia»e, now m his
hands tor distribution, their respective shares
therein ai d order the same to be distributed ac-

A

DM IN ISTKA 1'lilX‘S

NOTH K.

Til.

scriber hereby gives notice that she lias
duly appointed administratrix o f>ihe estat
WILLIAM S. KEENE, late ot Freed..!

in tlie County of Waldo, deceased, and
All persons
bonds as the law direc’s.
! demands against the eslate of said dec**
are desired to present the same for settlci
II' ALDO SS.—In Court ot Probate, held at Beland all indebted thereto are requested to
Vf
fast, ou the 13th day of February, 1912. i
payment immediately.
John C. • lark, administrator on Lite estate of
ALICE T. PENN I
Mary P. Clark, late of Thorndike, in said County,
Moutville, February 13, 1912,
deceased, Having presented his first and final
account of administration of said estate for allowance.
DMINIS’l BATOR’S NOTICE.
The
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three ! iV scriber hereby gives notice that lie has
administrator
of
the
estatiu
The
duly
appointed
weeks successively,
Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
JOSHUA NH KEKKON, late of Sears),, m
that all persons interested may attend at a ProIn the Couuty of Waldo, deceased, and
Date Court *o be held at Belfast, on the 12th jI
bonds
as the lav/ directs.
All persons li
day of March next, and showcause.il any they demands
tin* estate of said decease.
have, why the said account should not be allowed desired against
the
same for settlement.
to
present
GEO E. JOHNSON, Judge.
I all indebted thereto are requested to make
Attest:
A true copy.
iuent immediately.
Cham. P. Hazeltink, Register.
J. W. B1. A( K
Searsport, February 13, 1912.
ITT ALDO 88— In Court or Probate, held at Helff fast, on the 13th day of February, 1912,
NOTICE. The subscriber
George R. Berry, guardian of the estate ir the
by gives notice that be has been du!
State of Maine of Hilda M., Miriam C. and Lawexecutor of the last will and testae
j
pointed
rence W.
Berry of Hamilton, in the State of of
New York, having presented his final account of |
HARRIET N. ABBOTT, late of Winter)Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three in the County of Waldo, deceased, and
bonds as the law directs. A.I persons ha'
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
demands against tin* estate of said du
a newspaper published in Belfa.-t, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Proand all indebted thereto are requested to
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 12th
payment immediately,
day of March next, and show cause, if any
CHARLES R. HI I
have, why the said account should not be

j

;

I

|

<

)
;

i;
i

EXECUTOR’S

they
allowed.
A

Have More Friend* than any other
magazine or patterns. McCall's is the

Maine farmers, after much pondering

high cost of living, have hit uphappy thought; they find that as
corn grows
very abundantly in Maine
they will plant more of it the coming

j

ENGLAND.

Gross assets,

Not*—Sample Copy,

ney

3w7

CO., LTD.,

Assets December 31, 1911.
Stocks ar.d bonds,
$2,922 104 16
Cash in office and bank,
136,719 62
Agents' balances,
410,276 02
Bills receivable,
52 67
Interest and rents,
32,301 00
Deduct items not

XV ALDO SS.—In Court ol Probate, field at
ft fast, on the 13th day of February, 1
Tileston Wadlm, guardian of Ida Eloise vv.
bury, late of Morrill, in said lounty, <!«-<••
having presented his first and final accouiu
guardianship for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, thrweeks successively, in The Republican Join
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said Co
that all persons interested may attend at a
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 12\;•
of March next, and show cause, if any t:. v
have, why the said account should not h*
lowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judg.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register

at ten
n any

05

McCALL’S MAGAZINE

To Plant More Corn.

over
on a

Surplus.$5,988,581

Belfast, within and

bate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
said County, on the 12th day of March, A. I).
1912, at ion of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any,they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not b‘- granted.
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attesi:
( has. p. Hazkltink. Register.

of

ness

at

CORA

j
j

PERSONALS.

Pr bate Court held

WALDO

a Fr<>b»te Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo on the 13th day of
February, A. D. 1112
BELLE BERRY, widow of Gardners.
Berry, late of Montville. In said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying for an allowance out of the personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the s; id petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published tlnee weeks successively
in Ihe Republican Journal, a
ewspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Pro-

The President declared that the deName this
vices advocated by this set of reformers,
paper and
designed as remedies for defects in the
we will!
administration of justice, would in apsend free
plication violate utterly the fundamental
a set of
principles of righteousness and judicial
Pocket i
administration, in that they would make
Naps
effective the temporary notions of a few
as against the expressed
will of the
whole people. His argument was logical and convincing, and his stirring apI
peal to the conscience and the hearts of
the people will carry decisive weight.
&C. MerriamCo. I
If President Taft would make a similar
Springfield,
ringing protest against the muck-raking
policies which constitute the greatest
hindrance to rt turning prosperity, nothNATIONAL SURETY COMPANY,
ing could prevent his renomination and
NilW YCRK, N. Y.
re-election next fall.
Assets December 31,1911.
It is beginning to dawn on some of our
Real Estate.$ 163,553 70
political leaders that the assault which a
Loans.
13,315 60
few7 demagogues have made upon our Mortgage
| Stocks and Bonds. 4,478,329 17
judicial system, as well as upon the rail- Cash in Offices and Bank. 587 875 15
ways and the industries of the country, Agents’ Balances.
853.989 42
does not by any means indicate public Bills Receivable.
14.202 87
Interest
and
Rents..
39,019 98
sentiment.
All other Assets.
347,766
if
with
the
Away
quack doctors in politics
and all their new fangled nostrums!-Gross Assets.$6,498,052 33
ijesne s weeKly.
Deduct items not admitted.
509.471 28

PITTSFIELD

a

;

SS.— In Court of Probate, held at |
fast, on the 13th day of February.
James it. Vickery, Jr., and John a. Vic:,
executor* of the last will of James B. Violate of Unity, in said County, deceased, li,>
presented their first and final account ot miii
istration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered. That, notice thereof he iriven
weeks successively in The Republican Join;
newspaper published in Belfast, in said r.
thar ah persons interested may attend at a
bate Court, to be helu at Belfast, on the 1L':
of March next, and show cause, if any
have,why the said account should uotbeaii
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Juu.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Kegisn

At

edge. An Encyclopedia in a
:
single book.
President Taft has been accused of a
The Only Dictionary with the
lack of backbone. At the Ohio Society's
New Divided Page.
dinner in New York recently, he showed
2700 Pages.
that he had backbone, at least in spots. ! 400,000 Words.
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
His strong
and
forceful argument
half a million dollars,
against the recall of judges was conclusive. His denunciation of “new political i Let us tell you about this most
nostrums” of this kind stirred the great 5
remarkable single volume.
gathering of business men to their depths
Write for sample
and brought them to their feet in a solid
pages, full parmass of enthusiastic applauders.
ticulars, etc.

1

Ordered, That notice thereof be given,
weeks successively, iu The Republican .!
newspaper published in Belfast, in said
ty. tliai all persons interested may att» n
Probate Court.
be held at Belfast, on t(■•
day of .'larch next, and show cause, i!
they have, why the said account should n
allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Jn
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine. Regisi
a

tor of the estate of said deceased.
Ordeied. that the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy ol this
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appea* i:ta Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
said County, on tne 12th day of March, A. D.
1912, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should uot be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Leas. P. Hazki.tine, Register.

NOSTRUMS!

j

UT AI DO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at •<„
»»
fast, On the 13th day ot February.
Seth H. Morgan and Lewis Atwood, exeeut.
the last will ot Fred Atwood. late of \\
port, 111 said County, deceased, having pn->,■,:
their third account of admiuistration oi
estate, for allowance.

Februury, a. D. 1912.
4 NNA 8. GOULD, sister of Alien 1). Holmes,
i\ late of Jackson, in said County of W aldo,
deceased, having presented a petition praying
that W. E. (iould may be appointed administra-

THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
The Only New unabridged dictionary in many years.
Contains the pith and essence
of an authoritative library.

•Her sister, Sarah, and former associate
teacher in the “May School” at Strong.

-•

a

Ac

INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY

—Julia Harris May.

WALDO

successively

suitable

GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge
Attest:
Ciias. P. Hazeltine, Register.

88—In Court of Probate, held at n...
fast, on the 13th day of February, in,
Melville C. [Hill, licensee to sell real estate ,
heirs living in different Stales of william 1:,
ner, late ot Belfast, in isaid County, dee,.
having presente • .his iflrst and final aceonn; ;
said safe for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, tin.
weeks successively, in The Republican Jnun,
a
newspaper published In Beltast, in said 1
ty. that all persons interested may attend
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on tin 1
day of .March next, and show cause, 11
they have, why the said account should n
allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, JikIu,
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. p. Hazeltine. Register

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
persons interested by causing a copy of this
in
order to he published three weeks
1 he Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at -el last, that they may appear at a Probate
(Yurt, to be held at elfast. within aud for said
County.on the 12th day of March, A. D. 1912,
at ten ol the clock before noon, and show cause.
If any they have, why the prayer of said petition
er should not. be granted,
GEO E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.

light housekeeping at 14 Bayview street.

My happy Hills! your rocks have felt
The presence of her feet,
Who once beside my fireside knelt.
And whispered, “Love is sweet!”
I call her name; the rocks reply,
The woods the sound prolong;
I almost hear her passing by,
Upon the Hills of Strong!

A true copy.

.or

To Let.
Three unfurnished

CiZ'
12,:
iZ

allowed.

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
tile County of Waloo, on the 13th day of
February, A. 1). 1912.
rrEWKSP.URY HOHGE. brother and heir of
1 Abraham Dodge, late of Islesboro, in said
Cmini) of W aldo, deceased, having presented a
petition praying that he may be appointed administrator of the estate of said deceased.
A

ljf;'
esia?’
Callfomi?
«„?•

Ordered, That notice thereof be given thr
weeks successively, in The Republican Joint,,,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in saftl
ty that all persons interested may attend
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
day of March next, and show cause if
they have, why the said accouot shoultl not ™

t^u

Wm. O. Poor & Son, Belfast, Me.

Strong!

Our

The Journal and Farm and
The Journal and Tribune Farmer. 2.25
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine. 2.10
The Journal and New Idea Magazine. 2.25
The publications included in our clubbing offers may be sent to different addresses.

If you are suffering from Eczema,
Psoriasis or any other kind of skin
trouble, drop into our store for inWe will guarantee you
stant relief.
to stop that itch in two seconds.
A 25c trial bottle will prove it.
We have sold other remedies for
•skin troubles, but none that we could
recommend more highly than the well
known compound of Oil of Wintergreen
Thymol and a few other ingredients that have wrought such wonderful cures all over the country.
This compound, known as D. D. D.
Prescription, will cool and heal the
itchy, burning skin as nothing else
Get a regular bottle and see—on
can.
our no-pay offer.

bent
To look for hills unseen.
The heights are grand, the depths are vast;
But there is something wrong;
Ard so to you I turn at last,
My happy Hills of Strong!
I seem to hear “the Sandy" wind
Among the rocks; I see
A home; inside its doors, I find
Remembered melody:
I walk the bridge that spans the stream,
Where swaying memories throng,
Until I wakeh from a dream,

WA

U a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County ot Waldo, on the second luesday of February. A. D. 1912.
4 certain instrument, purporting to be the last
A will and testament ot Robert Burgess, late
ot Belfast, m said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy ot this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Kepublican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
secBeiiast, within and for said County, on the
of the
ond Tuesday of March next, at
clock befoie noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO- E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
CM AS P. Hazkltink. Register.

T09R DRU68IST
STOPS THAT ITCH

—

sent from their

E. Church officiated. Both are graduates
of the Bangor High School.

took place in Bangor February 14th at
the home of the bride’s mother, Mrs.
Melinda Haskell.
Rev. Oscar S. Smith
of the Methodist church officiated.
Mr.
and Mrs. Brown will live in Waterville.

the number of persons actually attend- BrinaP. Pend.eton, that he had met with
ing school. At the present time there hard luck on his last trip South. The
are 4,645 common schools in the State, or schooner was
recently towed into Wil17 less than a year ago, though of these, mington, N. C., in a sinking condition
by
2,508, or 286 more than last year, are an ocean steamer. On board Capt. Largraded. The number of ungraded schools rabee’s vessel were the crew of seven
has decreased by 303.
men of the schooner
Harry Prescott,
During the year 1911, the number of they having been rescued at sea shortly
free High schools receiving State aid before the Pendleton met with disaster.
was 183, or five more than in 1910.
The Capt. Larrabee says that this was the
schools are scattered
177 towns toughest trip that he has ever experithrough
and averaged to be in session 34 weeks enced in his 40
years of service.—Pittsand two days or four days less than in field Advertiser.
1910. The attendance averaged 10,446
of whom 5,116 were boys and 6,643 were
CAPT. TAPLEY’S BIRTHDAY.
girls of the 67 unorganized townships reported, schools were maintained in 54
Capt. George H. Tapley of West
and in 13 cases the scholars were p-iven
Brooksville celebrated
his
eightieth
schooling in other townships. Statistics
show slight salary increases in both birthday at Odd Fellows hall, February
5th, when a reception, entertainment
grades and secondary schools.
and supper were given in his honor.
About fifty members of Gov. Brooks
Most disfiguring skin eruptions, scrofula,
pimples, rashes, etc., are due to impure blood lodge and Cecilia lodge of Rebekahs
Burdock Blood Bitters is a cleansing blood were present to
congratulate the veteran
tor.ic. Makes you clear-eyed, clear-brained, retired
ship-master, who is one of the
clear-skined.
famous Tapley brothers. Fred J. PerkClubbing Offers. The follow ing, clubbing ins, in behalf of the lodge, presented
him
with several gifts showing their
offers apply only to subscriptions paid in adesteem for the aged captain, who is the
vance; and when payment is made it should be
oldest and a charter member of the
stated what premium, if any, is desired. It is
lodge. The captain is still hale and
also necessary to say that none of these publihearty, and there is excellent prospect of
cations are mailed with The Journal or from his
rounding out a century. He is one of
the veterans of The American’s staff ot
this office. We have to pay for these publicaover
125
Ellsworth I
tions one year in advance, and they are then
correspondents.
scribers.

14th at the
Residence of the bride’s parents, Dr. and
Mrs. G. B. Tibbetts, in Orrington. Rev.
Charles D. Purdy of the Orrington M.

across the Continent,
And climb the peaks between
The East and West; my eyes are

LDO 88 .—In court of Probate, held at r»i
last, on the 18th day of February,
Hanson E Bootbby administrator on the
of Moses H. Boothby. late of Antioch,
deceased, having presented his Brat anti
account of administration of said estate for
"ilowauce.

A

place February

nurse, took

roam

upon

At a Probate Coart held at Belfast, within and
tor the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of February, A. 13.1912.
certain instrument: purporting to be the last
will and testament of Daniel A. Kingsbury,,
ate of
Frankfort, In said County of Waldo,
leeeased, having been presented for probate
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Re
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, ou the
iecond Tuesday of March next, at ten of the
clock befoie noon, and show cause, If any they
have, why the same should not be proved, apptoved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Cham. P. Hazkltine, Register.

The wedding of
Brown-Haskell.
Frank E. Brown, a Waterville lawyer,
and son of the late Hon. Simon S. Brown,
and Miss E. Mabel Haskell of Pittsfield

According to the annOal report of
Mrs. M. A. Huff and little son returnState Superintendent of Schools Payson
Smith there are 214,960 persons in Maine ed Tuesday from a two weeks’ visit with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Stevens,
between the ages of five and zl years
in Burnham.
and of these 132,823 are attending school.
This is an increase of 1,837 in the numNews has been received by friends in
ber of persons of school age over the town from Capt. S. B. Larrabee, whc
for
and
1910
an increase of 231 in recently took command of the schooner
figures

ly.

CTADV

ndruj

Stops earache in two minutes; toothache or
pain of burn or scald in five minutes; hoarseness, one hour; muscleache, two hours; sore
throat, twelve hours—Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric
Oil, monarch over pain.

recall!
A proverb says, “For three
things the
earth is disquieted: for a servant when
he reigneth and for a fool when
he is
filled with meat.” It will be observed
that there are only two mentioned.
The
writer forgot the recall.—Leslie’s Week-

TUI?

the happy HILLS OF 8TRONO.

I hear the Highland song;
But still come blowing o’er the strand
Your breezes, Hills of Strong!

Emery.

tile initiative, the referendum and the

1

wedding bells.

0 Hills of
Strong! my native hills!
Wherever I may be,
The thought of
you forever fills
The depths of memory,
1 long to stand
upon your slope
When right seems merged in wrong,
And bury doubt, and lift up hope
Above the Hills of Strong!
I wander far across the sea,
I visit
foreign lands;
Above the ghrines of Italy
I lift my wondering hands;
I mount the
Alps; I pass the Rhine;
But ever look along
The far horizon’s western line
That hides the Hills of Strong.
I climb the summits of the East,
Vesuvius I scale;
On ruins of the past I feast
In Andalusia’s vale;
I cross the lakes of Switzerland,

date.

■

pain

border state ballads.
[The author of the “Songs From the Wildwoods of Maine" has steadily grown in the
affection of her fellow citizens in the State of
Maine, because of her useful life and attractive and pure
personality, no less than for her
indigenous, musical songs, a number of which
celebrate her native locality, and the place of
her residence for
many years, the Sandy River
Valley, in Franklin County.]

—

Over 100 alumni and alumnae of Bates
College attended the 28th annual banquet of that institution, held Feb. 9th in
Young’s Hotel, Boston. Carl E. Milliken,
97, of the Maine Senate, acted as toastmaster, and addresses were made by
President George C. Chase, ’68; Dr
uc
iung ueiore nisi
money is all gone, and for my part I George F. Durgin, pastor of the Brumfield Street Methodist
think it just as bad to
Church; R. Standissipate another
man’s money in one foolish
ley Emrich, ’00, at present on furlough
way as another. His father worked hard for that : from missionary work in Turkey; Prof.
money,
'they say that he has written James A. Howe, formerly dean of the
some kind ot a treatise that is considered
divinity school; Frank E. Parlin, superwonderful, but I don’t see anything won- intendent of schools of Cambridge, and
derful in him. My idea of a man of God Prof. J. Y. Stanton, professor emeritus
does not coincide with my impression of of Greek. At intervals in the speaking
W illie Sherrod. He was pretty wild at the Bates songs were sung from the new
college, they say, and besides he’s too song book published by the College Club,
good looking, and if he is anything great arranged or adapted by R. B. Stanley,
he is the first lion Kingston has had in ’97; also a song written for the occasion
many a day that amounted to anything. by J. Stanley Durkee, ’97.
President Chase spoke on Bates ColBut you know how these Kingston peopie are. They lose their heads over lege and its work in relation to service.
nothing and they are going crazy over “1 he present age, he said, “is discloshis preaching.
For my part, I hope 1 ing to college men and college women
shall never be so lost to all sense of new ways of service of which earlier
propriety as to go to an Episcopalian graduates never dreamed.
“We are here to rejoice that Bates
church and let Willie Sherrod harangue
has grown from the handful of students
me about my soul’s salvation.
“When are you coming home? And that greeted Prof. Stanton when he first
are you really
going to throw yourself stepped upon our barren campus 47 years
away on an impecunious nobleman? I ago to a student body of nearly 500, and
from two unfinished buildings to a
saw your picture in a New York
group
paper
this morning and it looked as much like of 14, soon to be increased by the addition
of
a
beautiful chapel. We rejoice
you as it did like me. And they s ad
you were going to marry the Duke of because this growth means a larger opTrevere in the fall. If you are I hope portunity of service.”
At the preliminary business meeting
he is not as poor as a church mouse.
Don’t throw yourself and your money the following officers were elected:
away. You know what it is to be poor, President, Dudley L. Whitmarsh, ’85;
and now that you have had your cakes vice president, W. Lewis Parsons, ’05;
~.v.v..v,v..

Candidacy Arouse* the Interest
of His Friends.
While no formal announcement has
been made by a..yone of his candidacy
for the nomination of representative to
Congress from this district, the association of Col. H. E. Hamlin’s name with
the nomination has ar used no little interest throughout Hancock county and
throughout the district, and his friends
hope and expect that he will decide to
permit his name to be used as a candi-

titled to prove
demanded that he submit to the test of
crucifixion and resurrection. He declined.
The fanatical women
dragged him from
his house and were
getting ready to nail
him to a cross when he
police interfered
and put a stop to the sacrifice. It
was

in Kingston,

CONGRESS?

When Judge Emery went upon the
bench in 1883 Col. Hamlin became the
J active head of the firm, Senator Hale’s
I time being wholly occupied in Washington, and the firm name was changed to
[ Hale &
Hamlin. The other active mem[ ber of the firm at the present time is
! Henry M. Hall, judge of the Ellsworth
I municipal court.
Col. Hamlin has served in both branches of the State legislature—in the House
in ’93 and ’95, being chairman of the
judiciary committee in ’95; in the Senate
in ’99 and ’01, being president of the
! Senate in 1901. He was judge-advocategeneral on the staff of two governors—
uovs. powers ana Mill, xrom i»y < xo I»U4.
He was attorney general for two terms,
“Leaving tomorrow? What, leaving ; 1905-6 and 1907-8, and is now the memas
1
have
Kingston? Why, Billy—just
ber from Hancock county of the Repubcome home?
Can’t you wait? Where lican State committee. He is one of the
are you going:
three Maine commissioners on uniformity
“I have decided to leave earlier for of
legislation, having served since 1895.
the Yukon than 1 had expected.
I will
take the 6.40 train in the morning.”
If you haven't tht time to exercise regular“But I can’t go so early, Billy. Why,
Doan’s Regulets will prevent constipation.
I haven’t spoken to anyone. And be- ly,
They induce a mild, easy, healthful action of
sides, I haven’t the proper clothes.”
the bowels without griping. Ask your drug“You? To the Yukon? Why—”
“Of course, silly! What do you sup- gist for them. 25 cents.
pose I came home for? I would have
cabled myself over, after I got Aunt
OVER-SEAS ITEMS.
Elizabeth’s letter, if it hadn’t been so
As
it was I prayed all
very expensive.
[From the London Daily Mail.]
the way over that you would wait and
SIR WALTER RALEIGH’S PIPE.
take me with you.”
What is believed to be the original
“But you said—the Duke—”
“He isn’t even in love with me. He’s wooden pipe presented by the Indians to
Sir Walter
was
sold recently
coming to America to get impressions. at Stevens’s Raleigh
Auction Room, London, for
I said I was going to marry the man I
love and so I am if he doesn’t refuse me. 75gs., ($393.75) being bought by Mr.
But I neyer throw myself at a man’s Alfred Dunhill.
head hut once. Oh, Billy!”
70 YEARS IN ONE EMPLOY.
The Rev. Mr. Sherrod kissed her.—St.
at Tiverton are three men who
Living
Louis Globe-Democrat.
worked at Messrs. Heathcoat and Co. ’s
lace factory for about seventy years.
HE WON T LIMP NOW.
The youngest of the three—Mr. John
No more limping for Tom Moore of CochKibbey—is just retiring. The other two
ran, Ga. ‘‘I had a bad sore on my instep that have
enjoyed a pension from the firm for
nothing seemed to help till I used Bucklen’s two or three years past.
Arnica Salve.” he writes, “but this wonderful
LARGEST HOTEL IN EUROPE.
healer soon cured me.” Heals old,
running
Sir Joseph Lyons on Friday said the
sores, ulcers, boils, burns, cuts,
bruises, eezema or piles.
Try it. Only “ocenls at alldrug- new hotel to be erected in Regent-street
would be the largest hotel in Europe,
gists.
containing upwards of 1,000 bedrooms,
together with lounges and reception
THE RECALL!
rooms, while the tariff, as at the Strand
Last November General Montero was I’alace Hotel, would be highly popular.
the hero of Ecuador.
He was the idol
BIG CATCH OF MACKEREL.
of ihe people. The
revolutionary army
The Lowestoft fishing boat John Alhad proclaimed him as President.
His fred arrived at Yarmouth on
Sunday
pathway was strewn with flowers. He completely filled with
mackerel, having
was acclaimed with bands of
music. Ilis made an enormous
estimated
at
catch,
word was iaw. The other
day this same between 60,000 and 70,000 fish. Many of
general was shot by Ihe angry populace, her nets were so
completely blocked with
dragged into the streets, beheaded and mackerel that she
was unable to clear
his body burned. It was the recall!
them till she reached harbor, crammed
In Western Georgia the other
day four wiih fish in every quarter.
negroes, including a girl of twenty years,
were lynched.
MR. HARDY’S GIFT.
It turns out that none
was guilty of the crime of which
Mr. Thomas Hardy has presented to
they
wet-e accused.
The people who consti- the Dorset County Museum, of the
govultra me moo decided that
they knew erning body of which he is a member, his
better than the courts and
would, there- ! autograph manuscript of ’'The Mayor of
fore, supplant them. It was the recall Casterbririge,
consisting of 479 pages
of the judiciary!
of blue-lined sermon paper. The MS
1° Russian Roland the other
day, a which still shows the marks of the printband of fanatical women elected a man ers’
hands, has been handsomely bound
as their Saviour.
He accepted the job. by the author. The gift is singularly
It was an ea y wav to get a
living, to appropriate, as Dorchester is the Casterassert his power and
exaggerate his im- bridge of the Wessex novels. No other
portance. The women decided that as f work could have been more desired by

Saviour, they were
him a Saviour.’
They

Here is what she
‘Willie Sherrod is here.'
She read from a sneet of paper she drew
from her gown.
‘He doesn’t seem to
have any more sense than he had as a
youth, hut he is disgracefully handsome.
His mother wants him to
stay here and
settle down like a reasonable human
being. Anna thinks she could buy him a
church and a congregation
just as she
used to buy him a box of books or a
polo
But John says he has kicked over
pony.
the traces and is going out to the Yukon.
Anna always was rather
managey, and I
can t
much blame him.
Though, for
that matter, she has had to
put up with
enough from him, heaven knows. They
say she turned Episcopalian on his account.
I wonder her old father don’t
turn over in his grave.
You know, my
dear, what my opinion of Willie Sherrod
has always been. I was afraid at one
time you would turn idiot and
marry him,
bul I am glad you have inherited some
of the Withnell sense as well as
money
Though, goodness knows, I hope you
won t marry a
pauper, like most foolish
women with a little cash.
That is one
thing—the boy is spending his money
like a prince. I suppose he wants to see
how fast he can get rid of what his
poor
father delved for. And so he is
building
tenement houses—tenement houses in
Kingston! Isn’t it ridiculous?-and renting them for almost nothing to the poor
in town, who
prey on him like so many
e

enough for you, certainly.”
“Why broken down? He is very well
He is coming over
set up, I assure you.
in a fortnight and you shall meet my real
live nobleman, and if he isn’t disgracefully handsome he is very nice looking
and a man, every inch of him. And he
is not impecunious.
His family is not
only one of the oldest in England, but
I beone of the richest as well, Billy.
lieve you will like him; he is just your
kind of a man. He is strong and athletic
and most presentable.”
“I shall be glad to meet him.” The
Rev. Mr. Sherrod said the words as
graciously as a fiercely raging heart
would (permit and rose stiffly.
“Goodby,” he said. “I hope—oh, I do hope
I hope you
you [will ;be happy, Kitty.
love the man you are going to marry
that he loves you goes without saying.”
“I do love the man I am going to
marry with all my heart, Billy; he is the
dearest man in all the world.”
Her face was a little pale and he hesitated for a moment. Then the Rev. Mr.
Sherrod bent and touched his lips to the
dark masses of her hair.
“Goodby, Kitty. May God bless you.
I am leaving tomorrow morning, and i
won’t be here to see your Englishman,
but I know he is every inch a man or
you wouldn’t love him so.”

FOR

Talk of HI*

She folded the letter and looked at.
him. smiling.
“Can’t you see Aunt Elizabeth writing
that letter?
Sjie has never forgiven
you for having money when we had
none.
And now that I have inherited
the Withnell money, she thinks few
men good enough for me.”
“Few men are good enough for you,”
he said.
“Oh, what an obvious compliment! I
did not mean to force your hand.
Oh,
I can’t reI beg your pardon, Billy.
member.”
“No broken-down English peer is good

they worshiped

“Aunt Elizabeth.

yVwro

HAMLIN

and ale don’t barter them for a mesa of

KITTY’S RETURN.

true

copy,

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltink, Register,

TI7ALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
Vf fast, on the 13th day of February, 1912,
John Greer, executor of the last will of Richard
K. Greer, late of Belmont, in said Comity, deceased, having present* d his first and final account of administration of said estate for allowance.

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all*persons interested may attend at a Pro
bate Court, to be he'd at Belfast, mi the 12th
daj of March next, and show cause, if any thej
have, why the said account should not he allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.

(

Attest:
has* P

II azeltin

k.

Register.

\I7ALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at HelV? fast, on the 13th day of February. 1012.
Alexander H. Nichols, execuror of the last will
of Hannah T. Pendleton, late of Searsport, in
said County, deceased, having presented his
first account of administration of said estate for
allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
12th day of March next, and show cause. If
any they have, why the said account should not
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
be allowed.
A true copy: Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Reulster.
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
fast, on the 13th day of February. 1912.
Fred A. Harriman, administrator on the estate
of George W Moulton, late of Stockton Springs,
in said County, deceased, having presented his

WALDO

secoud and final account of administration of said
estate for allowance.

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 12th day
of March next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.

A true copy.

GEO, E. JOHNSON, Judge.

A ttest:
Chas. P.

Hazeltime, Register.

Winterport, February 13,1912.

The
1>M IN 1ST It AT Olt’S NOTICE.
scriber hereby gives notice that lu
duly appointed administrator of tin

4

|
i

i

j

been
of

HANNAH E. LIMEBURNEK, late of Belt
in the County of Waldo, deceased, ami
bonds as the law directs. All persons h.
demauds against the estate of said dereu*
desired to present the same for settleim-m.
all indebted thereto are requested to make
ment

immediately.

*

jI

FRANK W. LIME BURN
Belfast, February 13, 1912.

1

4 DMIMSTRaTRIX’S NOTICE.
Tin
l\ scriber hereby gives notice that sir
been duly
appointed administratrix,
estate of

\
|j

BUCKET 1A E. BARLOW, late of Wal
the County of Waldo, deceased, and
bonds as the law directs. All persons liavi
mauds against the estate of said deceasdesired u> present the same for settiemen
ail indebted thereto are requested to niak<
ment immediately to Ada a. Clements of W
Me
,my authorized agent.
BERTHA L. FF.Am
Dorchester, Mass., February 13, 1912.

to

1
NOTICE. The siibscrihei
that he h s been du
the last will and testm

IEXECUTOR’S
by gives notice

pointed

executor of

ot

JOHN SULLIVAN, late of Bearsport.
the County of Waldo, deceased, ami
bonds as the law directs. All persons h.
demands against the estate of said deceas.
desired to present the same for sett leu ent
all indebted tliereto are requested to make
ment immediately.
II, C .BUZZEI
Belfast, January 9. 1912.
m

NOTICE.

The

ADMINISTRATRIX’S
scriber hereby gives notice that she ha*
tire estate
administratrix
ot

1

duly appointed
THOMAS ATWOOD, late of Winterport.
In'the County of Waldo, deceased, amt

bonds as the law directs. All persons 1
demands against the estate of said decease
desired to present the same for settlement,
all indebted thereto are requested to make
ment immediately.
IDA M. ATWOOB

Winterport, February 13,1912.

THE SPECIAL SESSION.

IWO

IMPORTANT

LESSONS

PROM

What the Newspapers Say of IL
Massachusetts, where the legislative
session is pretty much a continuous performance, is in a position to envy Maine,
where, the law-makers are commonly
assembled only three months out of

IHE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY FIVE-HUNDRED DOLLAR PRIZE CORN CONTEST
FOR THE

Most Profitable Acre of Field Com Raised in New England During 1911.

can hardly apevery two years, but it
preciate the flurry caused by. the coming
special session at Augusta. It is not simply
that it is the first special session called
in Maine since the outbreak of the civil
war, but it is the prominence, of the perennial liquor issue that occasions all the
activity of preparations in the various

Corn Contest for 1911 was handled by the Massachusetts Corn
The Coe-Mortimer $500.00
were the Premium Committee who had direct charge of the competition and of the
n

Show, Incorporated. The
awarding of the prizes:
int!
Massachusetts Agricultural College, Amherst, Mass.
rKOK. tt'M. D. HURD,
MR. GLEN C. SEVEY, Editor New England Homestead, Springfield, Mass.
MR. E. H. NAYLOR, Secretary of the Board of Trade, Springfield, Mass.
for the competition were prepared by this committee and approved by the
i he Records of Competitors and all plans
which the competitors for the prizes resided.
in
Director,
Experiment
of the Committee of the Massachusetts Corn Show, the $500 was divided into three prizes, as follows:
in
request

U

THIRD

SECOND PRIZE, $150.00.

IIKST PRIZE, $250.00.

PRIZE, $100.00

was that Home Mixtures of Fertilizer Materials or Stable Manure could
\ 1 N1QUE FEATURE of this competition
Further it was provided
no restrictions of any sort being imposed.
Commercial
Fertilizers;
with
of
or
sed ]nstead
or any other Fertilizer Company should have anything to
or stockholder of The Coe-Mortimer Company
,i

officer

lth the

of the records or with the

keeping

awarding

prizes.

of the

RESULTS OF THE COMPETITION
THE FIRST PRIZE was won

from all over New England
ifty-seven competitors
the large number
finished,
thirteen
Only
,.,J.

! ,.,ng out
\

undoubtedly beingdue to

the

early

were affixed
dues for Corn, Cob and Stover
mentioned Committee as follows:

Collinsville, Conn., showing
of Corn of $65.75.

frosts.

by

by Mr.

L. S. White of
NET PROFIT on his-acre

THE SECOND PRIZE was won by Mr. M. H. Williams
of Sunderland, Mass., who showed a NET PROFIT on his
acre of Corn of $49.26.

the

THE THIRD PRIZE was won

.$ .75 per bushel

(12 per cent moisture)
,h 112 per cent Moisture)
r (40 per cent Moisture)
Corn

a

Sunderland, Mass., who showed
acre of Corn of $43.23.

7.00 per ton
8.00 per ton

a

by

Mr. M. H. Clark of
NET PROFIT on his

and value of Corn, Cob and Stover, together with cost of production, of
Following Table shows the net profit
is well worth your long and careful study:table
This
the leading competitors.
for Most Profitable Acre of Corn in New England:
Profits of Six Corn Crops —Coe-Mortimer Competit'on

>

\

^ “and™ j
t_| Fertili- Fertil-

Prepar
Bushels1 Pounds Pounds!Value Value Value
of
of
of
of
of
ing
Variety of Corn:
p,
Cob
Land
Stover
Corn
! Cob j Stover'
; Shelled

|

r,,wer

I

-'
1

Wi

1111.89 7733.9 $73 43 $30 93
1361.41 7067.62 67.58l 28.27

isim..

fv

602.14 7026 42

zgr

$18.10

$460

$1.30

4.76
2.11

2.25
2.50

2.25

5.75
i 5.675

1.18
1.31
1 65
2.08
1.32

25.49
750.20 4124.85 41.35| 16.50
869.09! 2348.82; 46.88, 9 40 1

i'w Peet.

jng

$3 89

643.63'6371.89 44.58;

Mn'n're

II
.1. w. raoore.

a

43.75

1

28.11

2 68
3.04

3 00

dual Caring Harvestfor

I

inRand

N
p,„B,

Crop j Husking Profit
j jty
|~$06() “$260"’ $16.20 ”$65.76-

27.80 j
5.075 !
23.80 :
19.10 j
0,00 I

7.75
7.50
0.00
7.20

0.00

3.00
2.44
4.62
5.125
5.69

9.37
11.925
17.43
8.00
16.48

49.26
43.23
19.17
13 49

I political camps.
Last fall Maine voted to retain in the
1

constitution the prohibitory amendment
of 1884. The campaign was exceedingly
strenuous, and the margin of the “drys”
Gov. Plaisted apwas extremely small.
pears to feel that if the question is subother
some
mitted again in
form, perhaps allowing local option only in the
will
be
reversed.
result
the
large centres,
The main object, therefore, of the special session is to pass another resubmission resolution—if enough Republican
votes can be secured to give the necessary two-thirds. The “drys” insist that
a majority, however small, is still a majority, and that the verdict of last September settles the matter for the present generation. Incidentally, the special
session will shuffle the four congressional
districts a bit, and perhaps tinker the
election laws, but, as for many years in
Maine politics, the prohibition problem
iB the one big thing.
Maine Democrats have some shrewd
leaders—witness the delay in the special
session until after the March elections—
but there is a general feeling that the
party has not made good in office as regards either the promises of economy or
he handling of the liquor issue. It was
one thing to find fault from the outside for half a century, and quite another to take up the responsibility of
running things.— Boston Herald.
r\.mnn

Ann

n

Unvnn

but ten can’t make him drink. One man
call the legislature together, provided he be governor, but that is all the
governor can do; the rest is up to the
can

Legislature.

32.83

The most popular thing the 1912 Special Session of the Maine Legislature can
do, the most popular both with Democrats and Republicans, is to adjourn and
is that in a wide open competition where High Grade Commercial Fertilizers, Home
I n wn by this Prize Contest
go home the minute they are called to
freely, the
order. This special session, an expense
y
ures and Stable Manure may compete
to the people and no profit to the memGrade Commercial Fertilizers
the Use of
Are Produced
l
bers, was not called in response to any
First Prize, used 1,000 lbs. per acre of High Grade Commercial Fertilizer, testing
general demand of the people of Maine,
i S White, the winner of the
r
as shown through their newspapers, or in
t ri 8-8
any other way, nor of the Democrats of
Second Prize, used 1,000 lbs. per acre of a similar High Grade Commercial Ferthe
of
winner
the
H
Williams,
Mr M
Maine, as indicated by the expressed
lbs. per acre of a Home Mixture of Cottonseed Meal and Muriate of Potash. The returns
views of Democrats all over the State.
t in addition used 360
As for the Boston and Chicago demand,
no corresponding increase in the crop, but only increased the cost of raising the Corn,
the use of this mixture, gave
it is none of Boston's business, and no.ie
H Clark, used only 325 lbs. per acre of High Grade Commercial Fertilizer in
M.
MrPrize,
Third
of
the
winner
i
of Chicago’s business.
a ton to the acre of High Grade Commercial Fertilizer to
This proposed course would not throw
previously for three successive years applied
was clearly due to the use of
Corn
of
of
crop
large quantities
any discredit on the Democratic p<»rty,
Thus it is p|ain that Mr. Clark’s profitable
n
because the Democrats as a whole have
mercial Fertilizer.
been opposed to it from the start. It
would not make the Democratic newsGREAT TRUTH.
THE
papers take back-water, for only one of
them has favored it.
What it would do
that
is
is to mark up at least 33 1-3 per cent the
(early proven by this contest
general reputation, standing and popuRaises the
Fertilizer Not
Grade
of
larity of the Democracy of Maine.
Heavy
Of course the step would be a rebuff o
of Corn per acre, but also Raises the Most Profitable
three men, but these three men are alof fertilizer used and then study the table. You will then see clearly
ready in a condition of dog-eat-dog, and
•vhat is said above concerning quantities
one of them is
not a Democrat, never
out.
works
this
was a Democrat, and will not draw an
honest Democratic breath if he lives to
Will Need Fertilizer—Now is the Time to Provide tor it by ordering a Uood Supply ot
be 100, which is very unlikely. To den Crip for 1912
flect, corrupt and betray the Democratic
party, for the single object of his own
benefit, has been and will be that man’s
work so long as he remains in the party,
FIFTY
OVER
FOR
YEARS)
and the only sane thing for Maine Demo(STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE
crats to do is to bid him go hang on to
51
the coat tails of the Old Guard Republicans in the open, instead of in the dark.
lasts
the
if
while
mention
The
of
For the Legislature promptly to adjourn
free
supply
you
sent
charge
Republican Journal
Annual Fertilizer Booklet will be
and go home would be, so far as this man
goes, a master stroke of Democratic decency, and a push behind to the Queen’s
had farming implements and straw stored taste.
As for the Governor and the Secthere and W. A. Cole a delivery wagon
Miss retary of State, these gentlemen would
SEARSMONT.
Kit Atwood went to Boston last week to at- certainly rub their eyes and look about
FOR FLETCHER’S
them with surprise and relief to find the
Mrs. Margaret and Mr. Fred Hanson of tend the weddi- g of »John
Henry Fuller of incubus gone and an era of
Misses
Susie
Camden were recent guests of
decency and
and
Miss
Pensacola, Fla.,
Frances Haven r reason restored.
and Fannie Hanson-Miss Alice Whitcomb
Hanscom, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. H.
This
session
ROCKLAND DEMOCRATS
means
that the
special
is substituting at the organ for Mrs. Eben
Hanscom of Dorchester, Mass., formerly of Democratic
party in Maine is headed
the house-Mr.
to
still
confined
who
is
for
Cobb,
Mayor
this town, which took place
je Judge W. P. Hurley
Thursday, Feb. straight for the breakers of defeat. If
t £1 Ho
AOeO tio
V1
Potter of Wakefield, Mass., is in town.
[
loth Joshua Treaf, Jr., also attended.
Rockland Democratic caucus, hel< Edgar
he
which
farm
the
recently
He
is
iature exhibit the force and character to
stocking
tc ,
a
sore
was
disappointment
k.
stand for their rights and put a prompt
bought of J. F. Paine-Mr. and Mrs. Frank BURNHAM..
i.unified warhorse of the Rock
Now that the weather and roads are more finish to this folly, the whole State will
arrived home last week and will pass
Bryant
and the rank and file of Demojiinion. After the usual prelimi
the remainder of the winter here-At the favorable business is booming in our little applaud,
Sheriff Telman arose, and thi close of the morning service at the M. E. burgh. The freight yard is well filled with crats be given new heart and courage for
the fall elections.
Church Sunday, February 18th, Rev. H. P. teams each day hauling crating and wood
!says:
The executive branch of the governrill of expectation ran around th<
Taylor baptized the infant son of Mr. and j to load on the cars, and the wood yards are fast ment of the State of Maine has absolutej
Mrs Ralph P. Fowler and one adult. Three
le was expected to place Judge
filling up. Arthur Adams has 250 cords en- ly no authority over the legislative I
in nomination in the words ol
were admitted to full
The Legislature alone is re- ;
membership, two by gaged. O. B. McKechine is piling 150 cords of
wood and coating, to load later.
eloquence that he can command letter and one by confession of faith.
Royal Call is sponsible to the people for evety day it
asion and to touch off the fireworking on a contract for 200 cords. Prescott continues in session.—The Narragansett
f enthusiasm that were to mark
Sun.
and Watson have teams hauling to this station.
NORTH UNITY.
ning of a campaign that should
Mrs. Arvesta (Vickery) Chase of Waterville Oscar Farrington is hustling in the
lace the Democratic party in
crating as
»g
r in City Hall.
The audience clear- visited at R. E. Stone’s i:i Troy Feb. 13th and j fast as long days and busy work can get it
Mme. Schumann-Heink
called on neighbors and friends. She returned here.
A. J. Curtis has a good start on his
Uiroat for a thundering cheer and
home Feb. 15th, which was a day long to be wood contract, but his
red to make the welkin ring.
logs and cedar are still Sings to the School Children of Pasa^
the cheers were stifled and the remembered on account of its mildness after to be hauled. H. E.
dena.
Kinney’s yard at the pota-iasm suppressed by the orator.
what we have endured the past winter months. to house is a
busy place these days. It does
To the Editor of The Journal: I
-ech was pessimistic to the last de- -R. E. Stone went to Boston on business
not look as though the potatoes were all disBeside it a chapter from the Lathought the people of Belfast might like
Feb. 18th, to be gone indefinitely.... Mr. and posed of yet-Quite a crowd gathered at the
'iun of Jeremiah would sound like
to hear about Madame Schumann-Heink
Mrs.
Pittsfield
Floriman
Gardiner
of
passed
M.
C.
R. R. station Sunday noon to see the
jaean of joy or a rag-time lilt. Mr.Tolto us. I enjoyed it very much
singing
Feb.
Hus18th
Mr.
and
Mrs.
with
her
w a picture of the Rockland Dem- j
parents,
j huge oil burning engine. No. 1204, go by. Its
and send you a clipping telling about it.
tus of Unity_Mr. Kidder is in town with his hauling power is 100 loaded cars. It
y as a party up against a terrible
was at■ inn of
things, and so demoralized gasolene engine, sawing up everybody’s wood- tached to a train of over 70 cars, which were After she had finished she invited us all
dismayed that it would not be able pile who wishes to have it done in double quick carried along with much ease.Two extra to go to the polo game as her guests.
Put a ticket in the field but for the time-Mrs. Cora Goodrich of Burnham went
Yours sincerely,
freights came into this yard from the Belfast
;-r
efforts of the city committee and a
to the Waldo County Hospital in Belfast Feb.
branch Sunday.... The Saturday Night Club
F. Parker Blodgett.
others, and even they were, as he
where she underwent a very serious
had a large crowd last week. The evening was
crnood it, only able to re'rieve the 13th,
Pasadena, California.
'•
Feb.
and
now
lies
ill.
operation
15th,
critically
the
self
with
disaster through
cards and dancing.
pleasantly passed
sacrificing
o' ion of
Judge Hurley. That gen- !-Mrs. Melissa Chandler, who had the mis- Music was furnished by John Hart, violin, and
We make the following extracts from
w as
leadnot
as
the
chosen
fortune
to
fall
the
first
of
and
the
winter
break
posed,
Nettie Sherman, piano-Mrs. L. W. Clark is an article in the Pasadena Star:
party, but as a martyr chosen her hip, was the recipient of a shower of post very low at this writing with heart; trouble and
Singing in the open on Throop campus
orifice.
He said the committee cards Feb. 14th from her
friends, who extend no hopes are entertained of her recovery.... this
afternoon, Mme. Schumann-Heink
:it lots of time and effort in tryto her their sympathy in her hours of patient
Mrs. Hattie Moody has return ad to Capt. chose that fitting and glorious
1 a candidate. They had offered
song.
Huuering-i^iair niton oi roy, wno nas oeen
u ry Democrat of any note in the
Fletcher’s, which her many friends will be “The Lord Is Mindful of His Own” to
it i_i _r__
:u.
*i_„i ..:„ :_
working in Waterville, ami also attending pleased to learn-The friends or Miss Daisy express her own delight of being with
Pasadena’s 3000 school children and her
school, came home Feb. 10th sick with the Foster will be glad to know she is
making a belief that Providence will watch over
■
desperate that they all shrank measles-Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Bither of Unity good recovery at St. Barnabas Hospital, Port- the
fortunes of the splendid institute
impending defeat, or that the called on Mrs. M. A. Parkman Feb. 18th_ land, where she recently u nderwent an opera- whose
hall of music fund is benefiting
had become so demoralized that Mr. and Mrs. John Hamilton went to
tion-Mr.
and
Mrs. Stanley Merrill of Dover by her efforts.
Newburg
: not desire to bead its ticket.
In
to
visit
Mrs.
Hamilton’s
mother....
vi&iLcu rriuay mgni wun menus nere on tneir
Sunday
When the great singer reached the inged exigency, he said, Judge
Last Sunday was a beautiful day and .fine way home from Tarry town, N. Y., where
had come forward and offered tc
they stitute grounds she found over 3000
school
children all lined up in front of
•'■■■ candidate. The Judge, he said, sleighing and the majority of the people seem- had spent the winter
News is received here
to Augusta on political busi- ed to take advantage of it.
that Mrs. Cora Goodrich, who is in a critical the steps to the main entrance of the
university building. In addition there
hut had left word that if nobody
condition in the Belfast hospital, is
slowly gain- were at least 1500 adults. Of course the
!ould be secured to head the ticket WINTERPORT.
ing-Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Bryant spent Sunof these were women, but there
■•"Uld do so.
He would at once reIn speaking of James Otis Kaler, the popu- day with his mother in Freedom.Miss majority
was quite a sprinkling of men.
The
office as judge, and forego its lar author of
books
and
a
native
of
Winboys
Nellie
Morse
has
returned
from
’v
a visit in Banrows of children stretched for a considiments and honors, (which Mr. Tola
writer
in
the
terport,
Commercial
...Miss
erable
Marion
distance.
Bangor
iri
Woodworth is visiting in
gor
aid would be necessary if he ac'h the nomination,) rather than see says that Mr. Kaler has been away from this Waterville... Miss Nettie Webb was in WaterMany persons owning automobiles
!
section
so
that
the
“Penobscot
town
long
loved party in his home city go intc
ville, Feb. 14th, where she had her eyes, wnich went nut to be present at the interesting
event and the machines were lined up
campaign without a candidate foi would hardly know him now.” On the contrary had been troubling her badly of late, fitted n Hon t 9R0 fpof frnm
fho ontponoo
**yor. Mr. Tolman said that, from au- he is well known here and the town is
with glasses by Dr. L. F. Austin_Mrs.
proud
hK be
The children listened with rapt attenadvices received, he was certain of so
distinguished a son. He and his family Joseph Call visited Mrs. Harry Goodwin at tion while Mme. Schumann-Heink was
Sat Rockland would be the only city ir often visit relatives here. His
mother, Mrs. ! W aterville last Saturday_Waldo Lodge, K. singing, and when the glorious notes had
*ai!>c ihat would
go Republican thif
Maria
Kaler, died a year ago at the i of P., will have a busy session this week, hav- died away on the breeze they, together
!;ar Rockland, it will be seen, he is home Thompson
of his cousin, Mrs. Callie Gutierrez, ing work in all three
"■pared to yield without a struggle. Ir
degrees, and a supper at with the crowd in the automobiles and
those on foot, cheered and clapped. The
16
spirit, and in substantially these When the town celebrated Old Home week in the close... .0. B. McKechine was in Troy and madame
made a delightful little speech
Mr. Tolman presented the name 1900, Mr. Kaler was the speaker and in 1908 he Gardiner last week looking after pauper cases.
to the children, the theme of which was
.The town Fathers are busy this week
1 Ju|lge Hurley for the nomination oi addressed the local G. A. R. on Memorial day.
settling
“Love.”
She first of all told them that,
'hyor.
He has presented the public library with
many up the affairs of the town_Mr. Richardson as she was German
born, her English
was nominated.
of his works as well as a fine oil painting of of Brooks spent the week-end at A. C. Miles.... was not
I
very good, but she wished to
himself, which adorns the library room. Into Many from this place attended the play “Capt. say she is an American and loves all
Rocket,” given in Clinton last Wednesday Americans.
| his stories he has woven many names of boy- evening
“I love you all from the bottom of my
by the Samoset Club of Freedom, and
hood friends in his native town....A barn
all report a fine time-Roy
Kinney ot Cali- heart,” she said to the little ones. “Love
owned by Walter Haley on the Haley farm was fornia is
making a short visit with his brother is the greatest thing in life.”
For Infants and Children.
^
destroyed by fire Friday morning. It was be- Harry and will visit his father, Henry Kinney,
She counselled the children to love their
yond the limits of the water works and noth- and other relatives in Fort Fairfield.
parents and their homes and to try to see
could
be
done
to save it. It was a total
ing
the best in every human being.
loss and there was no insurance. The cause
President James A. B. Scherer preofc;
sented her with a magnificent bouquet
fire
is unknown. The barn contained farming
of
on
behalf of Throop and the children of
j tools belonging to Mr. Haley. Edward Nealey
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for

knows how many more there
The potatoes sell readily, there
an
being
unusually strong demand in all
markets, and extra good prices are obtained. The paper too promises to bring
in good returns. That portion of it' not
injured, about 100 tons, has all been sold
and shipped, and that slightly damaged
brings fair prices. That part that is
water soaked, and can only be used for
pulp to be remanufactured, is in demand,
and Mr. Bicknell is still negotiating for
its sale.
Another source of revenue
from the wreck, not previously taken
into account, is the coal, the vessel’s

nobody

bunkers being nearly full.

Infants

CASTOR IA

11)8 Kind You Have Always Bought

KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE
COUGH SYRUP

We

t

Pasadena.

Children.

The Kind You Have

Always Bought

A consider-

able amount of it has been taken out and
sold on the spot to steam vessels, and
Mr. Bicknell is using much of it himself.

—Rockland Opinion.
To

Promote Good

In Use For Over 30 Years.

Roads.

_the

Articles
Washington, February 14.
of incorporation for the National Highways Association were filed here today.
The association is formed to promote
good roads in the United States. A
board of three trustees will manage its
affairs the first year. The incorporators
are T. Coleman DuPont, Wilmington,
Del.; Charles H. Davis. South, Yar-

ccwrauw

company, tt muwwav

etweet,

hew vowk city.

/SEBL

mouth Mass.; William S. Duvall, Carl
H. Ciaudy and Edmund S. Wolfe of this

city.

Stomach Troubles Relieved.
Those people who suffer with the distressing symptoms attending chronic
dyspepsia will be interested to read the
following voluntary testimonial:—
“I have kept the D. F. Atwood’s
bitters in the house for over twenty
years and have received great benefit
from them. It does seem as though I
could not keep house without them. In
the past I have had a very bad stomach
trouble, and could hardly do my work.
After taking a few bottles of the true
L. F. Atwood’s Medicine, I became
much better. My niece has also been
greatly benefitted by them. We both
are willing to recommend the medicine
to all who need a remedy for dyspepsia
and constipation.’’ Mrs. C. S. Dunning,
X. F. D. No. 2. North Harpswell, Me.
Get a 35 cent bottle today, or write
tor a free sample.
L. F. Medicine Co.,
Portland, Me.

j

THE LIVERPOOL & LONDON & GLOBE
INSURANCE CO., Ltd.
^^^^H^^^HHVWW\\XVWWV\\\\\UUl^B^HMH^^H*ftU\\\\\V\\V\\\X\\\\\\\V.\\\\T^^^B

Assets December 31, 1911.
;tate,
$ 1,452 558 30
Mortgage loans,
3,435,614 00
Collateral loans,
100 00
Stocks and bonds,
5,584.984 02
Cash in office and bank,
1,537.850 03
Agents’ balances,
1,950.069 40
Interest and rents, acc *ued,
113,231 32
All other assets,
121,957 82
Real

e

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

Boston, Mass

fg

|

LONDON

ASSURANCE

Stocks and b >nds,
Cash in office and bank,
All other assets,

$3,035,421 96
323.235 56
476.365 63
12,395 81

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

$3,847,418 96
213,755 44

Agents’ balances,

Admitted

AA

a?«

'4

j|
§

A •!% •& •& i?i ik%

ly

aSWIW*

fS|

PRESTON’S

»

1911.

COMPANY, NEW YORK.

C0E-M0RT1MER

«

LONDON, ENGLAND.
Assets December 31.

THE

g&

CORPORATION,

Jjj

JACKSON & HALL, Belfast Agents.

|

Total liabilities and surplus,
$13,784,520 57
JAS. PATTEE & SON, Agents, Belfast, Me.
3w8

jj

1910

They will tell you to use E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
in the Best Equipped Faatory m the Country at Belfast, Maine.

H

Admitted assets,
$13,784,520 57
Liabilities December 31, 1911.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 817,341 38
Unearned premiums,
7,703,099 54
All other liabilities
782.091 05
Cash capital, deposit,
200,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities,
4,281,988 60

LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE1

1857

|

$14,196,364 89
411,844 32

^ Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable

£

^

^

Washington street, just < fl h'ain street. I have single and
Careful drivers if desired. Your patrondouble hitches, buckboards, etc.
age is solicited. Telephones—stable 235-2, house 61-13
ly28
W. G. PRESTON, Proprietor.
Is situated

m

Jg8

on

*5|
m

i^8

assets,

$3,633 663 2
December 31, 1911.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 328 982 46 !
Unearned premiums,
2,058,924 85 !
All other liabilities,
133,016 11 j
over
all
Surplus
liabilities,
1,112,740 10 j
Liabilities

Total

liabilities and surplus,

JAMES PATTEE & SON,
Belfast, Maine.

BELFAST
Av-

$3,633,663 52 ;

Agents,

STATE

FIRE

INSURANCE
to

COMPANY, PORTSMOUTH, N. H,
Assets December

Real estate,
Mortgage loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents' balances,
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

On and after October 2, 1911, trains connecting at Burnham and Waterviile with through
trains for and from Bangor, Waterviile, Port-

3w8

he has limited his practice

Announces that

GRANITE

31, 1911.
$ 45.000 00
10,100 00
927,018 53
51,344 u4
96,755 24
5,336 26
41 00

assets,
$1,135,598 97
Liabilities December 31, 1911.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 45,334 91
Unearned premiums.
562.502 56
All other liabilities,
15,857 73
Cash capital,
200,000 00
over
all
liabilities,
Surplus
311,903 77

land and

diseases of the

Total liabilities and surplus,
$1,135,598 97
JAS. PATTEE & SON, Agents, Belfast, Me.
THOMAS ATWOOD, Agent, Winterport, Me.
3w8

Boston will

run as

ye. [ar, te and Ihroat

i

A.M.

P. M.

Ballast, depart. 7 05
City Point. t7 10
Waldo. ,7 20
Brooks. 7 32

12 15
tl2 20
tl2 30
12 42
112 54
1 00
1 08
1 18
130
1 59

,,

AND RtfRACTION.

Knox

Office hours —13

.1 to

3 p.

..

m

Thorndike.

CORNER CHURCH AND BRIDGE STREETS

Winnecook.
Burnham, arrive.
Clinton.
Benton.

7 to 8 p.

a.

m.,

to li

m.

and

n

Unity.

by appointment.

23tf

Telephon connection.

Bangor.
Waterviile.
Portland.
Boston.

■MJL BOYINGTOK

Ti>

H South Main St., WINTERPORT, MAINE.

Benton.
Clinton.
Burnham, leave.
Winnecook

Cash in office and

Agents’ balances,

bank,

Interest and rents,
All other assets

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

37,084 99

$4,040,144

06

39,715 33

Admitted assets,
$4,000,428 73
Liabilities, December 31, 1911.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 125,630 00
Unearned premiums,
1,835.773 36
All other liabilities,
233,055 55
Cash capital,
500,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities,
1,305,969 82
liabilities and surplus,
$4,000,428 73
JAMES PATTEE & SON. Agents,
3w8
Belfast, Maine.

Total

QUINCY MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE

COMPANY, QUINCY,

MASS.

Assets December 31, 1911.
Real estate,
$ 12,900 00
Mortgage loans,
83,583 20
Collateral loans,
113,000 00
Stocks and bonds,
572,533 00
Cash in office and bank,
31,263 94
Agents’ balances,
13,655 19
Interest and rents,
7,507 67
Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

Admitted assets,

$834,443 00
2,540 45

$831,902

55

O.fioe Days. Mondays and Tuesdays.

Unity.
Thorndike.
Knox

i

J(

d. H.

WOOD,

$

1,800 00
285,838 86

2,218

21

542,045 48

Total liabilities and surplus,
$831,902 55
JAMES PATTEE & SON, Agents,
3w8
Belfast, Maine.

Brooks.
Waldo.
City Point.
Belfast, arrive

<

,optometrist.
{(Bye Measuring Specialist)

j

(

jj^Tel.

228-13

m

A.M.

1
7
7
7
7
8
,8

20
15
00
21
30
35
45
* 54
9 02
<9 10
9 25
,935
,9 45
9 50

855
p

2 00
9 50

ii,

12 35
3 15
1 50
3 23
3 33
3 60
4 00
4 (,9
415
14 23
4 38
,4 48
14 58
6 05

to 56
lu 04
10 25
10 35
10 50
11 00
,11 10
11 30
,H 40
,11 50
1155

tFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5.00 from Belfast ami all stations on
Branch.
II. D. W ALDRON, General Passenger
Agent

S W ill test your eyes accurately, so as to 5
( get the exact lens that your vision re- (
quires. No guess work. Office in Ma- (
onic Temple, Room No. 1, Belfast, Me. <
)

j

MORRIS MCDONALD,
Vice President & General Manager,
Portland. Maine.
_____

William Lincoln West
Ex-Veterinary Inspector

Bureau

of .Animal

Industry U. S. Department off Agriculture.

VETERINARIAN
TREATS

ALL

DISEASES OF

ANIMALS

Hospital, Pharmacy and Office,
SPRING

STREET,

BELFAST; MAINE

Hospital Never Closed-

Phones—Hospital 59-13.

Residence 69-11

REDUCED WINTER FARE
Belfast and Boston, $2.25,
TURBINE STEEL

STEAMSHIP

Leave Belfast at 2.00 p.

day and Thursday.
For Bangor at 7.30
Saturday.

a.

Leave Boston at 5.00 p.

day.

m.
m.
m.

BELFAST

for Boston

Mon-

Wednesday and
Tuesday

and

Fri-

Leave Rockland at 5.15 a. m. (or on arrival of
steamer from Boston) Wednesday and Satur-

Belfast SavingsBank

Liabilities December 31,1911.
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Surplus over all liabilities,

A.M.

A.M.

PANY, WATERTOWN, N. Y.
Assets December 31, 1911.
694,21911'

47
59
05
13
23
‘3 36
5 20
5 30
5 05
5 35
8 20
5 15

Boston. 10 00

SPECIALIST

AGRICULTURAL INSURANCE COM-

295,989 91
2,318,982 07
344,987 14
304.88109
42,410 93
1,588 82

2
,2
3
3
’3

a.

Glasses Fitted Accurately.

$

2 20

,7 44
7 50
7 58
,8 08
8 2'
8 39
8 48
11 35
3 00
8 54
2 13
1150
450
3 05 pm 8 05

P.M.

EYE

P.M.

,2 25
,2 35

KKLFA«T

Portland.
Waterviile.
Bangor

estate,
Mortgage loans,
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds,

follows:

riiOM IlhlCAM',

Gross

Real

n

BURNHAM

■

j

and

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. It destroys Worms and allays Feverishness.
It cures Diarrhoea and Wind Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles and cures Constipation. It regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

are.

j

...

BICKNELL’S BONANZA.

Mr. C. E. Bicknell’s potato mine, on
the wrecked steamer Carolyn, at Metinic, is panning out beyond all expectations. The vessel was supposed to have
on board 14,000 bushels of potatoes. Mr.
Bicknell had. a week ago, taken out and
sold about 16,000 bushels, when opening
another compartment, understood to be
filled with paper, it was found to be filled
with potatoes. Several thousand bushels more have now been taken out, and

Notice is hereby given that Savings Bank
Book No. 14,527 issued by this bank, has been
ost and application has been made for a duplicate book according to laws regulating issuing
lew books.
W1LMER J, DORMAN, Treasurer.

Belfast, February 10,1912.—3w7

day.

FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast. Maine.

Piles! Piles! Piles t

"W ilhams Indian Pile Ointment will
cure
Blind, Bleeding and Itching Piles. It absorbs the tumors, allays itching at
once,
acts as a poultice, gives instant
relief.
Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared for Piles and itrhing of the prlvata
parts.
Druggists, mail 50c and *1.00.

WILLIAMS MFC.

CO., Props., Cleveland, Ohlft

For sale by WM. O. POOR & SON.

the game. Chocolate and cake
served liberally, and at a late hour the
company dispersed, leaving in the hands of the
very efficient committee, Mrs. M, J. Goodere
and Mrs. B. B. Sanborn, the sum of $3.80 above
not

SEARSPOKT.

indulge in

Tribute to Wellesley Girls.

181 Aa%Aai!iaa9ii3a£«a3at$iaSSitiSiaSSiaiSia3ii8i

were

Edmund Thompson has moved to the Chas.
Marden farm in Swanville.

Hiiiu.

Edmun Eno has opened his cafe, “Shor^
Acres,” on Main street for the season.
be a stated meeting of Mariner’s
& A. M., Tuesday evening, Feb. 27th.

There will

Lodge,

F.

Capt.

Treat, who has been confined
with bionchitis, is able to be out
to

F. W.

the bouse

W. C. T. Runnells continues to improve

Mrs.

for her

hope

and her many friends

complete

Absolutely

y
M

recovery.
Richard Swift and family of Thomaston
moved into the L. M. Sargent house on Pros-

have

o

Absolutely has

M)
W

Bros, mill will begin sawing cordwood in the village March 1st with their saw
ing machine.
Walker

Cook is offering

Mr. A.

substitute

no

inch

handle

W

Kennebec, Capt. Morgan, finished
discharging at the Penobscot coal dock Thursday and sailed for Newport News.
Shepard Shute has rented the John Sullivan
Pike

avenue

and

minor

repairs

are

on

as some

will move in
made.

Boston Sunday Post is

The

overcast sky, threatening rain, clear sunset,
however; Saturday, charming day, a bit cooler*
Quite a wondrously good seven-consecntivedays, for February in Maine!

Mrs. Elden Shute, Sylvan street, left Monto join
Capt. S. in New York, his vessel,
schooner .Etna, having just arrived from the
South. She will make the voyage with her
husband to Wilmington, N. C., and to Kingston, Jamaica before her return to Stockton.
Her daughter-in-law, Mrs. Eugene Shute, is
keeping the house open for Mr. Elden Shute
and little sister, Miss Louise, during their
mother’s absence.

M

§9

nor

£■4

Carrie P. Harplin, who is teaching the
at Lowder Brook, has been obliged
to put a substitute into her place recently, it
being necessary for her to enter the Bangor
hospital for a slight surgical operation, the re-

r3

moval of

House every Sunday afternoon
during the coming season.
Steamer Borinquen, Capt. Fickett, arrived
Thursday from New York and proceeded to
Cape Jellison to load paper for New York.

their
as a

on Reservoir street, receiving
friends from 2 to 5 p. m.

Rebekah Lodge will hold a sjecia
meeting Thursday evening, Feb. 29th, to confer the degree on several candidates. The. regular 6.30 o’clock supper will be served.
Aurora

The annual town

day,

meeting

to-

Mr. Flitner Staples, West Main street, returned last Thursday from quite an extended
visit with friends in Newport, Maine.

Society will meet with Mrs.
Lillias S. Emery, Maple street, February 29th,
instead of the present week, for sewing.

significant of kindly respect and es
teem, among which were fifty-eight beautiful
carnations. Mrs. Flora Roulstone assisted the

long

bride of

will be held Mon-

are

rival of

while Mrs. A. E. Nickerson and Miss Hallie
Roulstone attended to pouring and serving tea
and cake. Mr. and Mrs. Eames were married
at Sandypoint by Rev. Joseph Freeman Feb.
16, 1854, the bride being Miss Augusta French

A

held

snow

February 11th, brought
glad parents.

Elder Herbert Tozier has
a horse of gray color which he claims is a
great roadster, having covered 20 miles in one
hour. This is pretty good roading for a horse,
but does not equal the speed of the “Bell”
mare, owned by the late Robert Morrowr, back
in the early ’40’s. Tradition has it that this
mare covered 24 miles in one hour.

February 3, Capt. Charles
February

future.

daughter

Doris of Union arrived

August
August

October 5.
years.
October 6.

years.
October 28.

of the

from San Francisco to Key
he and 1G5 other seamen were

West, when

battleship Iowa, Commanded by Admiral Robiey D. Evans, which took
part in the chase and destruction of the Spanish fleet off Santiago, Cuba. He also served
on board of the U. S. cruisers Charleston and

the

on

Searsport

ment at the

he found

Miss

employ-

House.

are

to make their

initial

Danzy Goodell sings a

Dodge,

55

68 years.

Last

Sullivan, 89 years.
Mrs. Mary K. Sargent, 76

John

spe-

People who depend upon MI-O-NA to keep
them free from stomach misery always have
clean stomachs free from fermentation.
MI-O-N A stomach tablets will drive out gas,
sourness and stomach distress in five minutes,
A. A. Howes & Co. guarantee them
They will absolutely put an end to indigestion and make the stomach sturdy and strong
if used as directed.
For all stomach ailments and for nervousness, loss of appetite, nightmare, dizziness,
overeating, drinking, and for all diseases
caused by upset stomach, Ml-O-NA is guaranteed.
A large box 50 cents at A. A. Howes & Co.,
and druggists everywhere.

cialty song, “Oh, You Beautiful Doll,” and Sir
Thomas and
The

cast

is

Lady Bunny

did.

Lucy

Mother

Hubbard,
Lady Bunny,

Boy Blue,
King Cole,

On the
and

street

Ross

Mrs. F. A. Nye
Austin Shute

Grimalken,

Jack

Danzy

Lillian Smith
afternoon of Feb. 16th the home of
Mrs. Loomis Eames on Reservoir
the

of

unusually interesting and attractive occasion, as that date represented the 58th anniversary of their
marriage,
and it had been previously arranged by a few of
was

scene

maROuerade ball

enven

Wagner ! Monroe, Feb. 14th...
Goodell

Dr. F. K. Sawyer
Ernest Carr

Brownie,
•Jack.
Mr.

intirport.
York, J. W. Jewett and
Mrs. Abbie Jewett, Mr. and Mrs. E. N. Bartlett, C. C. Clements and Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Edmonds attended the meeting of North Waldo Pomona Granee in Jackson Feb. 14th....
Several of our young people attended the
WHITE’S CORNER >'
Mr. and Mrs. G. II.

please.

Marie Paige
Miss Roulstone
Florence Colcord
Marguerite Whittier

Muffett,

Sir Thomas

to

follows:

as

Fairy Gocdheart,
Bo-Peep,
Miss

are sure

the

j

of the death

news

Rand, last Friday.

; was

j

Kingman,

in

bv the Maccnheps in

R. L.

with his

Vinall.aven

!

meeting

was

afternoon

urday

! ed.Mrs. Walter
J Durgin of Dixmont

|
1

held at the
and

was

Smith and

village

Sat-

attendMrs. Charles

well

were in town Sunday,
guests of Mrs. C. W. Nealey.... W. Chase vis-

daughter, Mrs. R. M. Ellingwood, in
days last week_The Winterport, ^Monroe and Newburgh Dramatic club

ited his

present their drama, “The Flower of the
| Desert,” at Northern Light grange hall Mon\ day evening, Feb. 26th_G. H. York is at the

village

The

nour

hing and I

curative elements in

Scott’s Emulsion are so
perfectly combined that
all (babies, children and
adults) are equally benefitted and built up.
Be
it

a

lure to get SCOTT’S—
the Standard and alwaya

the beat•

\

ALL

j

DRUQQIST9

_

11-17

the

present week, where the select-

i

menvare in session settling the business for the
year.... I. G. White, collector of taxes, is a

I

time, necessarily spending
time at the village_Mr. and
Mrs. L. A. White visited her brother, Frank

:

highest type of

congregation listened

busy

man

much of

at this

his

Young, in Milford last week. Mr. Young was
formerly a resident of Winterport and his
friends are sorry to learn of his protracted illness.

SWANVILLE.
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Nickerson and son Kermit spent the week-end in Hampden, guests of
Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Greeley... .Mrs. A. H. Cole
and Mrs. Reynolds were guests of their sister,
Mrs. W. N. Briggs, a few days last week. Mrs.
Reynolds returned to her home in Portland
Monday....The L. A. S. will meet with Mrs.
W. E. Damm Thursday p. m., Feb. 29th, at the
usual hour. All come prepared to sew....Mr.
and Mrs. C. H. Libbey and son Louis of West
Winterport were in town Sunday, guests of
Mrs. Emily Parsons.... Mr. Henry Cunningham and son Bernard of Brooks were guests of
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Emery Cunningham.

Beef, Corned,

A. Blair delivered
sermons

to

4.00a4.50
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Bre;en.
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every
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a

son,

M Ali It
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To the relief of his

numerous

relatives and

reoorts

from Dr

Truman M. Griffin of Pittsfield have been

|

more

encouraging for a week. He is at this date,
Feb. 19th, able to 6it up a limited time eacf
day, and physicians hope for ultimate recovery, it no uniowaiu symptoms ueveiop.
Mrs. C. W. bprague left recently to joii
in New York while his vessel was ir

Capt. S.

loading
left for

remain

ior

cnarieston,

Philadelphia, Pa.,
until the Sylvia C. Hall

York, when she will
company him
ing home.

on

meet

the

sne

na*

where she

wil

a.

t,.

returns to Nev

and ac
before com

her husband

next

voyage

1

cargo and to load paper for New

York.
Feb. 20th

Stockton was made a “billing port’
R. by arrangement*
& Aroos-

Bangor
agreement will allow al!
P.
to
be
from
the
C.
handled at Cap*
freight
Jellison piers at the same rates as in Bangor
Portland, Boston or the New Brunswick ports
W ill this increase business in our town?
took iailroads.

This

Mr. Crawford Treat of this town, a delegate
Colby College to the Y. M. C. A. Convention in Orono last week, was met in Bangui
by his father, Mr. Alvah C. Treat, who spent £
from

Saturday
University
Maine, inspecting, specially, the agriculof
the
institution.
Mr. anc
tural departments
portion

of

with him at the

of

returned to Stockton on Saturday
Crawford Treat went back to WatervilU
to his college duties on Monday.
Mrs. Treat
Mr.

Messrs
On the evening of February
Ames, Harry R. Hichborn and Andrew J. Holmes drove to Belfast to attend the
stated conclave of Palestine Commandery.
Knights Templar, at Masonic Temple, with
14th

Albert M.

work** in the Order of the Temple, and enjoyed the occasion most highly. After the close
of the ceremonies an excellent “luncheon”
The fine sleighing—“never betwas ^served.
ter**—was fully appreciated by these “Knights”
on the late homeward drive.
The whist social under the [auspices of the
Ladies* Aid Society in Hichborn hall last
Thursday evening was highly successful anc
pleasant. Ten tables were filled and some did

A

4.^

IK1)

Bartlett-Webd. In Monroe, February 18.
by Uev. D. Brackett, I'hilip S. Bartlett of Mon-

Brooksville.

in Bake Pans

Not equalled before in town. We have bought a
large factory shipment of Hnameled Ware from New Jerse\

\

to Mr. and Mrs.
Frederic Joseph, 10

Bargain

This sale starts

;;

and will last

Saturday, February 24th,

one

week.

12 Inch Handled

j

COME EARLY.

I

M. A.

NO LAYING ASIDE.

COOK’S

BUSY

SEARSPORT,

;

jp
|J

U
■

|

STORE,

MAINE.

!

ATTHACTIVE

I
}d

12c.

Pans,

FOR
Has
ty is

SALE.

tine lot at the corner of Condon and Union streets. A location where
propernot olten in the market.
Modern house, containing parlor, living room, den.
dining room, with tire place, and kitchen; four sleeping rooms and bath. Nustable suitable for garage. Three minutes walk from shore.
Few steps from
Northpori avenue. Fine view of Belfast Bay. Enquire of
a

R. W.

8tf

SHlr

PATTERSHALL,

.j

Belfast.

1\L\\ S.

AMERICAN

;

FORTS.

York, Feb 14. Sld, stmr Millinocket,
j Stockton; 15, ar, sch Etna, Stonington; 17, ar,
sch Edward il Blake, New London; 20, sld, sch
I Sallie I'On, Virginia.
Boston, Feb. 15. Ar, sch Annie & Reuben,
Stonington; 19, ar, sch Little Elsie, Isle au
Haut; sld, sch Ned P Walker, Santiago; 20, sld,
bark John S Etnery, Concepcion and P iy sandu;
schs Theoiine, Jacksonville; Litt e Elsie, Pemaquid; Annie & Reuben, Stonington; Mary F
Lynch, do.
Vineyard Haven, Feb. 16. Sld, sch Jane
Palmer (from Boston) Norfolk.
Feb 13.
Jacksonville,
Sld, sch Augusta W
|
Snow, Fall River.
Feb
12.
Fernandina, Fla,
Ar, sch Levi S
Andrews, Bimini, Bahamas.
New

Fire

j insurance
Representing Companies

]

Assets aggregate

whose

over

$35,000,000

iuescay evening, reo. ldtn, tne iuesuay
club and the Tuesday club husbands surprised
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Dodge by entering their
DIED
home without so much as ringing the bell and
STOCKTON SPRINGS, MAINE
reminded them that Feb. 18th was the fortyPort Tampa, Feb 13. Sld. schs Governor
Brown.
In
Vinalhaven,
9,
February
Ange- Powers,
fifth anniversary of their wedding. They were
Norfolk; Horace A Stone, Baltimore.
surely surprised. Mr. Dodge kept saying, line Brown, aged 80 years.
Port Arthur, Tex. Feb 12
Sld, sch LewisCarpenter. In Orland, February 7, Charles
How did
“Well! well! well! Great Scott!
W. Carpenter, aged 61 years, 3 months, 16 ton, Porto Rico.
you do this?” During the evening Mrs. Dodge
Feb 14.
sch Alice Holbrook,
Norfolk,
Ar,
brought out her wedding dress and as she had days.
Bath.
Carey. In East Bucksport, February 1, H.
outgrown it she tried it on Miss Winnifred, for
New Orleans, Feb 14.
Ar, sch Henry F
I
whom it was just a fit. Mrs. Foster read “Old Gardner Carey, aged 26 years.
Kreger, Tampa.
Carter. In Bar Harbor, January 22, NorFashioned Courtship,” Miss Winnifred sang
Gulfport, Miss, Feb 15. Ar, sch Fred W At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, with
“Ben Bolt,” with words slightly changed: “Do man Carter, aged 26 years, 6 months.
for the County of W a do. on tin* second
Davis. In Dixfield, Me., February 8, 1912, Ayer, Humacoa.
you remember sweet Alice, Dan Dodge,” etc.
day of February, A. 1) 11*12.
Savannah. Feb 14. Ar, sch Ella M Willey,
I.
Mrs.
Clarena
Davis
of
Belfast.
After refreshments of cake, icecream and cofNew
certain instrument, purporting to be th
York.
Harris.
In Belfast, February 20, Arnold
fee Mrs. Sibley called for toasts, as follows:
will and testament of Andiew W. St
Darien, Ga, Feb 16. Cld, sch Wawenock,
Mrs. Murch, Should women propose? Mrs. Harris, aged 89 years and 9 months.
late
of Belfast, in said County of Wahl
Littlefield. In Bangor, February 14, Na- Bridgeport, Ct.
Holman, The Ideal Man. Mrs. Bessey and
ceased,
having been presented for probat**.
Feb.
14.
stm
New
Stockton,
Ar,
Borinquen,
Mrs. Vose read short selections. Mrs. Small, thaniel W. Littlefield, aged 62 years.
Ordered. That notice he given to all p
Meservey. In Ingraham Hill, February 16, York; 16, ar, stm Millinocket, New York; 20, interested
in a few happily chosen words, presented
by causing a copy of this m-dei
sld, stmr MiUinocket, New York; sch Clarence
the bride and groom of forty-five years’ stand- Judge Charles E. Meservey, aged 55 years, 10
published three weeks successively In
H Venner, Perth Amboy.
publican Journal, published at Belfast, th;
ing, in behalf of the club, with a beautiful cut months, 21 days.
Searsport, Feb. 16. Sld, stm Kennebec, may appear at a Probate Court, to be In
Roberts. In Milford, Mass., February 10,
glass bowl. Mrs. Sibley then called on the
I Belfast, within and tor said County, on th«
Norfolk; 17, sld, barge Boyston, Rockland.
gentlemen for remarks and we hoped to gath- Matthew Roberts, formerly of Vinalhaven,
I ond Tuesday of March next, at ten
aged 67 years, 9 months.
er words of wisdom from our better halves,
FOREIGN PORTS.
I clock before noon, and show cause, if air.
Rand.
In
Josiah
Vinalhaven, February 14,
but they all declined. She praised them for
! have, why tlie same should not be prov<
Feb.
6
P
M.
str
Puerto
Mexico,
9,
Arrived,
H. Rand of Prospect, aged 89 years, 10
and allowed.
their forbearance during the past few years
Californian, Blake, t\ew York; 12, 5 P M, sld, \ proved
GEO. K. JOHNSON, J
for the patience with which they had often I months.
Delaware
Breakwater; 15, j A true copy. Attest:
Simonton." In Rockland, February 15, James str Kansan, Colcord,
eaten cold dinners and late suppers, all that i
1 P M, ar, stm Hawaiian, Dow, New York; 17,
('HAS. I*. HaZKLTLNK, Kegimother might go to the club. We all hope to Gilman Simonton, aged 76 years.
5 pm, sld, stmr American, Brodhead, DelaStaples. In Belfast, Feburary 17, Prudence
call on Mr. and Mrs. Dodge again on their
E., wife of Francis M. Staples of East Bel- ware Breakwater (for orders).
golden wedding anniversary.
Salina Cruz, Feb 12, noon. Ar, sir Isthmian, At a Probate Court held at Belfast, win.
66
tast, aged
years and 3 months.
for the County of Waldo, in vacation.
Smart. In Bangor, February 19, Abbie Cur- Hall. San Francisco; 17, 4 p m, sld, stmr Ari- I| 20th day ot bebruary, A. I» 15*12.
San Diego.
zonan,
tis Smart, widow of the late Elmore C. Smart,
ask J>ir. thrown
m. staples, wniowei ».t iv
I
Fort De France, Feb. 15.
Ar, sch Margaret
acred 84 vears. 10 months.
K Staples, late of Belfast, in s .id *
Thomas, Baltimore.
Waldo, deceased, having presented a |
j
Here’s Some Important News for Men Who
praying that Bindley M. Staples may In- a
ed administrator of the estate of said dt
are Growing Bald.
HILL
(S»Yanvllle.'
OAK
i Ordered, That tin* said petitioner give
1
People who have taken our word for it that
Mrs. Hannah Holmes is the guest of her son, ali persons interested by causing a copy
order to be published three weeks suectPARISIAN SAGE is the real hair grower,
in
North
Belfast....
Mr.
F.
J.
Fred Holmes,
hi 1 lie Republican •Journal, a newspaper p
beautifitr and dandruff cure have never been If You Have, the Statement of This BelWebb was in Winterport on business February ed at Belfast, that they appear at a
disappointed. Here’s the word of a person
fast Citizen Will Interest You.
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and
who took our word.
13th... Mr. James Webster cut ice for Mr. A. County, on the 12th day of March. A. I)
Ever have a “low-down” pain in the back?
“I have been using PARISIAN SAGE about
at ten of the clock before noon, and show
D. Moody last week... Mr. and Mrs. F. P. I if
a year. When I began to use it I only had a light
any they have, why the prayer ot said ;
In the “small,” right over the hips?
Webb attended the meeting of North Waldo I er should not be granted.
“fuzz” on my head. Now I have a good thick
That’s the home of backache.
GEO. L. JOHNSON, J
; Pomona Grange in Jackson February 14th....
growth, and it is growing thicker and longer
A true copy.
Attest :
It’s caused by sick kidneys.
right along. Many people don’t believe it can
Cham. K. Johnson, Acting Reg.
Mrs. Ezra Knowlton of Citypoint was the
be done, but I know from my own experience
That’s why Doan's Kidney Pills cure it.
of Mrs. Levi Seekins Thursday_Mr.
with PARISIAN SAGE that it can; I recomBelfast people endorse this. Read a case guest
mend it in the fullest confidence.—Gainse
S. D. Hartshorn closed a successful term of
of
it:
Brown, 708 North Fillmore street, Maryville,
school in district No. 8, February 17th.Mr.
We wish to thank our neighbors and fr
Mo.
George A. Noyes, Belfast, Maine, says: “My
for their kind assistance and many kind;
The above statement was made to Dr. C. D. kidneys caused me considerable trouble for the and Mrs. A. S. Damm were guests of Mr. and
shown
during our recent bereavement; ah
Mrs. F. P. Webb February 18th... Last SunKoch of the Koch Pharmacy, Maryville, Mo.,
two years. I suffered from pain across
the beautiful flowers.
April 29,1811. Large bottle 50 cents at A. A. past
Mr. and Mrs. John Peavey and Mr. and
day
Mrs. A. S. Jackson.
Howes & Co., and druggists everywhere. It is the small of my back and I was hardly able to
Mrs. Frank Peavey of Belfast called on their
Herbert F. Jackson
guaranteed.
straighten after stooping. I tried various kidMr. W. R. Peavey, who is quite ill_
Joseph W. Jackson.
father,
ney remedies, but nothing did me any good
Frank A. Jackson,
Jessie A., wife of William Thurlow of West
Miss Helen Knowlton returned home Sunday.
until I began using Doan’s Kidney Pills. They
Grace N. Patterson.
Lincolnville, died Feb. 7th. She was born in
William R. Jackson
Hope 27 years ago the 17th of last December, made a change for the better in my condition
Williamson
Prof.

John M. Ames Gompan}
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for the Canadian tacific R.

between the C. P. and the
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steamer Millinocket arrived from New Yort

general

___

A

From^ape Jellison pier the following ship
ping news was telephoned Monday evening
February 13th, tug Walter Ross arrived. February 14th, steamer Borinquen arrived frorr
New York, light, for paper. February l'Jth
with

A

3^

The Samoset club repeated their play.
|
“Captain Rockett,” in the grange hall FriBelfast, Searsport
day evening, Feb. 16th. The proceeds from
ning the line. He has leased the so-called the evening’s entertainment was $92.10. The ; ville.
Hutchinson-Gray.
In
West Sedgwick,
John Merrithew house on upper Cnurcn street
club since Jan. 18th has made $255 by preFebruary 10, by George M. Staples, Esq., Capt.
and brought his family to our village from
Herbert
Hutchinson
of
South Brooksin
their
different
Lyman
senting
play
places.
vilL? and Miss Ivadeli L. Gray of West SedgDorchester, Mass.
Mr. Atchison had a fine sermon Sunday
wick.
Capt. L. M. Partridge has been quite iil re- 1 morning, Feb. 18th, from Matthew 11:28
Morton-Rich. In Belfast, February 19, by
cently from an attack of bronchitis and the (Come unto me all ye that labor and are Rev. 1). Brackett, Harrison E. Morton of Jackson
and Miss Ethel I. Rich of Belfast.
incessant coughing has been very exhausting
heavy laden and I will give you rest.) SunReed-Edwards. In Jackson, February 17,
to his weakened system. Mrs. P. and theii
Feb.
his
will
be
25th,
day evening,
topic
by Rev. D. Brackett, Russell T. Reed of Dixdaughter, Mi6s Leora, are also suffering from Easter Salvation after death. The evening mont and Miss Margie r. Edwards of Jackson.
Roberts-Howard. In South Brooksville,
severe colds.
The latter are improving at this
meetings are well attended and are very help- February 18, by Wheelock C Bates, Orrin M.
writing Monday evening.
ful to both old and young.
Roberts and Miss Alice M. Howard, both of
express business between
Stockton, is now run-

u.-N^

/vAAA^vNAv^yyyvvv

^

1.70
7
40
0

and Miss Lelia I. Went) of Jackson.
Beverage-Young. In Vinalhaven, February 14, by D. H. Gilden, Esq Willie A. Beverage and Bertha E. Young, both of Vinalhaven.
In Stonington, FebruEaton-Knowlton.
ary 7, by Rev. H. R. Eaton, Dennis M. Eaton
and Lillian Knowlton, la th of Stonington.,
Grindle-Cain. In North BrooksvilL, February 8, by Rev. J. N. Palmer, Richard Grindle
and Miss Mattie E. Cain, both of North Brooks

present.

-42-.--

7
12
1.13

roe

and

friends in his native town the

^

Hingham, Mass.,

Breen,

pounds.

Ladies’
Aid Thursday afternoon, Feb. 22d. As busito come betore the
ness of importance is

meeting
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for Mrs. Bur-

HILTON,

Next Door to the National Bank, Belfast.

on

Mrs. Inez Bellows will entertain the

discourse.

the

M. H.

MARKET.

12 Lime,
Butter Salt, 141b., 18a22 Oat Meal,
Corn.
83 Onions,
Cracked Corn,
78'0il, kerosene,
Corn Meal,
78i Pollock,
22
Cheese,
Pork,
Cotton Seed,
1.75| Plaster,
10 Rye Meal,
Codfish, dry,
10 Shorts,
Cranberries,
Clover Seed,
20 Sugar,
5.75a7.00 Salt, T. I.,
Flour,
H. G. Seed,
'Sweet Potatoes,
12;Wheat Meal,
Lard,

Decrow, who has bought Mr.

Lathrop’s

Truman

port

will

the

sized

in Belfast

Mr. B. A. Spencer, insurance agent from Belfast, visited the boys of the Samoset Club in
their rooms Tuesday evening, Feb. 13th, and insured their fixtures.

given in the Dniversalist pulpit. His
subject was: “What did Christ Actually Teacn
in Regard to future Punishment?" A good

now

Belfast several

curative food.

J

Rev. Arthur

stongest denominational

RETAIL

week.

ever

Rand, whose home

several weeks in Waldoboro.... Mr. and Mrs.
A. L. [Blaisdell, Mr. and Mrs. E. N. Bartlett
and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Tasker were guests at
the home of John H. York in Monroe Saturday evening.A caucus for the nomination of officers for election at the annual
town

is

j

Sunday

of the

spending the winter in
daughter. He had fre-

Mr.

was

quently visited relatives in this town....Mr.
and Mrs. C. H. Libby visited relatives in Swanville Sunday-Mrs. W. Chase is spending

an

Emulsion

one

Clements received

fof his uncle, Josiah

few weeks.

a

Wood, hard,
Wood, soft,

RETAIL PRICE.

45
1.00
8
6.00
26a28
2
12
20

|

Invitations from Mr. ana Mrs. Joseph Franklin Frye to attend the marriage reception of
their youngest daughter, Miss Dorothy, and
Mr. Ralph H. Hall, on Thursday evening,
March 7th at 13 Goffe street, Quincy, Muss.,
have been received by friends in town.

Mr. Mauler

Rehearsals are now
going on for “Peggy’s Dream,” the operetta to
be given in Union Hall, Feb. 29th, under the j
auspices of the Ladies’ Guild of the Cong’l
church, with the valuable assistance of Mrs.
Edmund Eno. The music is dainty and catchy,
appearance.

V.

Clements,

Best Stomachs in the World

“Peggy’s Dream.”

and many of the cast

Mary

E.

a

The Ladies’ Aid Society will be entertained
this, Thursday, afternoon, for sewing, by Mrs.
Horace M. Griflin, Middle street. The change,
from Mrs. Lillias S. Emery’s was made because of the decease of Mrs. Abbie F. Staples.

86

years.

large colliers coming to
Leaving the schooner

summer

Flora

Fowl,
Geese,

16|Turkey,

15 Tallow,
20'Veal,
33,Wool, unwashed,
14
18

I have just put in a new line of HOUSE DRESSES
which are worthy of your inspection.

8

6^'Potatoes,
60j Round Hog,
16iStraw,

Billings. In Franklin, February 9, to Mr.
and Mrs. Henry H. Billings, a son.
Mr. Harry Cunningham has gone into the
Bunker. In Franklin, February 1, to Mr.
fish business in the village.
and Mrs. Gerald S. Bunker, a daughter.
Clapp. In West Brooklin, February 10, to
Miss Winifred Dodge went to Boston Feb.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleaves Clapp, a son.
17th for a stay of two months.
Grover. In Rockland, February 10, to Mr.
!
Miss Florence Cioss from Morrill visited her and Mrs. George W. Grover, a son.
Ginn. In Orland, January 31, to Mr. and
cousin, Winilred Dodge, the past week.
Mrs. Arthur E. Ginn, a daughter.
Grindle. In Franklin, January 23, to Mr.
Mrs. Mell McGray and daughter Vera from
I and Mrs. Thomas W. Grindle, a son.
Burnham visited Mrs. McGray’s parents, Mr.
Hardy. In Lincolnville, February 19, to Mr.
and Mrs. Nat McFarland, recently.
ar.d Mrs. Robert P. Hardy, a son.
Haskell.
In Little Deer Isle, February 3,
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Bryant and son
tc Mr. and Mrs. Charles Haskell, a daughter.
Harding of Burnham visited Mr. Bryant’s
Leach. In Orland, February 3, to Mr. and
1
Mrs. William A. Leach, a son, Elwell Parker.
mother, Dollie Bryant, Feb. 17th and 18th.
Rich. In Isle au llaut. February 6, to Mr.
Mr Charles Sampson is in Aroostook on busi- and Mrs. William Stillman
Rich, a daughter,
ness.
Mrs. Sampson was the guest of Mrs, Rosamond Mildred.
Edmund Murch and others in Pittsfield the past I Staples. In Belfast, February 11, to Mr.
and Mrs. Henry W. Staples, a daughter.

a

land with her husband for

Capt. George W. Field, 78

December 31.

seaman.

Northland here last

Mrs.

years,
November 30.

Minneapolis, having served seven years in the
navy when his time expired. Since the expiration of his term in the navy Mr. Smith has
engaged
Searsport as a

Mrs.

years.
November 22.

the

been

71 years.

Curtis,

M.

Ella Sprowl is caring
leigh Ward in Thorndike.

Welcome to Stockton!
C. Colcord ieft last Friday for

was

Mrs.

fortnight with her sisters in Portland, closing her house during her absence.
Her daughter,Mrs. Harry I). bhute, is in Rock-

Whittum, 31 years.
Amanda

Eggs,

8
10
50a65

|{OK>

William Thompson
business Feb. 13th.
Mr.

their Church street residence for

season.

visit of

Mrs. Carrie G. Bowen, 51 years.
November 2. Joshua Nickerson, 76 years.
November 6. Capt. Frank A. Curtis, 69

run

transferred to

the

October 31.

crew

her famous

ly opened

Dr. Elisha iioj kins, 82 years.

October 10.

porter
past six months, was
of the battleship Oregon with
Capt. Clark during the Spanish-American War
on

Mrs.

Beet, forequarters,
Barley, bu,
Chaese,
Chicken,
Calf Skins,
Duck,

“Better

the

in the next

■

Corsets, Neckwear, Belts, Jewelry, Handkerchiefs, Aprons, Ladies’ and Children’s
STREET GLOVES,

17.00al8.00

FREEDOM.

loilioc

Mrs. Elmer E. Thompson arrived
home from Bangor last Thursday .after spending several months in the city, and immediate-

Webber,
L. McGilvery, 80

George E. Merrill,

and

Stockton’s

of

issue of this paDer.

Mrs. Ann

Willard

one

rocnantoW

Land."

67 years.

19.

excellent

thor’s very popular works, on Feb. 14th, all
members present—fifteen
in number—pro-

Mr. and

Mrs. Harriet B. Pendleton,

October 1.

hitrVilv

(Fletcher) Staples, passed to
An obituary will appear

Abbie

79 years.

14.

Payson Smith, State SuperPubiic Schools. The banquet at

The Current Events Club, in regula. session,
meeting with the Misses Hichborn, Church
street, held a Dickens-Day memorial program,
including sketches of the novelist’s life, character, habits and tastes, with several remarkably well-told abstracts of certain of the au-

called to

was

— ■

|j==y=-=

PRODUCER.

7j

Mr.

was

PAID

per bu,
50a75.Haj,
dried, per lb.,
Hides,
2.75a2.90
Beans, pea,
Lamb,
2.75! Lamb Skins,
Beans, Y. E.,
30 Mutton,
Butter,
Beef, sides,
6.^a7,Oats, 32 lb.,

to be present.

severe

Saturday evening
anil mnst

Mrs. Albert

September

House for the

of the

Last
nlrltast

64 years.

erson.

one

13.

September

..

Searsport

Smart, 66

years.

Sunday

the colored

Matilda J.

September

Chapins.”-Eugene Nickerson has
M rs. McClellan
employment at Sandypoint
of Frankfort is housekeeping for J. M. NickSmith,

28.

the

tflj

LowpI'.

Apples,

nouncing the occasion highly enjoyable and
Friday evening quite a company of i profitable. At the close of the stipulated
hours for study, Engli h tea (brought from
young people drove to Sandypoint to attend a
dance in Griffin’s hall
A very happy time at the British Isles) toasted crackers and cnocothe hall is reported, and a most delightsome late candy were served by Miss Mary Hichborn.
sleigh ride.

Mrs. Elizabeth J. Sawyer, 74

15.

by

that you appreciate a genuine value
It also proves that this store never dis
always does as it agrees— and a little more.

proves

| SBeSDindmorvStom^ ||

PRICE CURRENT.
Weekly for The Journal.

PRODUCE MARKET.

highly satisfactory
present. Mr. and
Mrs. T. felt well repaid for theii efforts made

to the

}

giving
appoints;
Again—Thanks.

BELFAST

Last

1911:

years.

“The

William

Wiswell,

Martha F.

son

CO..

the J. C. AYER

Corrected

to all

Belfast Febillness of her mothnow better.
Miss C. was in town
Sunday, returning to Belfast Monday.

Mrs. Sarah R. Porter, 94

21.

June 15.

evening to vifcit his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
J. Matthews... H. Peabody Farnham and W.
F. Adams of Salem, Mass., returned to their
homes last Saturday after spending a few days
at

S.

fine little

by

iB|
It

Mr. and Mrs.

the Penobscot Exchange

West Main street.

Miss Effie Curtis

ruary 13th
er, who is

March 6. Dr. Phineas P. Nichols, 51 years.
March 16. John Oxton, 71 years.
March 28.
Andrew J. Biather, 78 years.
May 11. Frank G. Nichols, 58 years.

Following is a list of the
names of the proprietors of the house since it
was first established:
John Beals, Robert
Catlin, Ephrairr. Porter, W. H. Mathews, J. M.
Savory, W. H. Mathews, Williston Grinnell,
William E. Grinnell, George Veasey, Knowlton
Trundy, W. E. Grinnell, Thomas Berry.
and

Ralph Morse,

years.

that there is to be a change in
the proprietorship of the Searsport House in
near

OF

a

evening by

intendent of

Emily G. Richardson of Bangor arrived in town Saturday and is the guest of her
sister-in-law and husband, Capt. and Mrs.

years.

It is rumored

the

NECROLOGY

SEARSrORT

the

Monday

Mrs.

A. E. Nickerson (nee Miss Jessie
Morison) ot jSwanville. The others are Mr.
Bert Morison of Newark, N. J., and Mr. Frank
Eames of Stoughton, Mass.

Roadsters.

Fast

at their home

visitation of the stork at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Willi, m Morrison, Church street,

these is Mrs.

two months.

daughter

a wee

The

of

since the great storm the last

Mrs.

morning.

Sandypoint. Having no ^children of their
of December came along Tuesday morning. own they sacredly, if not legally, adopted
The sleighing has been the finest for years three—a niece and nephews of Mrs. Eames, to
and the wood haulers are having great luck in whom they cheerfully gave the comforts of a
getting in their wood and logs, although at good home, kindly and careful rearing and all
times it has been rather chilly duiing the past that parental care might suggest. One of
The first

Warren Winslow. Mi 1 street,
receiving congratulations upon the ar-

Mr. and

receiving the guests,

in

ago

Attirte

Thursday

|)B

event.

^

a

Alvah C. Treat
—Mr. T. the school superintendent of Stockton—drove to Bangor to attend the Penobscot
Valley Association of School Superintendents
meeting Friday. An instructive program was
carried through, enlivened by profitable discussioi s during the day and an able address in
Last

The Ladies’ Aid

monials

special election for senaMonday. March 4th. E. F.
Hanson of Belfast, is the Democratic and M. J.
Dow of Brooks the Republican candidate.
March 11th.

tor will b6

married life

guest most graciously, and there were more than fifty who
called to express their congratulations and
sincere good wishes. There were many testi-

Kith

at their home
their

STOCKTON "SPRINGS.

manyfriends to make some demonstration
surprise to this interesting couple, who

have seen so many years of
gether. They welcomed each

Mr. and Mrs. Loomis Fames celebrated the
F*»h

£

the western

at four o’clock

fiSth anri vp.rsarv of t.hpir marriaerp

It

cystic tumor. Mr. H. came from
W.io makes the best liver pills ? The
part of the State, where he is | J. C.
Ayer Company, of Lowell, Mass.
teaching, to accompany her to Bangor. She ;
They have been making Ayer’s Pills for
has returned, but is yet unable to resume her
If you have the slightover sixty years.
schoolroom duties. We trust her convalescence j est doubt about
using these pills, ask
may be rapid.
your doctor. Ask him first, that’s best.

Searsport

the

«

a!

1

We wish to thank /‘Everybody” for the manner in
which they responded to our “Divide by Four” Sale
held at our store last week. Our sale slips show two
of the biggest business days we have ever experienced.

^

\
\
j

public school

sale at

not

►?«kM

THANKS

^

stimulant. It does not make t
you feel better one day, then
as bad as ever the next.
There is not a drop of alcohoi in it. Ayer’s Sarsaparilla is a tonic. You have the
steady, even gain that comes
from such a medicine, Ask
your doctor all about this.
Trust him fully and always
do as he says. He knows.

Mrs.

Royal is the only Baking Powder made
from Royal Grape Cream of Tartar

CT

as soon

now on

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla is

day

fl

|

Stimulant
or Tonic ?;

Wednesday, still beautiful, and much milder;
Thursday, lovely day—real spring-like; Friday,

W

wholesome and economical,
will make such fine food.

so

Steamer

house

degrees below zero, in some localities; Monday, bright sunshine, less cold; Tuesday, beautiful day, much moderation of temperature;

g

Many mixtures are offered as
substitutes for Royal. No other
baking powder is the same in
composition or effectiveness, or

In)

great bargain in

a

Twelve

Last week’s weather was as follows: Sunday,
fine day; but
14
very cold, mercury falling to

||

Pure

pect street.

bake pans this week.
pans only 12 cents.

expenses.

I BAKING POWDER 1

again.

Tribute to Wellesley girls who are now laboring in China and other foreign fields ad missionaries was paid by Mrs. Lucia Ames Mead
of Boston in an address Feb. 18ch on “International Peace” at the vesper service in Houghton Memorial Chapel, Wellesley. Her address
was given before nearly 1,000 college girls.

!
i

Francis

EVER HAVE IT ?

i

!I
!

■

j

j

CARD OF THANKS

daughter of Henryrand the late Ellen Wooster. from
Besides her husband she leaves a little daughuntil
a father and
Ellen W.

Thurlow,
stepmothand Mrs. Henry Wooster of Camden, a
brother, Freeman Wooster of Searemont, who
have the sympathy of the entire community
in their bereavement. The funeral services
were held at her home Friday by Rev. S. E.
Frohock of Camden. Burial at Center Lincolnville.
ter,

er, Mr.

first,

and I continued taking them
free from pains in my back and
other symptoms of my trouble.”
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agents
for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—sand take no
other.
the

I

was

Henry

Haynes,

widely

known as an archaeologist, died at his residence
in Boston Feb. 16th. He was born in Bangor,
Me., in 1831, and after his graduation from
Harvard in 1851 he taught in the University of
A farm of small acreage, large orchard,
Vermont until the early seventies, when he
began his research in archaeology abroad. His timber with a sufficient paoturage for two
contributions to science earned him a medal and a horse. Not far from some shipi
frttn the international Congress of anthropo- point. Apply to
BOYD EMERSON,
logical sciences in 1878. His wife died ten
Belfast, Maine
years ago.
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